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Libby-Burchell Fisheries Company Providing Big Lay-out Rockland Lions Receive Their Charter, and Arc Felicitated
By Numerous Other Organizations
At Vinalhaven-Mr. Libby’s Prophecy

TALK OF THE TOWN
A new heating plant is being in
stalled in the Universalist church
Francis E. Havener, a local radio
fan, is enjoying the comforts of a
new’ Zenith console.

The service hall of inability to participate in the happy
An expenditure of between $40,000 miles long, according to the govern
Hotel Rockland was affair.
and $50,000 has heen made by the ment records. And our coastline is
V. F. Studley is erecting on Park
closed to the regular
From Gov. Ralph O. Brewster came
Libby-Burehell Fisheries Company the northern boundary of the Gulf of
tsreet a building w'hich will be occu
guests last night, be this message:
' at Vinalhaven, and as a result of it Maine.
*
|
cause of possible dan
"My Dear Mr. Smalley:
Mrs. pied as a grocery store by Knight
there stands today one of the best
“One development since the World I
8*
•••
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
8f ! wholesale
gers which might be Brewster joins me in regretting that Bros
fish plants on the Atlan- War has been the preparation of fish !
encountered, there by we cannot accept your invitation tor]
at the source of supply. Heretofore '
How few our real wants, and how ••• 1 tic Coast.
38 Mechanic Street, Rockland
The property occupies 3^ acres of we have been shipping out fish thatI the uninitiated traveler. The king of « Charter Night of the New Lions Cluo | A stated communication of King
♦ vast our Imaginary ones. - Lavatcr.
•••
land, has 823 feet of waterfront and carried 50 per cent or more of loss. ! lhe 3unele Wi,s known ,0 '* °" “ of Rockland, because of a previous, Solomon’s Temple Chapter will be
who held the number first drawn
ga
••• ••• •
makes use of more than 100,000 feet Thanks to improved refrigeration and , ™mpage there, and judging from the engagement of some standing. We hcld tonight. King Hiram’s Council
of floor space. All of the buildings the patronage of chain stores and I volume of the r,,ars whlch frequently have been present at several birth has its annual meeting tomorrow
, have either heen remodelled or put in groceries we have been able to, came from that direction he had lots day parties of Lions Clubs in Maine night.
MANAGER-LIFE SAVER
and know s »mething of the p.casure
A word of appreciation of the many courtesies ex
i first class repair, and with new’ ma- handle fish to better advantage. The . of company.
The biennial report of the State
, chinery installed was in readiness chain and grocery stores may now' I It was the charter night of the that they' afford. I also had a some
tended during the contest is added to this announce
Basil Winchenbaugh Gets Good Word
, early in August for operations in serve to the customer fish which is i newly organized Rockland Lions, an what special interest in your Club assessors shows Maine’s valuation to
From Cloverdale Trade Paper.
be $743,685,759, or an increase of $18,three departments—fresh, frozen and already prepared for the housewife’s!
ment by
747,464 in the past two years. Knox
I smoked fish; boneless and salt fish; use.
|
The well known trade paper of the
County’s valuation increased from
and by-products.
In the coming
“I venture the prophecy that great ,
Cloverdale Store system has these
$19,414,577 to $20,810,359.
spring it is intended to operate a development awaits the fishing in
nice things to say concerning a Rock
new canning department.
dustry of Maine, and it should have
land hoy now located in Waldoboro.
A letter came to the Rockland
The concern buys from a large fleyt the encouragement of the Maine Def
Basil Winchenbaugh, manager of
postofllce a few days ago addressed
of small smacks and power boats. velopment Commission.’’
Whippet and Willys-Knight Dealers
No. 291, Waldoboro, Me., has built up and will increase its facilities in the
E. C. Rockland & Co., Inc.. Rockland,
Vice President Libby is much in
a mighty good business in his stare. spring by the addition of trawlers.
Me. It was delivered to B. C. Moran &
Besides being a good-natured and ac Fresh, smoked and frozen fish are terested in the proposition to estab
Co. and was found to have reached
commodating chap he might well he being shipped and the biggest prob- lish a fisheries school at the Univer
the correct destination. Such is
sity of Maine along lines similar to
~afafHrajarejaraigHraizizrafarajBiajzrarajzfii.reraraiHJBfgrafzjajaiararap^
imitated by a lot of our managers in ,em that confronts tho concern today the one at the Massachusetts Insti
fame!
the importance he places upon keep- is keeping pace wi(h the orders.
tute of Technology, and his view’s
ing his store clean. In fact his middle
(lo pot Rnf)W of another plant in
Miss Kitty McLaughlin, who was
have enlisted an earnest advocate in
name is Old Dutch Cleanser. Don t New England which is so complete,’* the person of Congressman White.
engaged to sing the leading role in
get the idea that Basil is one of those saj,i
py Libby, vice president and Such an institution, he argues, would
the opera “Der Freischutz" Friday
sissy guys. Far from it. He used to general manager of the concern, to give young men an opportunity to
evening for the Columbia broadcast
work for the Kockland & Rockport Thp Courier-Gazette Tuesday. “I be- see what our Atlantic dooryard of
over WiOR, will not be able to ap
Lime Corporation and the following f peVe that Vinalhaven W’ill rank see- fers to them.
pear owing to Illness. The opera will
account appears in’the It. & R. Bulle- ; onfl as a filing port in Maine and
One, Two and Three Ball Roll-off at Carr’s Alleys
he repeated later, with Miss Mc
l^n:
, fifth in New’ England the coming
Laughlin in the soprano role.
will take place Dec. 13, at 8.30 P. M. Sharp, for
“What nearly resulted in a drown I year. In Massachusetts they con ’ TWO LOCAL BEQUESTS
ing accident occurred at the Rock ; sider the fishing industry on a sound
—
The house near Masonic street, oc
$25.00 Cash Prizes to the following:
port quarries last week when Basil and paying basis—more so than Home For Aged Women and
cupied by Kenneth Mills and family
Winchenbaugh of the Faulkener crew, many other industries.’
has been presented to Mrs. Mills by
Knox Hospital Remcmand George Blaekington, drjller at
Vice President 'Libby has been
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. II. W.
First Prize,
$8.00 Tenth Prize,
$2.00
the Rockport quarries, were tipped making an extended survey of the
Thorndike and is undergoing exten
bered
In
Will
from a raft upon which they were fishing industry, and was a delegate
sive repairs, Including a cemented
Second Prize,
$4.00 Thirteenth Prize,
$1.50
working and thrown into water of a to the recent sessions of the New
basement. A pipe furnace is being
Two Rockland bequests, made by
depth of 150 feet.
England Council in Portland, the
installed.
$3.00 Fifteenth .Prize,
Third Prize,
$1.00
the late Margaret L. Mansfield of
“They were both w’earing oil suits value of whose deliberations im
Bloomfield, N. J., were not included in
and Mr. Blaekington had an 18-inch pressed him greatly. He secured the
A good sized Rockland delegation
Fifth Prize,
$2.50 Seventeenth Prize, $1.00
the list recently published in this
Stillson wrench strapped to him and promise of Chairman Merrill that the
came back from the Wileys Corner
paper, one being $4000 to Home for
his pockets were filled w ith holts- He fisheries of Maine would be adopted
Eighth Prize,
$2.00
benefit supper and entertainment
certainly would have gone down but as the leading topic of discussion and Aged Women and the other being
Tuesday night expressing keen satis
$3000 to Knox Hospital. Omission
for the prompt action of Mr. Winch research work the coming year.
faction with both.
The minstrel
was also made of a bequest of $4000
enbaugh who, though heavily clothed j
“The Gulf of Maine is the most i
show’, coached by Alfred Hocking,
Twenty highest three successive string totals will be allowed in
himself, was able to take a few strokes 1 valuable and prolific fishing grourids lo 1,1 r’</< nt
nH n
L
would have done credit to any com
the roll-off—one string with one ball; two strings with two balls;
and grasp and help Blaekington to ( on the Atlantic Coast,” said Mr
* ,s' - ansn < was a otrnci i< .1
munity.
two strings with three balls will take place at the roll-off.
dent
of
Rockport,
and
had
several
Libby. “It is 85 miles wide and 215
the righted raft.”
cousins in this section. She had been
Start your three successive strings now to qualify as there will be
A fine community spirit Is mark
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE ROCKLAND accustomed to spending her summers
only twenty highest strings.
ing the construction of the Communi
NATIONAL BANK
Rockport and Morrill. The full District Governor Fred H. Gabbi, Who Presented Charter To Rockland
ty Yacht Club’s new building at the
Notice Is hereby given that the annual meet text of her will has not been made
Lions Club
ing of the Stockholders of the Rockland Na
Public Landing. President Wyman
know
’
n
here,
and
may
be
found
to
con

tional Bank will he held at Its hanking rooms
of the Central Maine Power Company
on Tuesday, January 8. 1929. at 10 o’clock tain a number of private bequests of event which is destined to occupy a because of hearing something of its
instructed Supt. Blodgett to have tlie
, a ni. to fix the number of and elect a Board Knox County interest.
at the
prominent page in the history of lo development from some of those in wiring done without expense to the
j of Directors for the ensuing year, and to
Among
bequests
to
Maine
institu

466 Main St.
Rockland, Me.
transact such other business as may properly
cal service clubs, and which marked terested. I shall hope sometime to Club. This donation is received very
! come before the meeting.
Christmas Gift Sale
tions were $20,000 to the Baptist an important epoch in the adminis hear the quality of your roar.”
gratefully by those who are working
Per order,
church of Rockport, $6,000 to the tration of District Governor Fred II.
“Best wishes for a happy begin
J. W. ROBINSON. Cashier.
145-147
so hard to make the club house a
of Mesdames
Kockland. Me.. Dec. 6. 1928.
146-Th-2 Eastern Maine Lincoln Baptist Asso- Gabbi of Portland, as it was the first ning and successful future for the
success.
O’HARA, ROSE and RHODES
I eiation. $4,000 to the Baptist church charter which he has presented since Rockland Lions Club," wired Walter
I of West Rockport, $6,000 to the Old Maine was set off as an independent W. Morse, past president of the Port
Beauty and Spirit Poems Indies’ Home in Camden, $6,000 to the district. His address on Lionism and land Club, and a guest at the local Gradual improvement in the con
80 Park Street
dition of Frank G. Farrington of Au
new’ hospital in Camden and $3,000 President Frank H. Ingraham’s witty club's initial meeting. Regrets also
By Beulah Sylvester Oxton
gusta, recently appointed Supreme
2.00 P. M.
each to the hospitals in Belfast.
and sparkling speech In acceptance of came from President William D. VeaCourt Justice. Is reported at the Maine
A beautiful Christmas gift—copies ot*-<
the
charter
wen;
the~butSTKYidfrfgTeS~~7tfc
nT
“
the
W.TnTfTflr
’
Chfb?
Melvin
AND OPEN EVENINGS
General Hospital. His name is not
Emery at 230 Limetained from Clara
tures of last night’s birthday party. Jones, assistant secretary general;
rock street. Tel. 421-M. Sent any ad
"ON
MY
SET
”
The Bangor-Brewer Club sent down President Henry Baird of the Auburn on the danger list and his recovery
dress upon receipt of price, $2.00 per copy.
a large delegation, which proved to Club and President George H. Hinck from a critical Illness seems assured.
145-15(1
He has been In the hospital more than
.
. '
of the
I tuned in late Tuesday night
be “the life of the party.” The visit ley of .the South Portland Club.
“I wand to remind you that the three weeks, suffering from what was
ors sang the Lions songs with great
on WCBM, a new station located
gusto, and their “yells” would have Bangor Lions are here without their reported as being angina pectoris.
at Bay City, Mich., which was
Judge Farrington is assigned to pre
done full credit to a college cheering wives.” said Toastmaster Smalley.
indulging in experimental work
At this the visiting delegation sang side over the April term of •Supreme
section. Bad traveling prevented the
at the moment.
I also found
Portland and Waterville clubs from* “There Ain’t No Wives With Us,’’ Court in Knox County.
WTAM way down on one of the
to the tune of “It Ain’it Going To Rain
sending delegations.
low wave lengths, and couldn’t
In connection with the Thanksgiv
An especially welcome guest was No More.”
help thinking that it had fared
Rockland, Me.
Purported telegrams from Hoover ing exercises which were held at the
George B. Anderson, assistant na
A public meeting of the commit
badly through the recent change.
tional secrotary, who was given an and Coolidge were received with ap Tyler school Miss Miller’s class had
It used to be one cf my best sta
tee appointed by the City Council
plause and laughter.
its program in the morning. There
ovation.
tions, but now the fan is fortu
“ Any from Al?" asked one of the were Thanksgiving songs and reci
Two Lions who had a prominent
to investigate the matter of oil
nate
who
finds
it
at
all.
uiet
tations and the story of Thanksgiving
share in the evening’s festivities were Bangor Lions.
••• ••• •••
storage by the Standard Oil Co.
President Ingraham’s welcome was was told by some of the pupils. The
Charles T. ISmalley, who officiated as
OIL BURNER
Herbert Hoover’s victory in
To Have
to;tstmaster; and R. F. (Saville, who, extended in rhyme, and admirably boys and girls who took part In the
will be held at 7.30 FRIDAY
the national election was a vic
Toastmaster playlet, “Thanksgiving Day Thank
in his capacity as lion tamer, led in suited the occasion.
tory for radio. This was the
NIGHT, DEC. 7, in the City Counall of the Lions roars and conducted Smalley’s irCroduction of the presi fulness.” did exceedingly well. They
concensus
of
radio
men
in
Wash

Before you struggle
the Lions songs, which, by the way, dent had precluded the possibility of were Vernon Raye, Virginia Leach.
cil Room, at which time remon
ington who have been associated
Select one of the following Clubs
a “long speech.”
made a greait hit with the guests.
Rose Moody, Valma Rich, Edwin
strants may show cause why the
with the broadcasting industry
To Mayor James F. Carver fell the Edwards, Barbara Jordan, David
The service hall was decorated in
through another siege of
from the time the Department of
distinction
of
being
the
'first
to
wel

tank
in
question
should
not
be
the
Lions
colors,
orange,
purple
and
Hodgkins, Ella Simmons, Lawrence
FIVE-DOLLAR CLASS
Commerce, under Mr. Hoover,
come the Lions into the service clubs Lord. Sidney Harden, James Grover,
coal shoveling and ash
Requires a deposit of $5.00 each week for the next 50 weeks. In
erected.
began its work to regulate the
of
Rockland.
“
They
can
be
nothing
December, 1929, you will receive a check for $250.00, plus interest.
Mildred Weymouth.
use of th eair. Not only among
hut a benefit and help to -the corn*
JAMES F. CARVER,
carrying, measure their
politicians
who
have
paid
a
great
'
munity.
”
said
His
Honor,
who
voiced
TWO-DOL.LAR CLASS
A profitable meeting of the Sun
Mayor.
deal of attention to radio legisla
his satisfaction at the assistance he shine Society was held at the ho-me
cost against the small
Requires a deposit of $2.00 each- week for the next 50 weeks. In
tion
but
among
those
associated
I
has
always
received
from
local
servDecember, 1929, you will receive a check for $100.C0, plus interest.
of Mrs. Austin Smith. Grace street.
with it for commercial and tech
| ice clubs.
investment in a Quiet
Monday afternoon, with 18 members
nical
reasons
there
was
the
firm
President
Joseph
Emery
of
the
RoONE-DOLLAR CLASS
present.
By request Mrs. H. P.
The Town of
May Automatic Oil
opinion that what advancement
tary Club welcomed the Lions to the Blodgett gave a talk on Red' Cross
Requires a deposit of $1.C0 each week for the next 50 weeks. In
radio
has
made
within
the
last
j
circle,
and
wished
them
all
the
sucDecember, 1929, you will receive a check for $50.00, plus interest.
work, which was both interesting and
Burner that will provide
I cess the future may bring
two years will be left undis
enlightening. Last week the Society
“
There
has
heen
some
talk
that
turbed, and certainly continued
OFFERS
FIFTY-CENT CLASS
made 28 visits, many times carrying
uniform, healthful heat
I Rockland has too many clubs,” said food, fruit. Jellies, clothing, etc. It
under the new administrationRequires a deposit of 50 cents each week for the next 50 weeks. In
President Frank A. Tirrell of the was voted to give $1 a week toward
December, 1929, you will receive a check for $25.00, plus interest.
without work, worry or
Forty Club. “The fact is that it lias the school milk fund for the winter
It is reported that WNAC is
not enough clubs. The need of an months, and one member is to give
to relocate its transmitter and
TWENTY-F1VE-CENT CLASS
dirt.
organization like the Lions has been personally $1.20 a week for this fund
use more power for daytime
Requires a deposit of 25 cents each week for the next 50 weeks. In
|
For All Citizen* Who Desire
noted for a long time. It makes the which will provide milk for two chil
broadcasting. Can't come too
December, 1929, you will receive a check for $12.50, plus interest.
Call at the Office of Dr. H. W.
third side of a triangle. Pulling to dren.
A visit to our showroom
soon to suit us up here in Maine.
Frohock,
Rockland
i
gether wre can accomplish much.”
CLUB STARTS DECEMBER 10
M. E. Wotton. introduced as the
will give you the facts.
Television and picture trans
A. B. Borgerson
Join now and make your first payment
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
president of “a live •Chamber of Com
mission may not be permitted
Health Officer
145-tf
merce,’’ expressed the opinion that an
after
Jan.
1st,
and
for
the
bene

145-147
If I had to lire my life acaln I would liare
1 active Lions Club will he of much made
fit f the general radio public it
m rule to read some poetry and listen to
j assistance to Ihe Chamber, and that some music at least once a week The loss of
ERWIN M. SPEAR
should not be if it is responsible,
these tastes Is n loss of happiness. -Charles
it W’ill be a grand success,
as they say it is, for the disturb
j
W. II Holman, president of Ihe Darwin.
615 Main St.
Rockland
ance which is created at certain
Bangor-Brewer Club received a very
THE NANTUCKET SKIPPER
hours of the day. Radio recep
Tel. 331 for prompt service
cordial greeting. “Anybody looking Many a lone, long year ago.
tion should not be spoiled for
lor
an
easy
job
in
the
Lions
had
betNantucket
skippers had a plan
millions in order that a few hun
: ter resign,” he warned. “The spirit Of finding out. though “lying low."
dred may indulge in the expe
How
near
New
York their schooners ran
i is service and sacrifices are necesriment.
I sawy.”
They
greased
the
lead before It fell.
••• ••• •••
And then by sounding, through the night.
The rafters rang when Gus Tapley
A belated session last night
Knowing
the
soil
that
stuck so well.
j Sturtevant, field organizer, was IntroThey always guessed their reckoning right.
President Frank H. Ingraham, Who ' dueed. He gave three readings, one
furnished these stations: WTMJ
WLW. WHIC, WIP, WMAK,
Will Guide Dcstiqjes of the Local of which was “Dangerous Dan Mc- A skipper gray, whose eyes were dim.
Lions
CKGW, WEBH, WGHP, WLAC,
Could tell, by tasting, just the spot.
I Grew’’ and delighted the guests with
so below he’d “douse the glim.”—
WMAQ and WMCA.
I his dramatic talent. Mr. Sturtevant And
After, of course, his “something hot.”
Thrift and Foresight deserve congratulations
orga.niz.ed the Rockland Club and will
will stand Iirm and not wobble if
white,
very tasty effect being proalways occupy a warm corner in its Snug In his berth, at eight o’clock.
THE SNOW FLEET
dueed with crepe paper, under the 1 rffoctions.
This ancient skipper might he found .
you use the
Capt.
Anderson
ate
his
Thanks

No matter how Ills craft would rock.
direction of Edward O’B, Gonia, E.
Part of your Christmas Club savings invested with The Sun Life Assurance Co.
Dr. Nichols brought Portland's
He slept—for skippers’ naps are sound.
giving turkey in
Hyannis , Ihe Stewart Orbeton and A C. Jones.
• Ii
i i
.
i ii->ic<iings ,and told how
the club
schooner Wawenock being al that Inclusive
will assure you of a check every month if you become disabled. It will provide an
ofc .the
lady guests
nearly
.
v,u , in" The watch on deck would now and then
. the
41 fine
/•
I ,
<, lt...v was
port wdth coal from New York for 100 sat dow’n to
Itun down and wake him. with the lead;
chicken
sup- lhat
..
,■ sponsoring
, . , a , conva escent home for crippled children. “You He’d up, and taste, and tell the men
income for your later years and an income for your family if you should die.
Vinalhaven.
per served by Proprietor Thomas F.
1- , ...m
............
. ..........................
How many miles they went ahead.
find
plenty
of
work
in
Kockland
Schooner Helvetia. Capt. Pettigrew, Keating, who being a Lion himself,
was at Saunderstown. Monday, bound knows just what the jungle king.' he said. “The club is going to be a One night ’twas Jotham Warden’s watch—
The Sun Life Assurance Co. of Canada is an international company operating
P
*
,,
. ,,
.. i Hving force in your community."
A curious wag—the pedler's son :
Supports any size tree—it cannot
from Hillsboro, N. B. for Philadel prefer
for a diet. Eventually the j Assistant National Secretary An- And
so he mused (the wanton wretch!)
since 1865 in every country of the world, its dividend scale and interest rate have
phia, with barreled plaster. She will club will have its own dining room in
lip. The most practical holder on
’’Tonight I’ll have a grain of fun.
[ derson brought along a bunch of
proceed
thence
to
Boothbay
with
the
hotel
basement,
and
those
who
the market.
gained worldwide recognition.
witty stories. Becoming serious again "We're all a set of stupid fools.
coal.
viewed the nearly completed quar
he told his audience that 1604 Lions
To think the skipper knows by tasting
ters
last
night
were
charmed
with
Schooner
William
Bisbee,
com

Price 50 Cents
Clubs have been organized in a space What ground he's on ; Nantucket schools
them.
Don't
teach such stuff, with all their bast
manded
by
Capt.
Hallowell
of
DenStart now and let your 1929 Christmas Club carry on the good work.
if 11 years, 308 of them in the past
ing I”
The singing of the Lions was sup
nysville was in Portland harbor
Ky mail 10 cents extra
year.
"We
can
help
you
if
you
will
music of Harvey's
Tuesday with a cargo of black gran plemented by, .the
And so he took the well-greaaed lead,
.
, ,
, , make use of us," he said.
,
.
Older early while stock is com
ite from Addison for New York. Orchestra,’ which ,presented. a varied
..-j e
.i..u
And rubbed It o'er a box of earth
Ik
I his is not
knite and fork club |
S|O(K| on deck -a parsnip-bedprogram
of
popular
numbers.
Dr.
Thence
with
coal
to
Lubec.
plete
or
a
mutual
admiration
club,
”
said
And
then he sought the skipper's berth.
Blake B. Annis is the Lions official
District Governor Gabbi, in present
Spread Christmas cheer through pianist, and nerved frequently as ac ing the charter. This ’•'‘charter is "Where are we now. sir? Please to taste.”
The skipper yawned, put out his tongue.
the year.
The Saturday Evening companist during1 the evening.
CAMDEN, MAINE
his eyes In wondrous haste.
The invocation was offered by Rev your license to do good in the name Opened
Post, 52 issues for $2: Ladies’ Home
And then upon the floor he sprung.
of
the
Lions.
”
\
Journal, 12 issues 1$; Country Gentle Ernest O. Kenyon, rector of St. Peter’s
The measure of Mr. Gabbi’s popu The skipper stormed, and tore his hair.
OFFICE—BISBEE BUILDING—TEL. 139-3
Information gladly offered without obligation to you
70 Years a Seed Store
man. 3 years for $1. Telephone your Church.
Hauled on his boots, and roared to Harden,
Toastmaster* Smalley read numer-j larity was seen ir. the snlendid re- "Nantucket
order
to
Fred
E.
Harden.
35-W.
The
’s sunk, and here we are
Portland
Maine
145-147
Magazine Man. 566 Old County road. ous telegrams and letters, express
Right over old Marin Hackett’s garden.”
146&149
<Continued on Pare Seven)
ing
regret
of
the
senders
at
their,
t ruids.
—a4v,

MRS. THELMA BOWDEN

E.O. PHILBROOK & SON

Roll-Off at CARR'S ALLEYS

Carr’s Bowling

Alleys

KAY’S KANDIES

Christmas Club

Rockland Savings gank

Oil Storage
Hearing

5 W AY S

Q

MAY

MONEY. FOR CHRISTMAS

Owl’s Head

FREE VACCINATION
Against Smallpox

I

Christmas Club Members

f

Congratulations!

|

YOUR CHRISTMAS

TREE

,

Osborn Christmas

Tree Holder

J. L. BREWSTER

Kendall & Whitney

.
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The Courier-Gazette

WITH THE BOWLERS

THREE-TIMES-AWEEK

The lads from the (Federal buildig
were too many guns for the Standard
Oil crew at Carr’s Alleys Tuesday
night, winning by 58 pins. First
honors, however, went to Clarke, who
had the highest string and total.
Philbrook was the big noise for the
Federals. The score:

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT

ltockland, Me., Pec. 6, 1928.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle, who
on oath declared that he Is Tressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of Pee. 4, 1929, there was
printed, a total of 6305 copies.
Before me.

FKANK B. MILLER.

Notary Public.

Federals

They that wait upon the Lord shall
renew their strength; they’ shall
mount up with wings as eagles: they
shall run. and not be weary; and they
shall walk, and not faint.—Isaiah
40:31.

T. Perry ................... 100
Philbrook ................... 90
Reach ............... -........ **
Benner .......................... 90
R. Perry ...................... 90

A three-day conference on high
way engineering, under the direction
of the department of Civil engineer
ing, College of Technology, will be
held at University of Main’- Dec.
20-22. The University recognizes its
twofold responsibility to the people
of the State. To function properly
it must not only direct the youthful
minds on the campus, but must serve
the adult minds beyond the campus
by carrying its learning and inspira
tion to the uttermost parts of the
state in a practical service. To this
end the College of Technology has
invited engineers, contractors, road
commissioners, business men and
others interested in highway con
struction to attend this conference.
To those especially’ inn-rested in
Portland cement concrete nnd its
products, special attention is called
to the last four sessions of the con
ference. The response to this feature
of the program will determine wheth
er further extension work will be
given in this field. The Maine State
Highway Commission, the Bureau of
Public Roads, the Portland Cement
Association, and the Texas Companyare cooperating with the University
to make this conference a success.
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A dance is to lie given In the High
School gymnasium Friday evening
under the auspices of the ParentTeacher Association, with Mrs. John
Flanagan as general chairman, as
sisted by these committees: Tickets.
A. C. Jones. Dr. James Kent. Mrs.
Donald Cummings. Miss Glen Ste
vens., Mrs. E. W. Peaslce and Mrs.
Clara Curtis; refreshments. Mrs.
John Thompson, Mrs. Henry Jordan.
Mrs. L. E Jones. Mrs. R. S. Sherman.
Mrs. A. B. Higgs and Mrs. Fred Col
son: music. Mrs. A. C. Jones. Miss
Marion Garcelon, Mrs. James F.
Carver and Miss Anna Coombs.
Music Is to be furnished by Emma
Harvey and her orchestra which
through the addition of Clarence Fish
of Camden and Miss Mildred Holmes,
marimba artist. Is one of the most
interesting of local dance outfits. The
proceeds are to be turned into the
fund for work in the schools, chiefly
to be used at present to procure milk
for undernourished children in the
lower grades.

Arthur I.. Rogers attended the
state meeting of barbers held in Port
land this week and reports a high
interest in the putting through next
legislature of the Barbers’ Licensing
Bill. Master barbers front all sec
tions were present and pledged their
financial and moral support after
discussing the bill in all its phases.
The proposed legislation provides for
licensing, examination and inspection
of all barbers and barber shops thus
providing protection for both public
nnd barbers.
The officers of Rockland Lodge No.
79. F.&A.M. arc trying to locate five
of its members: Daniel A. Ander
son, William M. Condon. George II.
Greaser, John F. Morgan and Hamlin
R. Sylvester, if anyone reading this
item can furnish any information as
to the present address of any of these
parties, they will confer a favor
which will be much appreciated by
sending such infoiniation to the sec
retary, T. W. ISylvester. care The
Courier-Gazette.
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Knowlton and occupied by Frank
Greader as a tobacco and confection
ery store, was burned early Tuesday
morning. The inside of the building
was gutted. Mr. Greader was par
tially insured and the building was
also insured. The fire originated
around the chimney.
Mrs. J. O. Lautcrjung and son
Reinhold have returned to their home
in Mineola. X. V.. having l>een called
here by tlie death of Mrs. Lu literj ting's mother Mrs. Lydia Dunham.
Regular meeting of Meguntlcook
Grange last evening.
Miss Marguerite Aran has been
confined to the hofise with a severe
cold.
The funeral of the late Henry M.
Ileal, 91. whose death oeeured' Tues
day following a stroke of paralysis,
was held yesterday morning at 10
stay in Blue Hill.
The small v. • »den building in o’clock. Rev. Ralph Hayden officiat
Washington street owned by John D. ing and interment was made in his

CAMDEN

Mary Etta, widow of Horace M.
Thurlow, died Tuesday at the age of
72 years. She was born in Lincoln
ville. daughter of William and Mary
Prohock Mathews. She leaves four
sons, Harry Thurlow, at whose home
she died. Horace Thurlow and Wil
liam Thurlow of Lincolnville and
Edward Thurlow of Everett, Mass.,
and a brother Riley Mathews of
Lincolnville. The funeral will he
held this afternoon at 1 o’clock. Rev.
Ernest M. Holman officiating, and
interment will be in Lincolnville.
Inspector H E. Springer and W.
Shedore of Portland arc in town put
ting up a large electric Western
Union Telegraph sign.
Mrs. A. 11. P- r -ns and Mrs. Olive
Young have returned from a short

Every-Other-Day

native town. Searsmont. He is sur
vived by one son, James H. Heal of
Camden
Rev. Ralph Hayden was the speak
er at the weekly meeting of the Ro
tary Club Tuesday and his subject,
••Rotarian—W.hat Manner of Man Is
He?” Bert McLoon of Rockland was
a visiting Rotarian and Dr. C. II.
Jameson of Providence, R. I., and
Harold Stevenson of Greenwich,
Conn., were guests.
Albert Wilson is spending a few
days at his. old home in Brooksville.
Mrs. Harry Pendleton will enter
tain the Friday Reading Club this
week at her home in Washington
street.
The condition of Joseph Wheeler
who has been critically ill with pneu
monia is improving and he is now
considered out of danger.
The monthly meeting of tlie Par
ent-Teacher Association was held

Tuesdtv evening at the Y.M.C.A. The Agnes Creighton. Mrs.'Ethel Creigh
meeting was in the form of a recep ton and .Mrs. Iva Cummings.
tion to the teachers. A musical pro
gram was rendered and refreshments
A public me, ung wiii be held in
were served.
the City Council room at 7.30 tomor
row night by the committee of the
UNION
council appointed to investigate a
The.Farm Bureau will meet at East petition against the erection of a
Union Grange hall. Dee. 8 at 1.30. storage fuel oil tank by the Stan
Plans will he made for the coming dard Oil Co. at which time remon
strants may appear and tell their
year and new olihers elected.
The Community Club met at the
club rooms Nov. 27- The meeting was
called to order with the singing of
See our Men’s Blue Chinchilla
“Rattle Hymn of the Republic.” Tlie Coats, exceptional vhlue, priced
roll call was responded to by “Pioneer $16.50. Orders taken. Size 34 to 44.
Women.” A very interesting paper Coat department, street floor. Ful
on “Frances Willard” was given by ler-Cohb-Pay is.—adv.
.Mrs.- Linna Burkett, a review of the
hook ‘ The Promised Land” by Mary
Antin readfby Mrs. Edna McKinley,
and a soln by Mrs. Ariel Leonard.
There were 14 members present. Re
freshments were served by Mrs.

The teachers at the Ty|pr School
are working hard to pay the debt
on tlie new victrola, and with the
cooperation of the children and par
ents are within reach of their goal.
.Mrs. Xellie Hall Fifth Grade teacher,
has sold 50 boxes of Christmas cards,
a certain percentage of the profits
going toward the instrument. Re
cently Miss Miller’s class held a sale
which helped out wonderfully. This
week Miss Cora Hall Second Grade is
selling apples. The quota for each
class is diminishing slowly hut sure-

margin over the Livingston .wanuiat Hiring Co. at Carrs Alleys Tuesdaynight, without having a centurystring in their summary. As a mat
ter of fact Hanrahan was the only
bowler who was able ot write a string
in three figures, and it made him
high man for the game. The score:
Central Maine

..
Daniela .......................
Paris ............................
Elliott ..........................
Merrill ........................
Maxev ...............

. 82
R2
82
79
R7
R899

Graves ....

Hanrahan
Campbell
McLean ..
lieaton ....

...

87

..
..

66
91

73
96
»«
72
83
78

85
Rj
94
«
91
89
«
98
99

70 1 •>
88 100
.... 71
77 ’ L.
92 82

242
242
272
232
242
259
263

221
273
71
143
233

FROM THE MOST BEAUTIFUL STORE IN YOUR STATE
Come in and make this your headquarters during the Christmas Holi
days. Whether you buy or not you are welcome. And it Is like a visit
to Aladin's Cave to brause around in this treasure house of wonders for
The home beautiful. It Is impossbile to describe the marveolus effects
of thousands of lights glittering through the maze of the world's choic
est creations. You art welcome. If you'buy every purchase large or
small will be carefully wrapped and delivered before Santa Claus is due
at your house so the “old fellow” will find it ready when he arrives.

Three of the star bowlers at Carr's
Alleys dined Thanksgiving Day ac
cording to their skill. Ty Cobb hav
ing a three-string total of 361. ate
turkey: Mayo, with 343. ate duck, and
Valley, wilh 341, ate chicken. The
other competitors ate crow.

STRAND THEATRE
Paramount's latest team of Cb-stiirs
went over for a his success when
■Manhattan Cocktail." with Nancy
Carroll and Richard Arlen, opened at
the Strand Theatre last night. The
vivacious personality of Nancy Carroll flashes through the stirring se
quences. She is beautiful, she is
clever and she is, above ■
an actress.
No less an asset to this, or any other
picture is Richard Arlen, lfc has
a power, a forcefulness. a sincerity
in his acting which brings his roles
close to the heart of any audience.
"Shadows of the Night/’ a picture
with an interesting background of
newspaper reporting and underworld
life, comes Friday and Saturday. For
the first time the screen reveals
what actually happens before that
front-page story catches your eye at
the breakfast table. The film shows
how Jimmy Sherwood, working on a
metropolitan daily, goes out with his
dog "Flash'' to uncover the story of
a city-wide police "cban-ifp." and
what happens to him. It is new. ex
citing
stuff—full of gun-battles
dangers, and romance. Lawrence
Gray plays the reporter-sleuth, and
Louise Lorraine is an underworld girl
he rescues.—adv.

Convenient
Terms
Can Be
Arranged
On Any
Purchase For
Christmas
Select Your
Gift
Pay
Next Year

Mahogany Smoker
Mahogany Gateleg Tables
Many to choose from.
shape. Select early.

Every size ai

Spinet Desks

Mahogany Smoker

A beautiful and useful gift. Not
expensive but new and artist c

A real gift.
Special
price while they last—

A real beauty.
Com
plete with equipment.

PARK THEATRE

The five Keith vaudeville acts that
will be presented at the Park Thea
tre on Thursday are The Gladiators,
sensational athletes; Cook Quigley
and Cook, comedy eccentricities:
Rodney and Gould, the long and short
of it; Shelton Bentley In a repertoire
of songs; Morin & Gale, comedy
ventriloqual novelty.
The feature
PORT CLYDE
picture will he “Domestic Meddlers”
Claire
Windsor,
Roy
Capt. Fred lEalano of New York featuring
spent Sunday with his mother Mrs.
Caroline Balano.
Percy Hupper of Stockton Springs
was in this village Sunday.
Miss Alice Chadwick has returned
home after passing a few weeks in I
Medomak.
The Baptist Sewing Circle will
hold their Christmas sale in the li
brary Dec. 14.
On Thanksgiving Day the Davis
family held a reunion at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Ulysses G. Davis.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Calvin Davis of Monhegan, Mr. and
Mrs. Sidney Andrews anil daughters
Catherine and Leah of Rockland, Mr.
and Mrs. Forrest I*. Davis and son
Theodore, Mrs. Clara Davis. Mr. and
Mrs. Carlos Davis and sons William
and Carlos Jr. and Miss Kathleen
Davis. The oldest person present
was 74 years of age the youngest 2
years. The menu served at dinner
included duck, goose, chicken with
dressing, squash, turnip, mashed po
tato, pickles and sour krout, sponge
cake, nut cake, fruit cake, cocoa, suet
pudding, pumpkin, apple and mince union service of the two local church
pie, bread, doughnuts, candy and es, both pastors look part in the eve
ning exercises Mrs. E. A. Smith op
nuts.
There was a union service in the erated the stereopticon. It has been
Baptist chapel Sunday night. The decided lo have a Christmas tree and
pastor of tlie Advent church had concert in the vestry Christinas Eve
charge of the service. There was a and a committee of six has hum ap
pointed to make arrangements.
large attendance.
Roscoe Marshall of Cushing lias
Christmas concerts are in order
now. There will be concerts and bought tlie farm at East Friendship
owned by Leslie It. Bums.
trees in both churches.
Alfred Morton and J. -C. Simmons
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Anthony
spent Thanksgiving in Massachu installed a Lynn oil burner for Le
ander Cushman on Long Island Tues
setts.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sargent and day.
The Asplnet. Capt. Almon M. Wal
daughter
of Falmouth Foreside
passed the weekend witlt Mr. and lace. left for Portland Wednesday
morning wilh a trip of lobsters.
Mrs. Sylvester Davis.
Withrop Whitney went to Portland
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Marshall arc at
Stockton Springs to remain lor the Wednesday.
A unique wedding of a double char
winter.
acter took place on the afternoon of
Nov. 27. In the Methodist Eldscop.il
WHEELER’S BAY
par.- nage at which Rev. George C.
Mr. anil Mrs. J. Byron Mills and
Smith officiated. Merle Hutchinson
son of Waldoboro spent Thanksgiv
and Miss Pauline F. Hennigar. both
ing with her parents Mr. and Mis.
of Roek'aml. were united in marriage.
George Barnes.
Kenneth M. Daggett and Miss Doro
Mrs. Maurice Dennison and s n
thy M. Ilenncr, also of Rockland. wore
spent a week in Soutli Thomaston
the second couple and married in one
while Mr. Dennison went on a hunt
and tin- same ceremony. In both In
ing trip.
stances the single ring service was
Mr. and Mrs. Malchunt Murcii and
Used. Their friends all wish them
children visited over the weekend
much happiness in their married
with Mrs. Murcli's mother Mrs. J. H
lives.
Barnes.

Don't Ito afraid to stop in front of
Bowl nt Carr's Alleys lo qualify
lor the roll off Dec. 13 at 8.30 sharp. Nemo's Repair Shop. Stopping is not
parking.—adv.
146-14S

Every girl dear'y loves a hand
some chest.

this year.

Telephone Set
Mahogany and Wal
nut finish. Complete
with chair—

Coxwell Chair
Beauties and very comfort
able.
Several colors of
covering..

Mahogany Finish.
End Tables
\

useful

gift.

Frices are very low

Every size.

Some in

walnut, others in natural red fin-

A useful present is this fine day
bed. Either day or night comfort.
Cretonne covers.

Well

$35.00

’TrT'

Self-Steering Sleds
Coaster Carts
Here is a gift worth while.
Useful for many years and
a help in their studies

Every size to choose fro
Strong and sturdy

Automobiles

Give the kiddies one of these new
sleds. Very strong. All steel and
hardwood.

The

Doll Carraiges
greatest
An

v

Breakfast Sets for the
Kiddies
1

r-

Just like mother's. Gaily painted
tables and chairs

greatest toy

world.

Every

in

size

the
and

every price.

$3.

Baby Walker

Special Carts

Velocipedes

Just a few of this all steel
cart

All sizes and prices.
A
dandy gift for boy or girl.

A delightful loy for
little todler.
Safe
amusing.

Scooters
Three sizes. Ba'I bearings.

Rockland, Maine

Just Received
Big Line of
Tubbs’ Skis
All Sizes

Every-Other-Day
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We Cash
Christmas
Club Checks

s

IMONTON’
DEPARTMENT STORE
410-412 Main Street
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Christmas
Wrappings
We Will pack and
mail the goods
listed here Free,

s

Boxed Hosiery for
Christmas
EXTRA LENGTH !

has been iti the city* this week’on

InisiliosJt.

This is characteristic of the Humming Bird policy—to give somehing extra
—something more than is expected.

S. Arthur Macomber, who lias been
yachting in New England waters, has
returned home for Ihf Winter.

“OUR HUMMING BIRD”
Pure Thread Silk Stockings, street, nfternron
nfternqpn ai
and evening colors, in attractive box, plain or concave
Pointed I led. A pair—

$130
Boxed Neckwear

Miss Eliza both Hamlin is employed
at Macy’s in New York. She plans
to be home for the Christmas boli- j
days.

For MEN
A beautiful new line of Silk Ties fur men, all boxed; each—

65c $1.00 $1.50
_________ gnd $2d)0
Gifts in Handkerchiefs
Boxed for Christmas

50c 59c 75c $1.00 $1.25 $1.50
25c up; also a large variety of single

Fresh Daily

Whole Fish

Hand Line

Alive

Fresh Shucked

Slack Salted

■1

Boneless

y
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y
Seacoast and harlxtr improvements'
y
recommended tv tire present Con-1
gress Include an appropriation of y
$1000 for Rockland harbor.
y
There will he a well baby clinic at y
Knox Hospital next Monday, at 2.15 y
wMth the Red Cross nurses in charge.
Please enter by ambuldhce door.

w

y
y
y
y
y
The teachers and officers of tlie | y
Vniversalist Sunday School are to
hold a business meeting following y
the supper at the vestry this eve y
ning.
y
Tlie Rockland Loan & Building y
Association is to occupy quarters in y
odd Fellows block on School street,

Except for a few mud puddles,
summer travelling conditions wenfound by Charles T. Smalley and En
sign Otis on the road from Waldo
boro and-Augusta, via dooper’s Mills. I

having tlie store now occupied by ,C
A. Rose and the vacant store ad
joining.

Tlie annual Boys Conference in
Portland over the weekend will he
attended by a Rockland delegation
comprising Francis McAlary. Gra
ham Hills. Charles Bicknell. Cyrus
Pinkliam, Nelson Hokes and Henry
Now being shown at Huston- Benson. They will'lie chaperoned by
Tuttle book-store the larfeest display Scout Executive John W. Thompson.
of Christmas cards ever seen in this
city, also beautiful imported paper
At a meeting of Hie county com
for wrapping . Christmas packages. missioners Tuesday tlie county bud
Heals, decorative tape, metal and get for each of the next two years was
paper ribbon, handkerchief and hosi reduced from $53.M« |n $51,000. This
ery folders ajad a large .assortment of wft! mean a gratifying redact i«»n .iyi
\ferrl-Lei Christmas wreaths.—adv
the tax which eacli town must pay,
and speaks well for tlie manner in
which the county nffaJrs are being
conducted.

NATIVE
Scallops
Finnan Haddie
Fresh Haddock
SMELTS
LOBSTERS
CLAMS
POLLOCK
SALT FISH

Tin* Waterville High School bas
ketball truth is scln tSuled to play in
this city Friday night of next week.
The regular meeting of tlie BPW
Club scheduled for tomorrow evening
has been postponed until Thursday,
Dee. 13.

■ f-

Considerable local interest is man
One hundred per cent Pennsylva
nia Oil at Nemo’s Itepair Sh ip, 25 ifested in a double wedding which
took place Nov. 27 itf Friendship as
cents per quart.—*adv.
four Rockland young people were the
We don’t give coupons or trading principals—Merle Hutchinson and
stamps just quick, snappy service— Miss Pauline Hennigar and Kenneth
washing, greasing, oiling, alcohol, M. DaggMt and Miss Dorothy M.
.chains. tips, butteries. Nemo’s Re Bunn«r. Rev. George C. Smith per-,
formed the double service.
pair Shop.—adv.

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Dec. «» Thomaston—Public supper at ves
try of the Methodist Church.
Dec. 0—Edwin Libby Relief Corps fair.
Dec. 7 Dance by Pa rent-Teacher Associa
tion at IIiuh School gymnasium.
Dec. X St. Peter's fair and supper at
G. A. R hall.
Dec. X Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
meets \vith P|easuut: Valley.Grange. Rockland.
Dec. 12 Roekpocfc- »>.4istmaa sale and sup
per Ladies' Circle Baptist Church.
Dec. 11-13 Annual meeting of Maine State
Grange.
Dis'. It 15 Camden Meguntlcook Grange
fair.
Dec. 17-IS
Annapolis” baseball benefit
-picture at Strand Theatre.
Dec. lit—Monthly meeting of Baptist Men's
League.
pyc. 20 Openiug meeting of Woman’s Edu
cational Clult, at M$ld Fellows halt.
Dec. 20 Opening of Educational Club's
led re season in O<|d Fellows hall.
Dec. 25—< hrlstmae Pav.
Jan. 1 \T \> Year,’s Day.

Dr. Harold Jameson of Providence

These few extra inches of silk add to the comfort of the stocking, add to the
wear, amt in these days of short skirts, add much to its appearance.

Children’s Boxed Handkerchiefs from
Handkerchiefs, from 5c to $1.00 each

TALK OF THE TOWN wsw«www«w«w«**«*«WRN«wKW«wwm
' • •*

The L.T.L, will meet Friday after
school in the Baptist church, upstairs.

Mumming Bird hose, whether they he pointed or square heels, ehifton or
service weights, all have the outstanding feature of being over-length.
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Coat Sale
The coat season has been very backward due to
warm weather.
*

We have marked all
better coats 25%

Here is a real opportunity to get an expensive

coat for the price of any ordinary one
i

39c
12c
9c
25c
29c
25c
10c
15c

These Fish Were All Caught in Penobscot Bay and Cured By Natives of Rockland

3 lbs 29c
Grape Sale ♦
Finest Quality Cheese It> 29c
FREE SUGAR WITH SALADA TEA
21c
Heinz Ketchup
Kid Glove Beans A"Hot <jt 25c
SATURDAY SPECIAL
Flour Sale
Sack 97c
HALIBUT
to Fry -- lb 29c
--------- —■ Sliced
*■ ■

Perry’s Market
OWNED AND OPERATED BY LIFELONG NATIVES OF ROCKLAND

E. It. Maxey was stricken with
pneumonia Sunday and is seriously
ill at his South Main street home.
His picture framing rooms at 475
Main street are closed but arrange
ments will be made to have them
open in the near future for sales and
customers’ convenience on work. Mr.
Maxey’s illness will incapacitate
him for several .weeks in all prob
ability.
Portable Lamps—Aways a welcome
Christmas gift; beautiful new designs
jUAt.iifc i Price $8 up. Central Maine
Power Company.
146-153

y
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y
y
y
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Fur Coats Reduced
Reg. Price New Price

1 Hudson Seal Coat, size 42, $350.00 $265.00
1 Tom-Boy Raccoon, size 18, 295.00 250.00
1 Silver Muskrat Coat, size 36, 265.00 200.00
1 Leopard Cat Coat, size 36,
265.00 185.00
1 Opossum Coat, size 18,
167.50 149.50
1 Sealine Coat, size 42,
195.00 150.00

('entciil Maine I’nwer
116-153

SENTER CRANE COMPANY
THE GEORGES NATIONAL BANK

The annual meeting of the stockholders of
Tlie Georges National Bank of Thomaston will
he held at banking rooms of said hank on
Tuesday, January X, 1929 at 10 o’clock, a. m.
for the following purposes, to wit;
1st. To see if the stockholders will vole to
amend Sec. 3 of the articles of association so
as to now read,Thu Board of Directors shall
consist of not less than five and not more than
ten shareholders. The number of directors
elected at taidi annual meeting shall con
stitute the board for the year.
2nd. To fix the number and elect a hoard
of Directors for the ensuing j’ear, and to
transact any other business that may legally
come before them.
Per order

CARD OF THANKS

Wc wish to take this opportunity to extend
thunks to all those who were so kind and
assisted us in any way during our recent be
reavement : also for the beautiful floral offer
ings.
Lena M. Davidson. H. Alex. Davidson.
Vinalhaven.

CARD OF THANKS

CARD OF THANKS

We wish to express our thanks and appre
ciation to our kind neighbors and friends for
See our Men's Bin•» ("jin'.Jia their
sympathy during our recent bereavement
Coats, exceptional
value. priced as well as the many beautiful floral tributes.
Mrs. Elia (’. Hare. Miss Florence E. Hare.
$16.50. Orders taken. Size 34 to 14.
Lida J. Carey and daughter Louise, John
Coat department, -street floor. Ftil- Mrs.
Hate aud family. Mrs. Mary A- Donohue ami
l^r-Cobb-Daadv.
family.
•

PAULINE MAYO
of New York

NOTED

IMPERSONATOR

will give
CHANNING POLLOCK'S

L. S. LEVENSALER.

Thomaston, Maine. Dec. 5, 192X.

146-Th-2

“THE ENEMY”

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE THOMASTON
NATIONAL BANK

The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Thomaston National Rank, for choice of
directors, and such othe business as may
legally come before them, will be held at their
banking rooms on Tuesday , January 8, 1929, at
1.30 o’clock p. ni.
Per order,
,1. WALTER STROVT. (’ashler.
Thomaston. Me.. Per. 5. 1928.
146-Th 2

HVTt HINSON HENNIGAR
At Friendship
Nov. 27, by Rev. George ('. iSmltli, Merle
FOR SALE Large lot ou Crescent street
ifutehinson and Miss Pauline Hennigar, both
near the schoolhouse, to be sold cheap If sold
of Rockland.
once. ERNEST C. DAVIS, at Fuller-CobbPERRY-COID—At Deer Isle. Nov. 29, hv Rev at
116-H8
Frank A. Junkins. Earle ('. Perry of Rock Davis.
land and Marguerite It. Cold of Deer Isle.
TO LET Three furnished rooms with heat.
Tel. 7:t3-M. 34 PULTON ST.
146* 148
MISCELl^ANEOCS ................................................
DIED
(’ATTLE DEALER -I buy cattle, veal. lamb.
McLAFGHLIX At Rockland. Dec. 1. Jennie
WM. SMALL, Rockland.
8., wife of Robert A. McLaughlin, aged 21 Call any time.
146*148
years. 8 month*, 3 days. Funeral services Tel. 733-M.
at Vina Ilia veil.
BLACKWOOD At Rockland. Dee. I Julia A.
-r*
Blackwood. aged 89 years. 11 months, IX
days. Funeral Thursday at 2 o'clock from
Ftirpee parlors.
KEIZER At Waldoboro, Dee. 1, Stacy L.
Keizer, aged 7.3 years.
SALO At South ITdon. Dec. 1. Ida Maria,
wife of Otto Salo, aged 53 years, months,
9 days. Funeral Sundaj at 1 o'clock.
SMALLEY At Rockland. Nov. 5. Adelbert M.
Smalley, aged 58 years. 7 months, X days.
Funeral Sunday at 1 o'clock.

We wish to thauk our neighbors and friends,
ami especially the employes of the St. George
Granite
The Courier-Gazette and xchoolElectric lroncr—Electricity does inates ofCo.,
Mrs. Kawlcy for their kindness and
the work, you merely guide the pieces sympathy during our bereavement ; also lor the
through. Finished in white ducco; beautiful floral offerings.
Alfred E. Hawley. Mrs. Orrin Wotton and
portable; irons in one-third the lime.
family.

Price $79.50.
Company.

■ 7

Sport and Dress Coats,
$49.50 $37.50
including the famous Shagmoor
Sport and Dress Coats,
59.50 45.00
Sport and Dress Coats,
69.50 52.50
Sport and Dress Coats,
79.50
59.50
1 Black Dress Coat, size 36,
85.00
64.00
1 Tan Dress Coat, size 40,
110.00
82.50

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of our dear daughter,
Florence Gath, who died De<-. 10. 1921.
O. liow happy is she.
See our Men’s Blue Chinchilla
Who has gone just away
Coats. exceptional
value. priced
To the laud of sweet rest ever dear.
She can float on the air
$16.50. Orders taken. Size 34 to 44.
From her home over there
Coat department, street floor. Ful
And tiling peace to loved ones waiting here.
ler-Cobb-Da vis.adv.
Sadly mlsseit by her father, mother qnd
sisters.
Mr. ami Mrs. J. G. Gath.

Anything pertaining to automobiles
can l»e found in Nemo s Repair Simp.
------adv.

..

Reg. Price New Price

Dec. 17 and IS nave been decided
upon as the dates when the big motion
picture "Annapolis” will be shown
.it Strand Theatre by the Rockland
Baseball Association as a means of
helping to reduce the deficit Here
is an opportunity for patrons to get
their money’s worth and help pay
These intentions of marriage have
their share-of the burden.
been filed at he City Clerk's office:
Howard 11. Brown and Lucy K. Russ;
The evening session at the High Charles F. Cargill and Nancy OverSchool tonight will start at 7.30, and lock; Roland H. Philbrook and Doro
will he opened by an assembly pro thy A. Butman. All of the parties
gram entitled ‘ Fashion Show of the arc residents of Rockland.
Xajtiona.”
Tlie regular afternoon
classes will be held. There will be
The “open forum” which holds
competition between classes in se forth at Willis I. Ayer’s clothing store
curing tlie registration of parents and is evidently slipping, for yesterday
friends. All parents ami friends are the proprietor decided' to install a
hot air furnace, the natural supply
in vited.
having proved not quite adequate to
Tlie Christmas seals for the annual the winter’s requirements. Tlie win
tuberculosis campaign are on sale. dow display, arranged by a kind
The school child gelling the most seals hearted neighbor, may have given tlie
will be presented with a book as a impression that Willis had also gone
prize. Miss Ellen Cochran is general into «the lighting business.
chairman for Rockland, and calls at
MARRIED
tention-to the fact that the sale by
At Friendship. Nor. 27.
tlie school children will necessarily be DAGqETT-BKNNEU
by Rev. George <’. Smith. Kenneth M. Dag
a. short one. as school closes Dec. 11
gett and Mias Dorothy M. Benner, both of
Rockland.
for tlie Christmas vacation.
Claremont Commander.w K.T.. lias
elected these officers: William T.
Flint, C.; Harry li. Hanscom. G.;
Edward Gonia. C.-G.; I. L. Brav,
S.W.: Stanley-. A. Snow.J.W.; A. II.
Newbert. P..; G. W. Smith, treasurer:
Janie*' E. Stevens, recorder; F. F.
Trafton. standard beareh; A. E
Brwnberg. sword* bearer;
Lloyd
S$penr, warder. Public- installation
Jgn. 7.

•

Do you realize what this means to your pocket
book

y

lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
pt
lb
lb

off

Methodist Episcopal Church
MONDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 10
• at 7.30
Tickets 30 Cents
Procurable at Gregory’s, Woolworth’s and at Newbert’s Restaurant

W

GET YOUR

Saturday Night Supper
-AT-

Hot Baked Beans
Direct from Black & Gay, Inc., Ovens
On Sale

SATURDAY AFTERNOON AND EVENING

UNION

Get
Auto

Out of
the Field
HERE
Winner Gets

It Ma/Soon
Be YOURS

and

Hudson* BOTH /

15 Other Cash Prizes

Someone who ho* a sharp ova (or solving puzzles is going to win this BIG CASH PRIZE OF SI,000 and
in addition a BRAND NEW HUDSON COACH for promptness, if on time—or S2.400 in all. Will it be You?

Think of having a NEW HUDSON COACH given you for
your very own and $1,000 in CASH Io do with ai you wish
—or if you prefer, $2,400.00 in all.

THIS IS NOT A MAGAZINE CONTEST
Anyone Who Can Solve Puzzles May Win
To quickly advertise (be name a
_____ i of the Parb-American
’ known, we are
Pharmacal Co., and make thflfe____ ____
_ dividing our
profits:
- - - firing
- - away 16 BIG CASH PRIZES, ranging from
•fits and absolutely
$1,000 down and a NEW HUDSON COACH for
first prize winner is on time. What's still more wc will reward hundreds
of others with $1.25 worth of our products and duplicate prizes will be
given on all awards in case of final liea. It costs you nothing to solve this
puzzle—you do not have to subscribe to any magazine or secure any subscriptions to win any of the 16 BIG CASH PRIZES, ranging from
$1,000.00 down or the Hudson Couch far promptness with the $1,000.00
cash first prize. Neither is it nacsseary to sail anything.
PARIS-AMERICAN PHARMACAL CO.,

Depi.

Solve th!v puzzle and solve it quick. There’s too much
at stake for you to delay a minute. Take a pencil and
draw a line showing how the auto can be driven out
of the field pictured above. There’s all kinds of fences
in your way and there’s only one gate out of the field,
but if your eyes are sharp you MAY find a way thru
the various gates in the fences, and get your auto out.

If you find the way out, cut out
the puzzle and SEND YOUR <
ANSWER QUICK.
Some sharp-eved person is going to win the $1,000.00
CASH and the auto, too, if on time. Why not you? If
you win the $1,000.00 you want to get the Hudsop,
too. Send your answer TODAY. We will let you k now
at once, how close you are to winning, how to get the
$1,000.00 first prize, and make the Hudson yours.
There will be no delay in giving you your award for
solving this puzzle, so mail your answer AT ONCE.

Fifth and Court Avenue,

Dvs Moines, Iowa

AV. H. Glover & Co. of Rockland
have just finished a sun porch for Mr.
and Mrs. Alex Fuller.
A. M Tippedino left Friday morn
ing for Chicago, called there by the
serious illness of his sister.
H. L. Tibbetts spent Thanksgiving
with relatives at Round Pond.
Mr. and Mrs. Justin visited in
Friendship Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. K. F. Wight of War
ren were Sunday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Alex Fuller.
Mrs. Lila L. Burrill of New York
City arrived Wednesday for a week's
visit with her parents. Rev. and Mrs.
E. S. UlTord.
Miss Lena Castner of Rockland
called on her sister, Miss Alice Ames
Friday.
Mr. and Mrs- F. C. Flint of Rock
land and son Carl of Pittsfield. Mass.,
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Will Say ward.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh 1). Fairfield of
Dark Harbor were guests of friends
here for the weekend.
Mrs. Laura Williams who has been
very ill was operated on tlie past
week at Knox Hospital. Although
very weak she seemed to be rallying
from the operation and her many
friends wish for her a speedy re
covery.
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Robbins gave a
farewell and birthday dinner on Sat
urday evening in honor cf their
daughter, Laura M. Robbins and
guest Anne M. Fickel who are return
ing to Detroit, Mich. Among those
present were Mr. and Mrs. A. T Nor
wood. Mrs. Henry Ames, Mrs. Ste
venson.
Mrs. Clarence Leonard,
Henry Boggs and Miss Gertrude Rob
bins. Miss Robbins and Miss*Fickel
.vere the recipients of many lovely,
gifts.

fCOURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE*

ferlns from a carbuncle on bis arm is shall attended Pomona in South Hope
Saturday. The business was election
able to work again.
of officers. Only a few changes were
Frank Adams returned from his;
.
..
. ,
Richard and h red Bucklin aie tip
made. The officers were then in
hunting trip with a/ 250-pound deer.
proud possessors of a pony.
stalled by James Dorman in an able
C. J. Copeland still remains In very ;
rone! ml
poor health.
! Mr. and Mrs. O A. Copeh» manner.
Miss Zetta Jordan of Brunswick
Charles Curtis who has been suf- ! Horace Lermond and Mrs. Rose M
was a recent guest of her sister, Mrs.
Rena -Woodcock.
Mr. and Mrs A. F. Counce of New
castle were entertained at Mrs. (W.
O. Counce’s Thanksgiving Day.
News of the death of Charles
Nichols was received with sadness.
He was a man respected by all for
Just think of it ! Only a little over two weeks more before
his upright, honorable character.
Christmas. Gosh ! We guess everybody will have to get a wt39le
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Judkins of
on. Well, our Christmas good* are out now and on display. We ve
Bryant’s Pond were recent guests of
got one Jim Dandy line of Gifts for boys from five years old to a
Horace Lermond.
hundred. Something for every man or boy. Come in and let us
Walter Bucklin and family spent
Thanksgiving with
relatives in
show you.
Thomaston.
»
FOR BOYS—
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Copeland at
COATS or JACKETS, LACED PANTS, BLOUSES. STOCK
tended a family gathering at Mrs.
INGS. PAJAMAS. CAPS, GLOVES, MITTENS, BELTS. HAND
Ida Smith’s in North Cushing Thurs
KERCHIEFS, SWEATERS or RAIN COATS.
day.
FOR MEN—
Mrs. Tlose Marshall was a dinner
DRESS SHIRTS, PAJAMAS, SWEATERS, FLANNEL SHIRTS.
guest at C. G. Burns in Friendship.
BATH ROBES, FANCY STOCKINGS. NECKTIES by the
Thanksgiving.
Hundred, SUSPENDERS, BELTS, GLOVES. MITTENS,
Charles French is seriously 111.
HANDKERCHIEFS, ARM-BANDS or GARTERS, SCARFS
Mrs. Ada Spear entertained at
and MUFFLERS.
cards Friday evening in honor of
Miss Zetta Jordan of Brunswick.
The above are just a few suggestion*. There are dozens and
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. O.
dozens more of things which we could enumerate. Just ccme in
R. Libby, Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Jor
and look at our novelties in Christmas packages. Plenty of beau
dan. Mrs. Charles Woodcock, Miss
tiful gifts at 25c and 50c, up to $25.00.
Zetta Jordan and Mr. and Mrs. Ed
ward Spear.

SOUTH WARREN

AV

WILLIS AYER

It has been well said it takes two
to make a bootlegger.—Horace D.
Taft.

Imported and Domestic

Fine Poultry, Beef,

Staple and Fancy Foods

Lamb, Pork, Veal,

Choice Teas and

Fresh Fish, Fruits and

Coffees

Vegetables

FRIENDSHIP WEEK
MONEY SAVING VALUES
FOR OLD AND NEW FRIENDS
462 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

COMBINATION MARKET

MEATS

GROCERIES

EVAP. MILK 3

25c

Iona

PEACHES

No 2i Can

15c

Pure Refined

14c

lb

23c

Good Quality

Porterhouse Steak lb 45c
Short Shank Smoked

A 4 P

19c

OATS large pkg.

98c

24'/j> lb. bag

Gold Medal

SHOULDERS

lb

23c

FRESH LIVE

FLOUR

Ceresota
Pillsbury's

SPRING Lamb lb 33c
Pork to Roast lb

Jelly Wonder 4 pkgs 29c

39c

Boneless

HAMS

A & P

lb

LOBSTERS
Ka Waste

lb 27c

Fores

Spring Lamb

lb

21c

37c SHOULDERS lb

21c

Toilet Paper 6 rolls 25c

Fresh Pork

SOAP

10 Cakes

Tooth Paste

Tute

19c Oysters A’l I (ear Meat Pt 35c

THE GROCERY PRICES APPLIES TO OUR STORES IN ROCKLAND AND
CAMDEN

THE

AwarncL

n

ii

22

|25

WM. M. GALEr
Manager

AammedatrjfOO Guests

n

yi

35
BOOkLfcT AND INtORMATION fcURNIStltP

42
4b

|47
51

COMPOUND

55
©T„l

SVMDltATl.

VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
11-laland (Poetic)
44-Comblnlng ftrr.i.
1-Veranda
13-Raw metals
Air
5-Swamp
45- A coarse rigid hair 15- Decllnes
9-Exclamation of
16- Peel
46- Preposition
sorrow
18-Accompanie*
47- Polsonout drug
11- 1 nert
21-A
building
50- A cabinet officer
12- A square measure
23- l*sued
(abbr.)
(abbr.)
24- Froth
51- A craw
14-Loss of memory
27-Skill
52- Economy (abbr.)
16- Postscript (abbr.)
29-Tear
54- Surrender
17- Brltish street-car
32-Soon
55- A Confederate
19- Oblong (abbr.)
33- An Indian tribe
general
20- Gain
35- Snares
22- Besides
VERTICAL
36- 1 m prove
23- Nunnery
38-Convulslve
1- A social company
25- Doctors (abbr.)
breathing
2- Egyptian sun-god
26- Heavenly body
39- Eagle
3- Mollusk
38-A large lake
41-Pertaining to the
4- The thigh of an
30- Greek god of love
nose
animal «.
31- Homeless wanderer
43-Britl*h title
5- One thousand five
32- lnsect (pi.)
45-Flat-bottomed
boat
hundred and one
34-Twlrl
■ 48-Stick
(Roman)
36-Conclusion
I 49-Frozen water
6- Wing-shaped
37- Heron
' 51—Civil Engineer
7- Muslcal note
40-One hundred years
(abbr.)
8- Lock (pi.)
(abbr.y
10-Vulgar pretender to 53-Group of States
42-A portion of
|
(abbr.)
gentility
medicine

1

NORTH WASHINGTON
All local hunters will register a
kick against the proposed new hunt
ing license law.
George Lenfest who has a fine situ
ation in Waltham. Mass., was home j
for Thanksgiving, returning to his !
work Sunday.
Ray and Irving Turner of Burkett(A'il'.e and Harold Turner of Augusta,
each shot a deer here last week, also J
H few days previously Granville
Turner shot one. these being a’l
lagged in this vicinity as yet.
Lafayette Hannon lost a horse re
cent v. He had been away a short)
distance and when driving in his own
dr oryard. the horse fell dead.
Mrs. Gertie Turner lias gone to 1
(Augusta for the winter.
Mrs- F. W. Cunningham is sick •
fwith a mild ease of the flu.
Two hunters from Bath were at M. ;
•W. Lenfest's for a two days .deer ,
hunt, last week. One saw a big moose. |
one a chickadee.
Simon Turner and Mrs. Maud Glea
son were business callers in Augusta 1
Saturday.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Creamer
had as holiday guests Mr. and Mrs
W. H. Milligan and three children.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland B. Creamer and
daughter Pauline and Philip Hutch
ings all of Rockland.
Elden Light is confined to the
house with a severe cold.
Albert Gill has gone to Hallowell
for the winter.
Lowell Welt of Portland was a
guest of his sister, Mrs. C. A. Welt
Thanksgiving.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Vannah left
Xov. 21 for Washington I). C. Mrs.
Vannah will spend the winter witli
her daughter Mrs. McGrath. Mr
Vannah will go to Florida to he witli
his son for the winter.
Miss Ella XI. Sherman spent
Thanksgiving in Edgecomb with her
sister.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Vannah were
in Rockland last Thursday.
Miss Linda Vannah spent a few
days with her brother, Chester Van
nah at Medomak.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Proek and
daughter spent Thanksgiving in
Thomaston.

nc ™

The ladies of the West Northport
Farm Bureau met with Mrs. Joel'
Prescott Nov. 30. The subject was I
“Christmas Suggestions.’’
Grand View Grange held a box so
cial Thursday evening after meeting
and a good sum was realized. There
will be another Dec. 6.
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Prescott and
family spent Thanksgiving with Mr.
and Mrs. Maurice French in Belfast.
Arthur Carver of Augusta spent
Thanksgiving with his family here.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jones and sons,
Ruth Wight of Belfast, G. Williamson and Robert Low of Dorchester,
Mass., spent Thanksgiving with Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Herrick.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Drink wa
ter and son spent Thanksgiving with
Mr. and Mrs. Grover Drinkwatcr In
Lincolnville.

SOUTH THOMASTON
Mrs. Emily Rackliff observed her
88th birthday Sunday. During the
afternoon she had the following call
ers: Mrs. Eusebia Grierson. Mr. and
Mrs. William Griffin, Mrs. Nan Paul.
Mrs. Margaret Rackliff and daugh
ter Virginia. Mrs. Albert Merchant.
Mrs. James Thomas, and Mrs. Asbra
Burgess, iln the evening the fol
lowing members of her family called:

Cold

Cold Won 7 Bother

Him This Winter!
Some men throw-off a cold within
a few hours of contracting it. Any
one can do it with the aid of a
simple compound which comes in
tablet form, and is no trouble to

take or to always have about you.
Don’t “dope” yourself when you
catch cold; use Pape’a Cold Com
pound. Men and women everywhere
rely on this innocent but amazingly
efficient little tablet.
You'll find it in any drugstore
you visit, and for only 35c a pack
age. Sore throat, or a stuffed-up
head, even grippy colds won’t worry
you, once you experience this quick
relief.

No. 1

Solution to Previous Puzzle

Fir Laths

r a

SP

LI

Are Here In Good Supply
SPECIAL LOBSTER TRAP LATHS

Best Quality
. Telephone 14—Prompt Shipment

W. H. Glover & Co.

SIMONTON

1 ast Saturday night’s dance in
Community hall, was the last for the
season. Tlie uncertainty of the
weather and traveling after this time
marked it a hazardous undertaking
to run dances in a place like this. The
committee wishes to thank the public
for the fine patronage during the past
season.
Among those attending the dance
were the newly weds. Mr. and Mrs,
APPLETON RIDGE
Lawrence Miller (Miss Merle F
Mrs. Hazle Perry and daughter, Annis). Congratulations and best
Mrs. Ethel Moody. Miss Lucy Moody. wishes are extended to the happy
Warren Moody and Mrs. Alice Hall couple.
were in Rockland Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Mathews were
Rally day will be observed at the guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. O.
Sunday school at the Baptist church Mathews.
West
Lincolnville. on
next Sunday.
Thanksgiving Day.
Mrs. W. E. Bradford and son Alden I Mrs. J. C. Melvin spent the holi
and Mr. and Mrs. Harlow Bradford! day with her son and daughter-inof Augusta were Sunday visitors at law, Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Melvin, and
A. H. and L. N. Moody’s.
daughter and son-in-law. Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stanley and Mrs. Milton French. Rockland.
Misses Chrystal Stanley and Ruth
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Simonton had
Moody were in Belfast Saturday.
as guests Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Hodgman and and Mr. and Mrs. Mark Dunton and
son were weekend guests of relatives infant daughter.
in Levant and Orono.
Mr. and Mrs Benjamin Talen
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hart and bloom had as guefcts Mr. and Mrs. R.
daughter have gone to Hayden W. Cripps, son Ch^sley and daugh
Fuller’s and will make their home ters Helen and Marilyn.
with him this winter.
Benjamin Talenbloom butchered a
The Willing Workers held a food fine pig Monday.
sale Saturday afternoon at Proctor’s
Miss Esther Bryant who is a stu
store.
dent at Farmington Normal School

Rockland, Me.
143-145
visited her parents Mrv and Mrs.
Percy Bryant over the holiday.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Annis are re
ceiving congratulations on the birth
of a son.
School closed Wednesday for the
holiday recess. A nice program ap
propriate to the occasion was ren
dered by the pupils under the direc
tion of the teacher Miss Wilma Carroll.

WEST ROCKPORT

CHILDREN LIKE MILK
FLAVORED WITH

BAKERS
VANIEEA

Ml. Pleaxint Grange will hold a
fair at their hall here Friday evening.
AND SUGAR
There will be aprons, randy, hot dogs,
etc-, on sale. A short entertainment
will be given during the evening. The
public is cordially Invited
R. H. BRITT
-Mr. and Mrs. Fred Parker. Misses
Hazel and Grace Parker, and George
Civil Engineer
Parker were guests Thanksgiving
Day of Miss Bernice Parker In Au 320 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
gusta.
Surveys,

Impatient Diner—Say. have you
forgotten my chops?
Walter—No
sir, I remember your face quite well.
—Vancouver Sun.

Maps, Plans,
Consultations

Estimates,

139-tf

DR. BLAKE B. ANNI8
Chiropractor
111 Limerock Street
(Corner Lincoln)
iCmACTIC Lady In attendano.
Phone 1163
Painleae Syetem
of Adjusting

Jiop

i cut

DR. E. B. HOWARD
Dentist
Dental X-Ray and Dlagnoela
Office Hours: 9 to 12—1 to ■
OPEN EVENINGS
BY APPOINTMENT
Tel. 1020
4)7 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
Dentist

And you will find real values in JUST THE USED CAR YOU HAVE BEEN
LOOKING FOR.

Fords, Chevrolets, Essex, Nash, Studebalcer, open and closed

models at prices ranging from $50.00 to $550.00.

4)0 Main 8t.
noenland
Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tel. 331-M
Office Hours—( to 11—1 to
Rvenlnars by Appointment

I

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBeatk)

Your Present Car Taken In Trade

Easy Terms

Hudson

Osteopathic Physician
By Appointment—Tol. 136
35 Limorock St.
Rockland

Protected Payments

Graduate of American School of
Osteopathy

International Truck

Essex

DR. LINWOOD T. ROGERS
Osteopathic Physician

SALES AND SERVICE

Elmer Rackliff, Mrs. Nellie Water
man, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Waterman
and son Robert. Miss Emily Water
man, David Mann, Mr. and Mrs. La
Von Godfrey, Miss Blanche Rack
liff. Mr. and Mrs. Phil 'Ware, Mrs.
Raymond Rackliff and daughter
Irene.
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Wiggin
of North Jay ispent Thanksgiving
with his mother at the Keag return
ing home Saturday,

RfcQOtST

Pape s
COLD

49

5^

ON

41

|4O

3b

SOUTH BELFAST

Legs

Whitehouse

IH

so

WEST WALDOBORO

WINSLOW’S MILLS

European ■
Plan. Overlooking CUv
Park and Beautiful
Biscagne Bat/. In the,
center of all activities.

lb

Mr. and Mrs. Percy Jones of Mas
sachusetts were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph K. Winchenbach last

Mrs. Verdie Johnson. Miss Marjorie
Johnson and Mrs. Flora Genthner
were in Rockland Saturday.
George Soule and Carl Campbell
were both successful in securing a
deer during the open season.
Mr. and Mrs. John Ray and Mrs.
W. H. Sprague were visitors in Rock
land last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Marcus Creamer en
tertained several guests Thanksgiv
ing Day. Among them were Mrs.
Laura Orff, Mrs. Susan Lermond and
Arnold Orff of East Waldoboro and
Mr. and Mrs. John Witham and son
of Warren.
Mr. and Mrs. George Soule and
children George and Marguerite were
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. John
Pierce of South Thomaston.
John Creamer was confined to the
house last week with a severe cold.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Creamer and
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Winchenbach
motored to Rockland recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Winchenbach
and Marcellus Winchenbach were in
Glendon last week to attend the fu
neral of their brother. Alpheus Win
chenbach.
Mrs. John Kuhn of Waldoboro was
a caller here Saturday.
Frank Soule and Mrs. Elroy Gross
and children were callers at iW. A.
Gross’s, Gross Neck. Sunday.
John Johnson, who is employed in
Northern Maine this fall, recently
shipped a fine deer home to ids fam
ily.

Miami's Finest Bay Front Hotel*
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week.
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Evcry-Othfcr-Day
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396 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

Telephone 1295; Residence 253-M

BLAISDELL AUTOMOBILE CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

710 MAIN STREET

Open Evenings Until 8.30

Tl-tf

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Office Hours: 1 to I and 7 to I P. If
Residence until 9 A. M., and by
Appointment. Telephone 166
THOMASTON, ME.

_—>

f

Every-Other-Day
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VINALHAVEN

MOTHER!
Child’s

Best

“California

Laxative

is

Fig Syrup”

Hurry Mother! A teaspoonful of
“California Fig Syrup” now will
thoroughly clean the little bowels and
in a few hours you have a well, play
ful child again. Even if . cross, fever
ish, bilious, constipated or full of
cold, children love its pleasant taste.
Tell your druggist you want only
the genuine “California Fig Syrup”
which has directions for babies and
children of all ages printed on bottle.
Mother, you must say “California.”
Refuse any imitation.'

THE ISLAND LEAGUE
Crusaders Meet Their W aterloo At Hands of the Gal
lant Swedes
By the scant margin of three pins
the Swedes emerged victorious in
their second encounter with the Cru
saders, thereby earning the distinc
tion of being the only team since the
Vinalhaven Bowling League had its
Inception to humble their banner In
the dust. Trailing the Scandinavians
at the end of the first two strings by
31 pins the Crusaders staged another
of their famous "Garrison" finishes
and Just barely missed putting over
another win. But the flaxen haired
boys fought them doggedly every
step and with A. Anderson, the de
pendable southpaw of the team lead
ing the way, they overcame their
handicaps and rode high to sweet
victory. Rather demoralized at first
by the loss of Bogren, who recently
returned to Sweden, Capt. Carlson
Induced a newly arrived immigrant
by the name of Patrick to try his
luck, and whatever "Pat" lacked in
bowling skill he more than made up
In enthusiasm and noise. As for a
Patrick bowling on a Swedish team
whats in a name anyway? This lat
est victory of the Swedes puts them
on an even footing with the Cru
saders and the teams enter the last
half of the schedule with heads up
and “rarin to go." The score:
Swedes
Carlson .......................
88 80 76 244
F. Youngqulst ......... 113 76 100 289
A. Anderson ................ 93 111 88 292
H. Patrick .................. 80 82 72 234
B. Youngqulst ......... 80 93 91 264

Mrs. Louise Chilles entertained the
Economy Club at her home Tues
day evening.
Mrs. Langtry C. Smith was in the
city recently to visit her mother Mrs.
Angus Hennigar who is convalescing
at Knox Hospital.
Emcrill Burgeh will sail from New
York Saturday for Sweden.
Jack Boss and David Ross leave
Thursday for Scotland where they
will visit relatives during the winter
months, returning in April.
L. W. Sanborn returned Tuesday
from Rockland where he attended a
business meeting of the Security
Trust Co.
Mrs. Charles Schofield and little
son Arthur Frederick who have been
guests of her parents Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Patterson, returned Monday
to Rockland.
Mrs. Charles Boman entertained
Tuesday evening at luncheon and
bridge.
Mrs. George Gray was hostess to
the Rainbow Club at hfr home Tues
day evening.
Mrs. Bert Robbins returned Mon
day from Rockland.
Miss Ruth Snowman returned Sat
urday from a visit to North Chelms
ford, Mass.
Mrs. Crowell Hatch and grand
daughter Ellen Georgeson and Mr.
and Mrs. Victor Hatch have returned
from Stonington where they spent
Thanksgiving.
Miss Maude Grant returned Satur
day from Rockland where she has
had employment at the Thorndike
Hotel.
Mrs. M. E. Landers and daughter
Dora were in Rockland Monday.
Miss Virginia N. Black of Vlnal
haven, a student
dudent at the Rhode Island
School of IDesign In Providence spent
the Thankksgivirtc holidays with Miss
Isabel Fraser of Quincy, Mass. While ,
there she was the guest of honor at
a party given hr, Mr. and Mrs. Wil
liam Fraser ' The entertainment
took the form of a Vinalhaven re
union. The gpeets included Miss
Virginia Black. Mbs Isabel Fraser.
Miss Polly Wood, Miss Edythe Libby.
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Burns, Doug
las Littlefield. £tjlvln Vinal and E.
Folsom Littlefield.

E. Calder...................

81 82 103
78 76 85
89 83 81
98 110 87
82 86 99

266
239
253
295
267

Old Timers ............. 1

Hosses ...................

1

•SWING

MACHINE MOTORS-.
machine out of
your present modal
Maks an slsctrio

PRICE $18.50 up

You can choose from this as
sortment of electrical appli
ances a gift for every member
of the family

COFFEE SERVICE SETS - A de
lightful way to serve coffee riqht at
the tsbH................. PRICE $13/5 up

PERCOLATORS — Coffee
tastes
better when made electrically
PRICE $7.50 up

“Make it an
99
Electrical Christmas

VIBRATORS—Just the thing to
ksop you feeling fit, helps rheuma
1ICE $5 up
tism, lumbago, etc. ...PRI"

PORTABLE—Something

naw

In

tabla lamps, attractive naw shades

PRICE $8.50 up

WAFFLE IRONS—Everybody likes
delicious golden brown waffles
Make them electrically right z.t the
tabla ............................. PRICE $10 up

pENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY
stores are ready for Christmas and you.
They present for your approval one of the
most complete lines of electrical merchan
dise it is possible to offer, varying from a
curling iron to an electric range, washer or
refrigerator and usually, with a choice of
from two to three of the very best made
appliances on the market.

TOASTERS—Has the reversible
feature turning the toast without
touching it by hand

PRICE $3.75 up

FLATIRONS—All makes, Westinghouse, Universal and Hotpoint
PRICE $4.95 up

Rangers
Tillie Swanson ..... 77 77 71 225
Mac Hopkins ......... 81 83 81 245
Pee Wee Wahlman .. 60 89 72 221
Tiger Wilson ........... 77 80 72 221
Sisal Guilford ......... 73 68 57 198

Vinalhaven
was:
P.C.
Lost
.750
1
.750
1
3
.250
.250
3

WASHINGTON

368 397 347 1112
Tigers
Lily White ............. 73 77 78 228
Four Door Peterson 71 70 77 218
Skinner Ames ......... 83 64 75 222
Sammy Friedman .. 79 74 74 227
Kelley Poole ........... 67 76 58 201

HOTPLATES—Warms up a "bite"

m a jiffy ....................... PRICE $2 up

FLOOR LAMPS— Beautiful new
limps for your living room, a wide
choice ............................... PRICE $..l

CURLING IRONS—Keeps your hair
looking its best always
PRICE $1.50 up

373 361 362 1096

SOUTH HOPE

Mildred Merrifield and Marguerite
Miss Jeannette Taylor who attends
Lincoln left Monday to resume their Rockland Commercial College spent
studies at the University of Maine. the Thanksgiving recess with her
Nathaniel Cramer, who is in a father. C. B. Taylor.
Brunswick hospital, with a badly cut
Earl Conant and family were
and broken leg, is Improving.
Thanksgiving guests of Mrs. Con
Evening Star Grange held a very ant's parents, Mr. and Mrs. George
pleasant meeting Saturday evening, . Long in Thomaston.
nearly all being dressed In old-fash i Mr. and Mrs. Lyford Mills were
ioned clothes. Lurlle Davis received , guests of their daughter, Mrs. Ar
the prize for the best dressed lady, thur Sprowl and family In Appleton
and Martin Lelgher for the best last week.
dressed man. At intermission re I Halver Hart rtRurned from a wPek
freshments of crackers, cheese, and of hunting in Kiueo with a fine deer
candy were served. Election of of I as a trophy.
*“
ficers also took place and the fol | Mr. and
Mrs. Whitten of New
lowing were chosen: Master, John Portland are occupying Mrs. Gert
Caroll; overseer, Hollis Weaver; rude Payson's house while Mr.
secretary, Ida Hatch; treasurer. W. Whitten overseqii the construction of
F. Hatch; chaplain, Laura Sideling- ' the bridge on 101 highway.
er; lecturer, Carrie Kaler; steward,
Mrs. Evelyn Vining Is In Warren
Fred Sukeforth; assistant steward, for several wefiks* visit with her.
Osborn Weaver; lady assistant stew aunt, Mrs. Della Robinson.
ard, Doris Overlock; gate-keeper, j The postoffice has been moved
George Danforth; Ceres, Lurlie Da i from Mrs. Vining's to the home of
vis; Pomona, Maud Merrifield; Flora, Postmaster C. B. Taylor who Is mov
Inez Cunningham.
ing from his farm to the home re
cently bought by Mrs. Taylor.
There was a family gathering
SEARSMONT
The people of this community were Thanksgiving at the Dunbar home
saddened by the death of Mrs. Salah stead where they partook of a boun
(Farrar) McCorrison. wife of Albert tiful turkey dinner. Those present
L. McCorrison. which occured Nov. from out-of-town were Mr. and Mrs.
23. Mrs. McCorrison was born in Arthur Clark of West Rockport, Mr.
Searsmont, and spent the greater and Mrs. E. W. Monkhouse of Portpart of her life here, her age being lad. Mr. and Mrs. George Payson and
69 years. Funeral services were held son Greves of East -Union, C. L. Dun
at the home Nov. 27 Rev. W. F. bar and family and Mr. and Mrs. W.
Skerrye,
of
Belfast
officiating. L. Taylor of this place.
Wednesday evening Nov. 29 South
lAmong the relatives front far away
were Mrs. McCorrison’s nieces, Mrs. Hope Grange conferred the third and
Elon B. Gilchrist of Omaha. Neb., and fourth degrees on two candidates.
Mrs. C. D. Cool of Madison, Wis. In There were visitors from North War
terment was In Oak Grove cemetery. ren. Union, East Union and West
The death of Gladys Ripley, 18 Rockport. Saturday Knox Pomona
months old baby of Mr. and Mrs. met with 'South Hope Grange for the
Melvin Ripley, occurred Nov. 27. Fu annual election and installation.
neral services were held Friday.
Friends here much regret to hear
of the death of Mrs. Callie Fuller of
Appleton. Her early life was spent
In Searsmont, where she had many
I
friends. \
As far as has been learned six deer
I have been shot in this town, the
lucky boys being Herbert Mahuren, '
Albert Fuller, Judson Sweetland, Al |
ton Hammons and his brother and
Ir. Heal.
I

BRIDGE LAMPS—Nothing adds to
a room like
lamps. Naw styles to choose from
PRICE $5 up

tha cheerfulness of

Look over this list of gifts and write the
name of Mother along side the one you
choose for her. . . and Dad, Mary and John
—every member of the family. Make it an
Electrical Christmas this year.

The score:

437 455 1320

Won
Crusaders ............ 3
Swedes ............— 3

Shop Early

The Pin Boy League

Capt. Ed. White thought it would
be an easy matter to get up a team
of hoys that would take the measure
of the cocky Rangers so he studied
the available material closely and j
concocted his team of "Tigers' thaf
he felt could “cljaw up" the Rangers
and spit out the pieces. So they <
stalked the enemy and ran afoul of
them Monday night at the Cascade |
Alleys, but the, Only fur that flew
was off the hidrVof the Tigers, and
although the battle was fierce, and
excitement ran high, they had to
succumb to the iharpshooting Rang
ers, but by the small margin of 16
pins. "Mac" Hopkins practically won j
the match for the Rangers, being the
only one to heat his opponent, hut
his 27 pin lead was enough to cover
the shortcomings of his team-mates.
"Pee Wee” Wahlman. who seems to
have acquired a new name since a
recent issue of The Courier-Gazette,
managed to cop high string, while his
team mate “Ma?’ was getting the
high three-string total.
The Rangers like the Crusaders are
taking on all comers and feel that
the stars are not yet ready to fore-

442 427 1323
Crusaders

Nichols .......................
J. Calder ............
Johnson ...........
Arey .........................

Page Five
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ELECTRIC
HAIRD71YER — Your hair
to look its best must be
clean. It’s easy to wash it
when you have an electric
dryer....... PRICE $6./5 up

Cooks
whether

RANGES -

automatically
you’re

homo

or

not..............PRICE $145 up

THRIFT WASH
ER—Ideal for the
small f a m 11 v.
Easy
to
keep
clean PRICE $129

REFRIGERAT ORS -

Maintains a const«>nt
cold temperature of 4b
degrees, safe-gua'ding
your family’s health

HOOVER VACUUM
CLEANER - -It
beats as <t sweeps .

C3 - MAZDA XMAi TRCc OUTFIT

CHRISTMAS TREE LIGHTING
SETS—Contains 8 lamps of various
colors. Make it a safe Christmas

PRICE $1.00 ur

• . as it cleans"

PRICE $210 uo

PRICE $59.50 up

3b

EASY WASHER - Washes
and dries at the same time
The washer with the sutomatio dryer ........ PRICE $175

HEATING PADS—
Just the thing for

chilly nights

HEATERS — Oiract
the heat where yru
want it
PRICE $7.50 up

ROUOOIR
LAMPS - Add a
cozy glow to the
ooudolr
PRICE $3.50 ur

PRICE $4 50 up

TOASTMASTER TOASTER — The
famoue toaster that turns itself on
and off. Each slice always iuet
right. It works automatically
PRICE $12.50

“A Yuletide Gift that’s Useful the Whole Year Thru

»»

FLOOR POLISHER — Keep your
floors looking their best. It’s aaey
with this polisher ...PRICE $37.50

CUSHING
The fourth of a series of child
health conferences will be held Dec.
7, from 2 to 4 p. m. in the town hall.
Every mother with babies and small
children up to school age should
make every effort to be present and
take advantage of this free offer of
service furnished by the State de
partment of health. Doctor and nurse
in attendance.

“You say Jenkins is thinking of
What the great American home
employing a promoter in his btisi- needs right now is a can-opener a
jiess." "No. I said a pulmotnr: he woman can operate.—Council P.luffs
Stopped advertising."
Nonpareil.
1

Central Maine Power Company
At any of * our stores

ROCKPORT WINS
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Of Paris Authenticity

Reasonably Priced
The season’s smartest furs . . . Vecuman Fox,
Wolf and Beaver . . . stamp these fine groups
as positively of the mode. And we have
marked them at a most interesting price to in
terest all fashion and thrift-wise women.

SOUTH WALDOBORO

PLANNING NEW WORK

About SOU rereived vaccination la<t
Friday and Saturday at the hand- of Coach Snow’s Teams Take Busy Year Is Ahead For the
Dr. Kellfr and Miss Winn the town
Double
Header
From
Knox-Lincoln Farm Bunurse.
The Rockland Firemen's ball in
Boothbay Harbor
reau
Watts hall was a largely attended
and well conducted1 affair.
Tlie
The Rockport High School boys
The Extension Service and Farm
square dances were mostly in evi and girls basketball teams defeah d Bureau of Knox-Lincoln County will
dence and they were a fine example the Boothbay Harbor High tea inn start plans for the new year this week.
to the younger set.
Tuesday night at Rockport, the girls Home Demonstration Agent Nettie
Simmons and County Agent Went
New dl Mi I-tlu who has been con winning 52-13 and the boys 25-12.
fined to tlie house with a severe cold
Tlie Rockport High girls started worth will attend meetings this week
off with a rush and did not let up in Bunker Hill, Aina, Damariscotta,
is again at work in the boatshop.
In
William Manning has returned to until tlie final whistle had blown. Burkettville and Washington.
Philips-Exeter after a few days at Even with part of their second team many of the communities local pro
playing most of the last half they grams have been arranged which will
home.
Mrs. C. A. Leighton is improving kept Boothbay well in hand. As for add much to the program.
Plans will be made for hoys’ and
slowly from a serious injury to her team work they worked every play
to perfection. The Rockport High girls’ 4 H Clubs, alfalfa deraonstrahip.
Capt. Arons Dow an.l Capt Kane girls have played three igames ar.d tions. improvement In dairy through
j better hulls and milk testing. Farm
of Boston are making a short visit in have not yet suffered defeat.
The local hoys showed up the best accounts will he started, assistance
town.
Tite marriage of Stanley It. Cush they have so far this season and Riven to poultry account cooperators,
ing of Thomaston to Miss Myra led from whistle to whistle. The! in forestry, tree planting demon
flazxi of Philadelphia. Get. 20. is an game was very rough and time out J strations and timber estimating will
nounced. Mr. and Mrs. Cushing are1 wa s taken by the referee to tell them »h> arranged t » he held later in the
living in the Isaac Bunker house on what was what. The last quarter year.
A great deal of work is planned in
Coach Snow took out the regulars
Dunn street.
Mrs. Katherine Sintmnns has closed and put in the second string hoys. orcharding for next year. An entire
her house on Knox street and will They showed up well and Boothbay ly new program will be used in spray
ing in order to eliminate scab which
spend the winter at Frye's Inn. Glea- scored few points.
caused so much loss this year. Top
Rockport Girls
son street.
43 ' working will also he undertaken and
n
There will be a basketball game at Spofford, if .
4 i arrangements made for grafting
the Andrews gymnasium Friday eve Poland, if ....
0 I demonstrations.
ning between tite T.H.S. Alumni and Wall', c ........
0 | Tlie poultry program will consist of
Graffam, sc .
the High School team.
0' improved practices in range rotaMrs Cora II. Russell Is leaving Noyes. Ig ......
0 tion. permanent brooder houses, bettoday for Newtonville. Mass., to visit Marcello, rg .
0 ter breeding nietiiods and adult poulSimonton, lg
the Fessenden’s.
v
0 try chibs.
Miss Ardell Maxey entertained the Lofman, rg ...
01 The home economies program is:
S.S.S. Club Tuesday evening at Frye’s Whitney, sc .
D Clothing construction, millinery, preInn.
„ „
, . i Payson. Is
q paration of vegetables, preparation of
Miss Marguerite Weeks of Cornish
If ....
0 ' whole grains, square meals for
is the guest of Miss Helen Studley. C. Graffain. sc ....x
0 | health, home furnishings, kitchen imCnvanatigh. lg .....
Hvler street.
0 I provement. renovation of furniture.
Miss Bertha Hastings- and Mrs T. Spear. If ...........
„ | The meetings this week will he fol
Emma Young entertained at lunch
lowed by others during December and
eon and bridge Tuesday evening at
inuary.
the latter's home on Beechwoods
Boothbay Girls

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Genthner, Dr.
and Mrs. G. 17. SeMofleld, Mr. and
Mrs. Floyd IWotton and Mr. and Mrs.
Hamlin Schofield spent Thanksgiv
ing Day at Thomas Creamer’s, Dutch
Neck.
Mrs. Alice Burrows and son S J.
Barrows passed Thanksgiving Day
willi Mr. and Mrs. C- I’- Jackson.
Mrs. Percy Miller of East Waldo
boro spent Thanksgiving with lier
parents Mr. and Mrs. 17. It. Burns.
Mr. and Mrs. 11. It. iWInchenhaeh
spent the holiday with their daugh
ter Mrs. Herbert Oldls at the village.

Da A. Reed, rf ............... 2
A. I.ewis. if................. 2
SOUTH CHINA
and L. .Lewis, sc ............... «
tlie M. Hutchinson. c .... n
Mrs. Herbert Esuncy, son Clarence
was P. Wylie, rg ............... «
nd Perlt-y Crossman visited Mrs.
M. Haward. lg ........... »
a success.
Cleanor Payson. Hope last week,
The remains of the late Mrs. An E. Perkins, rf ........... •>
alpli Insaney who has been em
toinette Stackpole will arrive at II. Abbott, if ........... 0
ployed in Hope returned home witli
Thomaston this afternoon and be
them.
.
13
taken to the cemetery where commit
William Crossman recently visited I
Rockport
Boys
ment service will he held.
his sister in Waterville.
Mrs. Orett Robinson and daughter Graffam, rf ...... .'.
2
Xisses Gertrude and Hazel Esancy
Lois spent the weekend with Mr. Ingraham, If ........... 2
with friends were Sunday guests of
Robinson at Castine Normal School. Ladd, c ................. 2
Miss Esther Hallowell, Week's Mills,
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Oliver enter Starr, lg ..................... ’■
lfalpli Esancy recently enjoyed a
tained at their home for Thanksgiv Erickson, rg ............... "
w days hunting trip with Mr. and
ing dinner Thursday. Rev. and Mr- E. Cr.#kett, If ......... «
Mrs. Frank Morse in tlie vicinity of
Lester Silencer and Clarence Miller Ballard, rg ................. »
Matsyhunk Jjake.
They brought
of Friendship. Charles lialey and K. Crockett, If ........... •>
•me an eight-point buck.
their son Llewellyn Oliver of Wool Collamore. rf ..........
••
Miss Hazel Esancy was a supper
Spear, lg ......... ....... 0
wich.
guest of her classmate Miss Helen
Mrs. Addie Guild and mother Mrs. Mondean, rf ............... 0
Webber Friday.
Liscomb are in Providence for the
The basketball game at Erskine
11
winter. They motored there with her
Friday evening was a disappoint
Boothbay
Boys
sister. Mrs. C. F. Hayes.
ment for Erskine as both the girls
Following is a list of the house Giles, rf .................... 1
and boys teams were defeated by
keepers and dates of the suppers to Rowe, If ...
Bessey High School of Albion.
he functioned by the Ladies Circle Davis, c ....
Morris Austin and Fred Plaisted
- 1 T~>Baptist
.. . • 1
11
“
May. rg ...
of& the
church:
have been among the lucky hunters.
Rockland, Me.
Dec. 19—Grace Andrews. Cora Cur P. Blake, lg
Measles .and whooping-cough are
rier. Eliza Whitney. Christine Moore, Allen, rg ...
quite prevalent.
E. Blake, lg
Leona Starrett.
One hot dish dinners are being
M
Jan. 2—Louise Hall. Letty Star
served at the Grammar school.
12
rett. Marion Starrett. Blanche Ayers
Services were held* at the church
Referee: Payson.
Carrie Carroll.
Thanksgiving Day.
Jan. 1C—Amy Tripp. Angie Morse.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Morse of Hope
Miss Frances Whidden of Gorham Abbie Shaw. Fannie Shaw. Mrs.
WHALED IN WISCASSET
Wednesday where Mr. Teague spent
were weekend guests at Herbert Es
NORTH WALDOBORO the remainder of tlie week with Miss spent Tiianksgiving with her parents Turner.
ancy’s. Other visitors included Car
Ian. 3D
ix-s ..... Spider Carleton's Outfit Swamps the roll Hallowell of Augusta, and Lloyd
Jan.
30—Susie jwwiiwi
Newhert., Bertha
M.-. and M
' V. R. Walter are vis Florence Overlock and Miss Win- Rev. and Mrs. Whidden.
nes.
Editit
Kilborn,
Nina
TibS-tts.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Elbert
Starrett
of
Rockland
Thomaston
Combine
it fng friends in Chelsea. Mass.
Arne
ohenh.uh visited at George Duncan's.
Fitzgerald of East Vassalboro.
Warren were at W. F. Teague's Sun Geori
Mr. and Mis E. (J. Miller and chil
tion.
orgie Robinson.
Clarence and Ralph Esancy and
Mr
and
Mrs.
Orett
Robinson
ot
day.
[•'ell.
13
—
Mrs.
I'lmer.
Mrs.
Grafton.
dren spent Thanksgiving with Mr.
F
sisters Gertrude and Hazel, witli Mr.
Thomaston
were
Sunday
visitors
at
Tlie
Wiscasset
City
Service
five
and Mrs. Pelt! Sweeney at Kittery.
Mrs. Ilrasier. Minnie Newhert. .yidie
and Mrs. Frank Morse were at tlie
led by Spider Carlton, former Reni's home of Mrs. Morse’s cousin Mrs.
‘Have you ever been osculated Jones.
Arnold Teague of Warren and Miss E- C. Teague's.
Miss Bessie Stone of Haverhill, dear'.''' "Yes. once for typhoid.”—
Fell. 27—Minute Wilson. Gertrude Hill and Hebron star and M
Alice
Wiiiiehenbach
motored
to
Feyler. 1711a Mae Stackpole, lipna Mi l'.il>c Bath A. <’. captain, swamped Louise Littlefield in Albion Sunday.
Columbia Jester.
Swampscott ami Winthrop, Mass., Mas Is vi-itlng at Belle Sprague s.
Linwood Smith of Burkettville was
the Rockland-Thomaston eomldna
Merry. Susie Newhert.
,
i recent visitor at Clear View Farm
March 13—Henry Shaw. Ed. Bur lion in Wiscasset by a score of 30 tc enroute from Swanville to Augusta
gess. Milton French, Janies 17 31. McCabe led the scoring with where lie has employment on the Ab
s?
nine baskets while Carlton tossed in
Creighton. John Brown.
bott farm.
March 27—Beth Wnshburn, Grace eight. Harrington and " der ol»
Mr. and Mrs. Verne Denico and
Andrews. Leona Starrett. Amy Tripp. ex-Bath A. C. players, wc.e playing daughter Leota were in Waterville
April 10—Harriett Burgess. Com in Wiscasset uniforms.
Monday.
Currier, Nina Tibbetts. Louise Hall.
For th« losers, Fowler, last year’
Kenneth Denico who has employ
April 24—Eliza Whitney. Angie Rockland high center, was outstand
ment at Clinton was a weekend guest
Morse. Carrie Carroll. Fannie Shaw. ing.
at home.
May
3—Marie Singer. Gladys
The summary:
Lawrence Wright, formerly of
Doherty. Alcada Hall. Belle Brown.
Wiscasset
Hope, is at work on his new grain
May 22—Mrs. Grafton. Mrs. Brastore where he will conduct a branch
sier, Gertrude Feyler. Aildie Jones.
of the Newcastle Grain and Lumber
McCabe,
rf
.....
»
.......
.....
9
Mr. and Mrs. Alphcus Jones enter
Co.
tained the following guests at Pooler, if ............... -........ 3
George Thurston and Clarence and
Thanksgiving dinner: Mis. Emma J Harrington, c ................. 4
Ralph Esancy are helping Linwood
Seavey. Mr. and Mrs. II. 11. Copeland, Carlton, rg ....................... 8
Mayo install a Burkes super-surbine
Mr. tind Mrs. Scltlon Robinson, Mr. Perkins, lg ........................ 0
(electric) water system nt Wagner
and Mr- Virgie Studley, Mrs. Susie
Farm.
Totals ............................ 24
^Furniture is the gift Supreme—the Christ
Philbrook. Miss Sadie rhilbrook
Rockland-Thomaston
Percy French. Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
mas present that everyone appreciates. Furni
c.
Thompson, Miss Barbara Perry, Mr.
Bowl at Carr’s Alleys to qualify
ture is a lasting gift—yet the cost need not be
3
and Mrs. Eugene Durgin. Mr. and Davis, rf ...............
for the roll off Dec. 13 at 8.30 sharp.
140-148
Mrs. I.. W. Thorndike. Mr. and Mrs. Condon, if .............
large as these prices prove.
Iceland Philbrook and children of Fowler, c ...............
Portland, and Roger Kelloek of Port Carson, rg ...........
Benner. Ig ............
land.
Mrs. Nettie Thorndike spent the
' OUR GREAT HOLIDAY LEADER
13
Totals ...............
weekend witli her sister Mrs. Addie
Referee, Stover. Time 49.
Jones.
GATE-LEG TABLE
Miss Elizabeth Young is visiting
Mrs. Minnie NewhertROCKPORT
Miss Edna Hilt entertained the
A Very Special Value as a
Miss Annie Richards lias returned
Neighborhood
Club
at
Iter
home
on
Christmas Special. Beautiful
from Acton where she has been vis
Wadsworth street Friday evening.
ly Finished
Mahogany or
itlng lier sister Mrs. J. F. Thurston
Mr. and Mis. Nathan Copeland for several weeks.
Walnut.
The Ideal Christ
spent Thanksgiving with Mrs. Esther
mas Gift. We will hold it un
William A. Paul is confined to his
Jones in Warren.
til Dec. 24.
home by illness
Miss Marion Weidman is spending
the week in Boston.
SPRUCE HEAD
Theodore LaFolley and Luther
Mr. and Mrs. George Elwell of
Vinalhaven were Thanksgiving guests Smith of Rockland motored to Sears
port and Stockton Springs Sunday,
of Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Elwell.
Mrs. Donald W. Flower and son
Mr. and Mrs. Newhall and children
and Mrs. Cassie McLeod were in Donald dr., of Oyster Bay. Lon
Island, were guests of her sister,
town Thursday visiting friends.
17. V. Shea has returned to his home Mrs. Orris (Burns last week.
High or Low, Brown, Gray, Tan,
LS
Elmer Crockett returned Monda
after several weeks passed In Rock
Black, Tweeds, All Rubber, Rayon
land. a portion of the time, at Knox to Amherst, Mass., after spending
WOMENS' RUBBERS,
79c
Hospital and the remainder at The few days with his parents. Mr. and
Women’s and Children’s
Mrs. William Crockett.
Laurie.
COMFY SLIPPERS,
69c up
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Elwell were
The regular meeting of the Try
Every Color
Doll Carriages
Lamps and Shades
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Geot-ge Snow- tohelp Club was held Monday eve
ning' at the home of Mrs. Ethel
Thanksgiving Day.
A pleasing feature of
Approved
No style can change the
Mrs. George 'Snow spent a few Spear and these officers were elect
Smokers
our Christmas display
days
last
week
■with
her
daughter
in
ed;
President,
Mrs.
Lida
Champney,
girl child’s love for the
ARCH HEALER SHOES
this year is a wids
98c up
Rockland.
vice president. Mrs. Hazel Cain;
doll carriage. We have The Man's Gift for range of Lamps and the
Miss Margaret Crockett passed the secretary, Mrs. Ethel Spear, treas
Christmas — a useful beautiful new Shades.
holiday with her parents in Rockport. urer, Mrs. Edith Overlock.
a wide choice.
handsome article.
Mrs. Eliu Cook was a business
Mrs. Beulah Richardson returned
visitor in Rockland Friday.
Monday to Boston after spending
Mrs. Alice Grant who has been ’'few days with her mother, Mrs. MinBird Cages in Charming Colors
making her home at South ThomasCrozier.
We are pleased to offer gracefully beautiful Bird
ton with Miss Jennie Putnam is now j The Saturday Club was pleasant
Cages like cut, Blues, Greens and Reds; Beauties at
at Mrs. Ella Cook's where she will ly entertained at the home of Mrs.
make her home in the future.
$6.75
I Marion Ingraham.
I Mrs. Walter Drinkwater is in Port- I Mrs. A. B. Stevenson Jr. and son
Sleds for the Boys’ Christmas
t
Hand where she will remain with her . Robert were guests of Mrs. Doris
No gift can be more appropriate for the lusty,
husband for the winter.
| Watkins in Rockland Wednesday.
growing youngster than a speedy, flexible, light
S7 ! Earle Drinkwater has returned to
LaWVcnce Dunton lids moved into
Sled, Kiddie Kars, Scooters, Dolls, Tricycles and
tlie Charlestown Navy Yard after the Ralph Wentworth house on Elm
Tricycle Carts.
spending the holiday with his family. street.
• The Social Eight were pleasantly
CASH OR EASY TERMS
Parties looking for Christmas and entertained Monday evening at the
Ask Your Neighbor About Them
New Year presents can find a nice home of Miss Minnie P. Shepherd.
street. Honors fell to Mrs. Leah
vis and Mrs. Margaret Lakeman.
The sale of oven baked beans
brown h.ead. good and hot by
Black A Hay Canning Co.. Inc.

75

In Black and Important
New Bright Shades

Cutler - Cook Co.

A

appreciate
pJKNITURE

c

OVERSHOES
$l,98junP

$4.95

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO. |
Rockland and Stonington

collection of oil paintings and water ,________________

colors at tlie studio of tlie late Mrs. j
A. B. Kirkpatrick, head of Chlcka- ’ If you want to use your car this
waukie lake Rockville, at reasonable winter get it serviced witli winter oil
prices.

WTh-152 and gi’easc by S. NiTo Spear.—adv.

R. E. NUTT
436 MAIN 8T.

ROCKLAND

Miss Dorothy Wallace was guei^
for the holiday recess of Dr. and
Mrs. F. W. Putman of West New
ton, Mass.
Mrs. Annie Brown of Friendship
and Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Eugley of
tlie villaST were guests of 1. 17. Wal
lace Thanksgiving Day.
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Pilcher have
returned home from Massachusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. G. T. Palmer and
family were in Bristol Sunday.
Mr. itnd Mrs. O. 8. Bornematl were
in Thomaston for the weekend.
Horace Simmons continues in very
poor health.

Frank 0. Haskell
GROCERY
PHONE 1116
Comer Water and Ocean Streets
Mail and Telephone Orders Carefully Filled
FREE DELIVERY '

SPECIALS FO5.,IinnAV
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY
_________ AND MONDAY_________
AU Round Flour, bag........... 89c; 8 bags...... . $6.90
Fine Granulated Sugar, 15 pounds.................. $1.00
Cream Tartar, 1 pound packages, each............. 42c

SPECIALS ON CANNED GOODS
Pineapple, sliced, large cans, each....................... 24c
Pears in heavy syrup, can..........................................21c
Peaches in heavy syrup, can .... 18c; 3 cans .... 50c
Pineapple, crushed, can .......................................... 21c
Asparagus Tips, large can, each.............................. 29c
Com, Fancy Golden Bantam, 2 cans...................... 29c
Peas, 2 cans.................................................................... 25c
String Beans, 2 cans................................................... 29c
Spaghetti, can........... 10c. Shrimp, can........... 17c
Tomato Soup, 4 cans .............................................. 29c
Crab Meat, can................ 39c; 3 cans................. $100
Salmon, Fancy AlaskaRed, can............................... 24c
Lobster, can ................................................................ 47c
Pumpkin or Squash, 2cans.....................................25c
Spinach, can................................................................ 19c
Evaporated Milk, can........... 10c; 3 cans............. 28c
Strawberries, can................ 28c; 2 cans..................55c
Apples (galloncans), each....................................... 42c
Fish Cakes, 2 cans........................................................ 25c
Preserved Plums, can................................................... 29c
Cranberry Sauce, 2 cans.............................................. 25c
Tomatoes, 3 large cans.............................................. 48c

Dandelion Greens, can ...............................................31c
Kid Glove Beans, aU kinds, can.............................. 21c
Brown Bread, Splendid Brand, tall can.................. 16c

MEAT SALE

MEAT SALE

Top Round Steak, pound................................... «... 38c
Rump Steak, pound.................................................... 55c
Sirloin Steak, clear of bone, pound....... ............ 42c
Face of Rump, nice Pot Roasts, pound.............. 25c
Sirloin Roasts of Beef, pound.............................. 25c
Porterhouse Roasts of Beef, pound.....................28c
Pie Meat, pound .... 15c. Chuck Roasts, pound 16c
Rib Roasts, pound.................................................... 20c
Hamburg Steak, lean and fresh ground, lb....... 18c
Corned Beef, (no bone), lean, pound.................... 15c
Calves Liver, pound .................................................... 45c

Bacon, sliced, pound ............................................... 35c
Smoked Shoulders, pound..................................... 21c
Whole Hams, pound ............................................... 30c
Pork to Roast, pound.................................................. 27c
•

Sauer Krout, pound ................................... .............. 10c
Rinso, large package, each

...................... 21c

Royal Baking Powder, 12 ounce can..................... 45c
Lux Toilet Soap, 2 cakes........................................ 15c
Aunt Jemima Pancake Flour, 2 packages........... 24c
Assorted Cookies, one pound package.................. 25c
2 pound package Prunes, each.................................. 25c
Dates, 2 pounds ....;............................................... z. 25c

Heinz Ketchup, bottle................................................. 21c
Heinz Old Fashioned Pickles, bottle....................... 25c
Cooked Pigs Feet, jar............................................... 35c
Peanut Butter Kisses, 2 pounds.............................. 29c
Pop Corn, 3 pounds....................................................25c
Kellogg’s All Bran, package................................... 19c
Rice Krispies, 2 packages.......................................... 25c
P. G. Soap, 8 bars .... 25c. Toilet Paper, 7 rolls .... 25c
Matches, 6 boxes...........................................................21c

Salt Mackerel, pound ............................................... 15c
Tongues and Sounds, pound..................................... 15c

Baker’s Cocoa, half pound can................................ 18c
Shredded Wheat, package.......................................... He
Puffed Wheat, 2 packages......................................... 25c
Kellogg’s Bran Flakes, 2 packages........................... 22c
Salada Tea, half pound package.............................. 45c

Graham Crackers, 2 pound box............................ 35c
Milk Crackers, 2 pound box..................................... 36c
Soda Crackers, 3 pound box..................................... 48c
Soda Crackers (bulk), 2 pounds............................25c
Ginger Snaps, 2 pounds............................................ 25c
Heinz Mince Meat, pound............. ....................... 25c
Seeded Raisins, 3 packages................................... 25c
Macaroni or Spaghetti, 3 packages........................... 25c
Brooms, each .... 47c. Mop Handles, each .... 15c
Kellogg’s Com Flakes, package.............................. 8c
Selox, 3 packages......... 25c Jello, package.......... 9c
Royal Fruit Gelatine, 3 packages........................... 25c
Three Minute Rolled Oats, large package, each ..21c
Men’s Working Gloves, 12 pairs....................... $1.50
Men’s Working Mittens, 12 pairs.....................$1.50
Eggs (westerns), dozen x..................................... 49c

«
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filN SOCIETY
In addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, tills department espe
cially desires Information of social happen
ings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by
mail or telephone will lie gladly received.
TELEPHONE ................................................. 770

Tlie Women’s Society of the Cori-i
gregational chinch is planning a cal-'
cndar supper for Wednesday, Dec. 12. t
which promises to introduce several
novel features.
A three course
chicken dinner will he served, and
tickets are now on sale by tlie com*niittee which is composed of Airs. H.
15. Pales, chairman, Airs. H. Ik Bird.
Airs. C. E. Gilley, Airs. La forest*
Thurston, Airs. A. .1. Bird, Airs.
Elizabeth Hahn. Airs. W. \V. Spear.
Airs*. John’ I. Snow, Airs. Charles
Merritt, Airs. George II. Heed. Mrs.
A. L. Orne, Mrs. F. C. Norton and
Miss Caroline Littlefield.
J. C
York.

Perry left Tuesday for New

Mis. John Chisholm entertained the
Tnesd tv Night Sewing Club at her
home on Grove street Tuesday.
Geraldine Taylor who has been
with her grandmother. Airs. Ardelle
Taylor. Aiaverick street lias gone to
Lubec for the winter.

A miscellaneous shower was given
Air. and Airs. Robert Billings, Cres
cent street, Tuesday evening with
Miss Thelma Billings and Miss Bes
sie Hunter as the instigators. The
young couple received many attrac
tive and useful gifts. Among the
guests were Mr. and Mrs. Alerle
Hutchinson of The Highlands, an
other recent bridal couple.
Mr. and Airs. Austin Smith have
returned from Portland where they
spent Thanksgiving and the weekend
with their son Arthur Smith.

The Outing Club was entertained
yesterday by Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper
and Mrs. Zebedee Simmons at Mrs.
Sleeper’s home in South Thomaston.
Mrs. Hugh Bain left Tuesday for
Boston where she will spend several
days before starting for her home
in Riverside, Calif.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Bird have re
turned from Lisbon. N. H.. where they
spent the holiday season with their
daughter Airs. Clarke B. Frost.

Feigned illness on his wife’s part,
combined with clever by-play on
birthday dates, completely fooled
Donald Perry so that when the doorbell rang at his Grove street home
Mond.lv evening and eight of his pals
entered ready to celebrate his birth
day, he was somewhat taken back.
He recovered sufficiently to he such
an entertaining host that the guests
r- mained until the wee small hours of
t'.is morning. Cards were enjoyed,
the feature of the evening, ho.vever,
being the steak dinner which Airs,
perry served, assisted by Airs. Fran
cis Louraine. Air. Pet ry was present
ed with an ukelele. and his evenings
now to be devoted to practice on this
instrument preparatory to public ap
pearances.
Air. and Mrs. A. C. Fernald and son
John of Alt. Desert avci recent guests
of Air. I'ernald’s sister. Airs. E. Ik
Silsltv; and Airs. Harriet Frost. Sum
mer street.
Mrs. Lester Sherman entertained
Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R. Monday;
afternoon at her home on Beech
street. Patriotic exercises were con
ducted under the leadership of Mrs.
Mary Perry Rich. Mrs. Euretta Anatoyne was elected to membership.
Among the questions which came up
for discussion \Ais the State law re
garding the upkeep of graves of Rev
olutionary sailors anti soldiers, which
reads: "Not only must the graves he
kept in good condition, hut the
stones, and suitable protection he
provided by some form of fence. Re
ports of neglect of such lots are
punishable by a fine. ” Frank Kel
logg's peace message ar.d also “The
Baptism of Old Glory” were read
by Mrs. Donald Karl, and Airs. Rich
read the president-general’s mess
age. A pathetic Tndian story per
taining to the cruelty of the whites
to the Indians was given by Mrs.
William Walsh. A social hour was
enjoyed with refreshments served
by a committee composed of Mrs. L.
1-’. Chase. Aliss Jennie Blaekington
and Alts. Grace Ayers-Black.

Harrison P. MacAlman and fam
ily are still occupying Miss Spring’s
tenement at 59 Masonic street, Mr.
and Airs. Otto Nelson of Bangor
renting only a few rooms in the sec
ond story.

Svalues
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HOW THEY DID ROAR !

NOW! Our Most Important Sale
of New Tub Frocks for Fall

(Continued From Page One)

ception which he was given. He pre
sented his own Lions button to Presi
dent Ingraham, who said he would
endeavor to wear it with honor.
“This is no meaningless ceremony
which you have seen enacted here
this evening,” said President Ingra
ham. "It is fraught with meaning,
and it is going to signify something
to the community. He referred to
the 7851 activities in which Lions
Clubs have been engaged the past 11
months, and said that .Maine’s eighth
club can he counted upon to do its
part. We shall, cooperate with the
TOP NOTCH
Mayor, the Chamber of Commcree,
: the church and the other dubs—hut,
CHILDREN’S
v.e are going to set the pace.’’
ARCTICS
| At this juncture Toastmaster Snial. ley unfurled, a well known emblem of
housewifery.
"A new broom sweeps clean.” ex
claimed President Ingraham. “Let’s
go !”
I
Space forbids the nice things the
writer would like to have sal«l about
the witty and ingenious manner in
; which Toastmaster Smnlley present
ed .the speakers, and of the equally
• witty responses.
.
When the exercises had been com
For snowy, slushy days these arctics will give
pleted the diiwng hall was cleared for
your boy or girl perfect foot protection—and
dancing and the fair sex made the
lonesome Bangor Lions feel very
will give you satisfaction with their long-wear
much at home.
j
The committee in charge of charter
ing qualities.
i night comprised George W. Gay,
Eugene E. Sttwldard ;fnd Richard F.
Our Top Notch Arctics for hoys or girls are
S’aville. Needless io say that Presi
unusually durable without being heavy or
dent Ingraham was a vigorous assist
ant in the details.
cluntsy.Tbey have a patented Clincher Cushion
• • • •
The newly organized Lions Club Is
heel that lasts as long as the sole. Every place
I j thus oflleered for the balance of the
where extra wear conies, is doubly reinforced.
| y< ar:
I •
President—Frank H. Ingraham.
"Dry feet save doctor’s hills.” Bring your
First Vice President—Amory B.
Alien.
" •
hoy or girl in today.
Second Vice President Eugene E,
Stoddard.
Third Vim- President—E. Stuart
Orheton.
Secretary—Charles T. Smalley.
LAIN S SHOE STORE
■ % j/ ;
&
v
Treasurer—George W. Gay.
I.ion Tamer—Richard F« Saville.
Rockland, Maine
Tail Twister—Edward O’B. Gonia.
Directors—Dr. R. .1. Wasgatt and
•ii
Carl E. Morse.
Follows an alphabetical list of the
Airs. Eva Bagley of Lynn. Mass., is
Airs. S. F. .Miller and daughter charter members, with classification
the guest of her niece. Mis. H. 11. .Marion of Thomaston have been and nickname:
McIntire. Limerock street.
Amory
B.
Allen, confectioner,
guests of -Mrs. .Miller's sister Airs.
“Abie.’’
Leroy Coombs, Limerock street.
The Breakfast 'Bridge Club wds en
Willis H Anderson, autos. "Bill.”
tertained at luncheon and cards
Blake
B.
Annis,
chiropractor.
Mis. Susie Stanton of Wilton. N.,
.Monday by Airs. Harriet Frost at her 1L, is the guest of her noil Archie "Annie.'*
home on Summer street, honors going Rowley, Grace street.
Loti's I.. Aylward, retail grocer.
o Mrs. John <>. Stevens and Mrs.
“Lou.”
Elizabeth Hahn.
Hamlin
B. 'Bowes,
mortician,
Mrs. Kendrick Searles and daugh
ter Helen have returned from a visit “Ham”
The Hatetoquitit Club was enter-' of several weeks in Portsmouth.
Albert L. Briggs, salesman, “Al.”
tained Tuesday, evening by Mrs. 11
Axel E. Brunherg, printer, “Alex.”
O’B. Gonia at the home of Airs. C. A.
Daniel Munro is confined to his
James F. Burgess, optometrist,
Packard, Pleasant street.
home on Limerock street by illness.
"Jim."
Harry II. Brown, retail confec
The Needlework Committee of the
tioner, ‘Brownie.’’
Congregational church was enter
WON THE WHIPPET
Harry G. Cole, linotype op., “King?’
tained yesterdnv hv Airs. Stewart
Burton E. Elanders, dentist. "Burt.”
Orlieton at her home in West Rock
The Whippet motor ear
George \V. Ga>\ manager 5 & 10.
port, with an all-day session and
■ Jl;.
given away by E. O. Philbrook
luncheon.
& Son in connection with lo
Edward O’B. Gonia retail wall
paper. “Oby."
cal
mercantile sales,
was
Mrs. E. L. Sp^ir is convalescing at
awarded to Airs. Thelma Bow
Fr ink 11. Ingraham, probate lawyer,
her home on Broadway from a severe
“Judge."
den of 38 Mechanic street,
attack of grippe.
Rockland, who held ticket
Albert C. Jones, securities, “Allie*”
01215S. The drawing was held
Thomas F. Keating, hotel proprie
The Wawenock Club was enter
tor, “Tbm.”
at Strand Theatre Tuesday
tained at the home of Airs. Cora Snow,
Right. the numbers l»eing
Harold S. Leach, Insurance, "Twin.”
Ocean avenue, Monday evening, with
drawn by Miss Faith I'lmer.
.Maurice F. Lovejoy, merchant.
an interesting paper on "Joseph Lin
"Alopey.”
The
other
nine
numbers
coln." delivered by the hostess. The
which would have been in line
Parker S. Alcrriam. bonds, “Park.”
next meeting will he with Mrs. Eliza
for this very desirable! gift in
Carl E. Morse, jeweler. “Tick.”
beth Eat ii. 14 .Mechanic street.
ease the holder of No. 1 had
Ralph E- Nutt, retail shoes. “Nut.’’
n t appeared, were: 024715,
E. Stuart Orbeton, soda munuAirs. Ava La wry has returned from
faetur.'5‘Juddy.”
03178s, 026163. 030585. 0272X4,
Portland where site was called by the
001178, O1G267, 001374 and
Harold F. lHiilhrok, retail furniture.
serious illness of her granddaughter
“Cap.”
022670
Patricia Allen,"who is now conval
Benjamin F. Philbrook. garage
escing.
> •
“Ben.”
Mrs. Frank Blaekington has re
Richard F. Saville. Capt. ('oast Ar
Mr. ami Mr> . iY. M. Wentworth were turned to her home on £tate street
tillery, “Patchy.”
recent guests R;The I.auric.
from Knox Hospital where she was
Charles
'I'.
Smalley,
attorney,
operated upon for appendicitis.
"Smokey.”
Miss Clara Partridge who teaches
Eugene F. Stoddard, confectionery
in Milton. Alas?., was the guest of
Misses Arlene Cha pies and Olive
Air. and Airs. Fred Partridge, Grace Bragg of the Boston Bible School. Man f, “Shorty.”
Rowland J. Wasgatt. physician
street, over the holiday and weekend. Roxbury, Mass., and Miss Ruth Con
ant. who is attending the Gordon “Wassie.”
New members—
Airs. B. L. Dupbar of Lowell, Mass., Bible SchQol in Boston, returned
Ira W. Feeney, coal dealer, “Jonnie.”
has returned home after spending Monday after spending the Thanks
Wallace Al. Uttle, wholesale meat,
Thanksgiving Aith he: sister. Airs. giving recess 4v. ith their parents in
provisions. “Lit.”
Fred Al. French.
this city.
WJiat do the Lions stand for? What
Mrs. Herbert Clough who has been is the object of the organization. You
Monday evening Mrs. J. O. Stevens
v. as hostess to the Shakespeare So spending a few weeks with her father have doubtless heard those questions
ciety and Airs. Wooster led in reading B. F. Collamore, has recovered suf frequently asked in the past few
Acts 1. ami 11. nf “Cymbeline.” Airs. ficiently from her recent illness to weeks. In answer to those interro
gations the objects are here pub
Ellingwood amfxMrs. Spear read se return to her home in Rockport.
lished:
lections describing “England before
To promote the theory and practice
the Conquest. "Vnd Airs. Jameson a
Misses Ada and Alena Young re
Selection describing England, at the turned home Tuesday from Brook of the principles of good government
time of Cymbeline, showing “Histori line and Southhoro, Mass., where they and good citizenship.
To take an active interest in the
cal Background-and Anachronisms." have keen spending the past three
Ali-s.. Stevens gave a short sketch de weeks with Mr. and Mrs. L. H. civic, (ornmercial social and moral
scribing “Imogene." heroine of the Rhodes and Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. welfare of the community.
To unite the members in the bonds
play. The Alumnae members of the Young. The first week away was
Shakespeare Society are invited to practically spent in attending the of friendship, good fellowship and
tlie next meeting to be held with the meetings of the W.C.T.l’. convention, mutual understanding.
To provide a forum for the full and
Progressive Literary Chib at the and its attendaint activities, ’»’’.ieh
Vi?-iversa 1-ist vfs.cy Dec. 17, when were held in Tremont Temp.*-. Bos free discussion of all matters of pub
Prof. C. II. Gray of Bowdoin College ton. There were side trips to Con lic interest, partisan polities and sec
cord. Lexington and Plymouth and tarian religion alone excepted.
will speak.
To encourage efficiency and pro
other places. Some of the delegates
mote high ethical standards in busi
Miss Christine Norwood has re who had never visited in the East
ness and professions; provided that
turned ,o I’niversity of Maine after before, even came to Alaine to visit
Dow. no club shall hold out as one of its
spending her vacation with her par Portland, the home of Neal
The banquet at Hotel Stntler, was objects financial benefits to its mem
ents. Mr. and Airs. George Norwood.
bers.
attended by about 500 people.

Inez and Grace
Bowlev were
charming hostesses to several of their
young friends Saturday afternoon to
wcelehrate their birthdays which fad
’quite near together, Inez having at
tained the age of sevpn years and
Grace
four years.
Games were
played. Norma Havener winning a
prize for pinning on the donkey's Xn.il.
The table was gay with Christmas
<1<corations, at each place being a
Santa Claus filled with candy. The
two birthday cakes with their candles
made a pretty sight The little guests
were
Catherine
Jordan,
Carleen
Davis. Charlotte and Priscilla Staples,
Eleanor Simmons. Virginia and Bar
bara Wood. Norma Havener. Doro
thy Smith. June Miles. Ruth Packard.
Dorothy Howard, Ruth Sukeforth,
Shirley Stickney, Louise Smith. Bev
erley Kirkpatrick. Christine Newhall |
and Frederick Morrison who had the
distinction of being the only hoy pres
ent. Mrs. Bowlev was assisted in
games and serving by Mrs. Ada
Whitney of Thomaston and Airs.
Susie Stanton of Wilton. N. II., who
Is her guest.
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in boys9 and
girls9 arctics

In this Sftecuil Sale u»e offer you new "WELWORTH” Frocks that are not only totally
different from others—but different from "Welwofth” frocks of the past.

Fabrics such

as are seldom to be hud at our $2.00 price—displaying latest colors and designs.

new "YVELWORTHS” are nothing short of an achievement.

1 hese

They look better than ever

—feel finer and wear excellently. ■ Making your selection will prove a genuine pleasure.

EIQHTY SQUARE

Neu1 Standards of

PRINTS

Fascinating Styles

Higher Qualities

Fine Printed Broadcloths

Out starul in g_Values

Aut unin__basli ions

Tub Fast Colors

EMBROIDERY

Qreater Quality— (greater

Value —

Qreater Savings

Ci?

M

The Tuesday Club was entertained
GREELY-QUINN
PERRY-COID
by Airs. Walter H. Spear. Beech
street Tuesday, honors in cards fall
Earle C. Perry of this city and .Mar
(*n Wednesday evening, Nov. 28. a
ing to Mrs. John «>. Stevens and Mrs. guerite Richardson Coid of Doer Isle very pretty and interesting event
J. A. Burpee.
were married Thanksgiving Pay at took place on Rankin street at the
the home of the bride. Rev. Frank A. home of Mr. and Airs. George L. Quinn
The home of .Mr. and Mrs. Hector Junkius officiated, using the single when their daughter Ethel was united
Staples, Admonteni avenue, was the ring
ceremony. The bride
was in marriage to Riehmqnd Greely.
scene of a jolly time Tuesday after gowned it. white crepe hack satin, and Rev, Jesse* Kemjevdine officiated,
noon when their children, Charlotte, presented a very attractive picture, using the double ring ceremony. The
Priscilla and George, entertained carrying a bouquet of bride roses. bride’s dress was (‘ream tinted moua
several hoys and girls to celebrate Wedding refreshments were served silk and she carried pink roses. Miss 1
their birthdays, which all fall in De after which the newlyweds motored Helen Glidde.n of Jefferson, a former
cember, they having reached the t,o Rockland where they arc now oc clarsmate, was maid of honor and the |
years of 8. 7 and 5 respectively. cupying apartments in the Everett I.. bride's brother, Albert Quinn, acted
Games were played under the direc Spear pluck, Lafayette square.
as best man. Chrysanthemums decotion of .Miss Phyllis Wyllie. Frances
The brith'groom is a son of AL B. J rated the room.
Marsh and Rutft Rhodes carrying off Perry, and is associated with him in
The young people are well known
the honors in the turtle race, and the business of Al. B. & C. (>. Perry. and have hosts of friends and well
Ruth Harper drawing the “lucky The bride is a daughter of Air. and wishers. Mr- Greely who is the
fish.” The dining room was effective Mrs. Samuel B. ('oid. Since gradu youngest son of Mrs. Hattie Turner
in Christmas decorations, a Jack ating from the McKinley High Sen »ol Emery, graduated from the Rockland
The Woman’s Auxiliary of St. Horner pie occupying the center of she has been one of Deer Isle’s most High School in 1920 and his wife was
Peter's Church will have their an the table from wich the small guests popular public school teachers.
a memher qf the class of 1927.
nual Christinas Sale and Supper at drew favors by means of ribbons
the G.A.It. hall. Saturday. Dec. 8, leading to eaelt1 place. However, the
Automatic Irons—New WestingMrs. Mary Messer has a sale o*
beginning at 2 p. m. Mrs. Esther center of attr|ction was the three house model that turns itself on and Fancy Articles Friday. Dec. 7, at hep
Brock Bird will do silhouette draw birthday cakes, their total of 20 blazy off. Price $7.75; others $4.95 and up. home. 101 Ntrrth Alain street, begin| ning at 9.39 a. m.—adv.
ings. FatX’.v articles of a wide va ing candles, making a brave siglZ Central Maine Power Company.
riety will he sold at very reasonable Many nice gift! were received. The
1 16-153
prices, aprons, cooked food and home- ' little people unanimously agrein that
Christmas Tree Lighting Sets—
.inad“ candy also. Between o ami 7
had been a "loVely IKirty."
Patchwork pieces, percale.?, prints, Rid. green, purple, white electric
dock sttpper will be served , with !
----- 4^-*
sateens, broadcloths and rayons. As- lights. Connects to any socket. Make
this menu: Baked beans, cold meats.'
Bowl at Carr'** .•Allcys to qualify sorted in pound bundles, 25 cents per it a safe Christmas. Price complete
saner krout. rolls, cake, coffee. Price L>r the roll off Dec. 13 at 8.30 sharp. pound. Basement Dept. Fuller-Cobb- $1 and up.
Central Maine power
35 cents—adv.
145-147 I
146-148
pavia.—adv.
135-tf
Company.
146-153

Qpnilutd Ml
Tt.cLN.Ow~C®
C-»«!*r4, Otu»
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Styles Let cli< i

Extra Quality

Thun /:'< tr-I A ft'. ’ti/td
i'rinitti itut <

Extra Value

Extra Savings

1

'
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Only by inspection can
you really appreciate
tbe exquisite styling*—
beauty and quality of

fabrics—richness ol
trimmings -and expert
workmanship of these
wondrous “Welsvonh”
Frocks..............................

WARREN
A Child Health Conference was
held at 2 p. nt. Wednesday at tin*
Congregational vestry.
Among those home from the I’ni
versity of Alaine for the Thanksgiv
ing recess were Beulah Starrett. Hil
liard Spear, .Fred Overlook and
Parker Spear.
Airs. Harriet AlacFarland spent the
weekend with her sister Airs. Sarah
Russell.
Mr. and Mis. W. L. La wry were
dinner guests of Edwin Crawford at
North Warren Thanksgiving Day.
Mrs. John Sidcnsparker. accom
panied by her daughter Elsie Saw
yer, left Friday for Boston where she
will enter a hospital for observation
and treatment.
Prof. Albert A. Whitmore of C. of
M. spent the holiday recess at his
home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Fuller and
son Samuel returned Sunday to Lan
caster. N. IL. after having spent the
holiday and weekend with Airs. Amy
Fuller.
The Rebekah fair took place at
I.O.O.F. hall Thursday afternoon fol
lowed hv a public supper.
Mr. .and Airs. John 15. Robinson and

A PUBLIX THEATRE
THURSDAY (ONLY)

5 Acts Keith Vaudeville 5

SIZES for Regular.Little Women and Stouts

VESPER A. LEACH
366 MAIN STREET

Mrs. Martha Burgess have moved to
Rockland where they have an apart
ment for the winter.
Air. and Airs. George Eaton who
have lieen visit ng (’. 'B. Hall re
turned .Monday to their home in
Marlboro. Alass. Mr. Hall has also
e.ntertained his no plie w •’red Elbridge recently.
Henry V. Starrett has so far re
covered from his injuries when
struck by an automobile a few weeks
ago that he is able to do a part of
his farm work.
Ail*, and Airs. Carleton Williamson
of Rockland were weekend guests of
F. E. Aloore.
Gilbert Harmon, who attends Bow
doin College, spent the Thanksgiving
recess with his parents. Air. and Airs.
I’. E. Harmon.
P. M. Watts arrived from Worcester
last Thursday, accompanied by Air.
and Airs. Arthur Rawley of Boston.
Mr. Watts made a
short visit
with Ids parents'here while Mr. Rawh.v visited his old home in Ten
ant's Harbor. He also visited his
brother J t per Rawley of Rockland,
enroute.
• Cniversal Bible Sunday is Dec. 9,
.and R< v. II. AL I’urrlitgton.'pastor of

Home of Paramount Pictures
FRIDAY-SATURDAY

KEN

COOK QUIGLEY
& DUPONT
Comedy Eccentricities

RODNEY & GOULD
The l>orig and Short Of It

THE GLADIATORS

GLORI
TIL

Sensati mal Athletes

SHELTON & BENTLEY
'

A Repertoire hf S< ngs

MORIN & GALE
Comedy Ventriilqulst Novelty

—AND

“DOMESTIC
RELATIONS”
With-

CLAIRE WINDSOR

COLLEGIANS
IN

‘^KICKING THROUGH”
MONDAY-TUESDAY
[3ETTY BRONSON in
•COMPANIONATE MARRIAGE'

ROfcKLAND, ME.

t'ue Baptist Church, will observe the j
day a»eording io the American Bible
Sm-iety program, speaking from the
thought “Sowing the Heed.” Sunday
cy nlng a sermon for parents as well
as .V Ring people will he glvmi oil the
topic "Bad.”
Lewis Fiske was home front Perth
Amboy, N. Y.. to spend the weekend
with his family.
Mrs. Lizzie Robinson and grandson
Alton Perry of Rockland visited Sun
day with her sister Airs. Chester
Castncr.
Air. and Mrs. Richard Howarth and
Air. and Airs. Mark Rogers and sons
of Camden wer<» guests Sunday of Air. '
and Mrs. J. L. Teague.
Mrs. James 'I'. Cates and Mrs. Louis '
R. Cates of Rockland were guests’
Tuesday of Air-. 15. E. Watts and Airs.
W. F. Overlock.
The World Wide Guild will meet
Friday afternoon with Mrs. II. Al.
Purrington. Supper will be served
at 6 o’clock.
Airs. G. H. Gardiner is substituting
at tin* Grammar School for Alts
Mathews who is detained at home by
the .‘-(lions illness of her husband T
V. Mathews.
Supt. F. D. Rowe is at the Alatinlcus school this week and will return
home Friday night.
Aliss Flora Fish of Rockland visited
Airs. Alice Gordon Sunday.
J. Al. Hart. Mrs. Alice Gordon and
guest Mrs. Alice Cook and Mr. and
Airs. Louis Gordon spent Thanksgiv
ing with Mr. and Airs. Enu rson Clark
at I’nion.
1 . Airs. Frances Fish of Camden and
Mrs. Alice Cook are making a week's
visit with Airs. Alice Gordon.
i
Friends of Edwin Crawford and
Miss .Mabel (’rawford will be glad to
learn that they now have a lelephne
connection and can he reached at
their North Warren home In that conv< nient manner.
E. Al. Greenlaw and .Mr. McEwen
of Boston spent the holiday here.
Fupt. Rowe is visiting the school at
Alatinicus this week.

No matter mF. her
you ate matron,
teacher, butincii
Mvinan or ttudent.
surely you t'.toulJ
t house several u(
these oesslv arrived
“Wrbsorih" FrpcLi,
for a perfect blendini* 1 ’ »tsle, cutor,
lai tic* and qu,5..y.

injury to om of the town’s oldest
ciiizens, John T. Williams. While he
was emptyhv the ash pin of his
stove ho slipped oil an ice eov<Tod
rock ;wul struck on his left hip. Dr.
I> aoh reported a broken hip. neces
sitating removal to Knox Hospital
where Air. Williams is now receiv
ing treatment.

It is only the pe »ple with push who
have a pull. Ashton II , nl Syndicate.

STRAND
PUBLIX THEATRE
NOW SHOWING

“Manhattan Cocktail”
Featuring

Richard Arlen and
Nancy Carroll
FRIDAY-SATURDAY

CLARK ISLAND
Mr. nnd Mrs. George Baum had as
i guests Thanksgiving Day Mrs. Mary
Hanley. Miss Marjorie Wright, Ar
thur Stevens ot' Thomaston, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Hautn and Mr. and Mrs.
Everett Baum and son of this place.
Mrs. Elssie Ann
Goss .and son
Donald of Auburn are guests of her
mother, Mrs. Mary 'Haun,.
Leslie Milne is driving a new Ford
coupe.
Mrs. Henry Crockett was a week' end guest of her daughter, Mrs.
Everett Rann,.
Mr. nnd Mrs. William Pierson spent
the holiday and weekend ns guests
"1 Mr. and Mrs. Zahn at Waldoboro.
Mins Adrca Rarllett closed school
here Wednesday noon and went to
her home in Stonington for the lioliday and weekend.
An accident occurred here Thanks
giving Day which brought serious

With

Flash, the Wor.der Dog
Also

“Wolf c.’ the Range”
A Two Peel Western

COMEDY A.'.D NEWS
MONDAY-TUESDAY
‘ MASK OF TH

DEVIL '

with JOHN GIL3ERT
Home of Paramount Pictures

P.gc Eight

PROUD OF MAINE: AND HOW
Miss Boggs Presents a Graphic Picture of Pine Tree State
and Its Unquestioned Advanages
(Paper read by Miss E. Fessenden once pleaded for justice and mercy
Boggs at Woman s Educational Club in the halls of the Court House at
picnic).
, Wiscasset.
Maine, the Pine Tree State, whose
We are proud that our own county
floral emblem is the pine cone and was the home of Knox, a friend of
tassel, is 300 miles long and 285 miles, Washington, and one of the ablest
wide and has an area of 33.845 square men of his generation.
miles. It is as large as INew Hamp- j
We of Maine, in addition to our
shire, Vermont, Rhode Island. Con- j pride in our sons and daughters, feel
necticut and Delaware combined. It proud that some 15 years before the
seems almost incredible that Maine's settlement at Plymouth Capt. George
coast line, that is, her entire salt Weymouth sailed
up our own
water border including indentations Georges River and that nearly 200
and islands covers a total length of years ago, in 1735, on the banks of
2.468 miles. There are a hundred this river the first settlement was
harbors, nearly a thousand islands. made, at that time the farthest
360 of them in Casco Bay. alone, and outpost from which the English flag
there are more rivers and streams flew.
than in any other State of the Union. I
We are proud that from the earli
There are 5,151 rivers and streams est days to the present. Maine has
of a size to be marked on our iState believed in education and today the
map.
enrollment in our elementary schools
The humidity of the climate is re exceeds the average in the United
markable. the air on an#average be States.
ing more than three-fourths saturat
We are proud of our four fine col
ed with moisture.
leges and seven normal schools.
We are proud of the State of
We are proud of ‘‘Our Isle of En
Maine, because, go into whatever chantment”’ on which is located the
State of the Union you will, there only National Park east of the MIswill be found natives of the State sisippi and the world renowned sum
occupying positions of responsibility mer resort. Bar Harbor.
and influence. Statesmen, preach- j
One of our greatest natural pos
era. authors, poets, barristers, phvsi- j sessions is our water. Some years
clans and educators have been born ago a friend from the Middle West
and trained within her borders and while visiting in Maine was asked
then sent on to larger fields.
what she was doing with her time.
We boast of statesmen like Wil She said ‘‘It’s all I can do not to
liam Pitt FessendenM James G. spend all of my time in the bath
Blaine and Thomas B. Reed. Long tub. your water is so like velvet. I
fellow, the household poet, who alone 1 never knew before what a wonder
of all Americans has been recognized ful thing water is.”
I understood what she meant, after
by England, by placing his bust in
the Poets Corner in Westminster bathing in Western watevs. when it
Abbey, was born and educated in was my good fortune to take a trip
Maine. The foremost living Ameri to the Pacific Coast a year ago. One
can poet. Edwin Arlington Robins »n neither enjoys bathing nor laundrywas born in Maine, as well as Edna ing in the hard waters outside of New
St. Vincent Millay and Wilbert Snow, England. Personally, in all my trip
poets of distinction. Holman Day while on the coast from Los Angeles
another Maine man. is both a poet to Seattle I nefer found any waters
and novelist.
Elijah Kellogg, the the equal of our soft Maine waters.
The grandeur of the scenery of
author of 30 volumes, dear to all
California. Oregon and Washington
boys, belongs to Maine.
Women authors like Sophie May, is beyond description. Their high
Sarah Orne Jewett, Harriet Prescott mountains, gigantic trees and pic
Spofford. Kate Douglas Wiggin and turesque valleys are incomparable
Laura E. Richards worthily repre but from one end of the coast to the
other I missed the rivers, streams
sent us in the world of books.
Frank A. Munsey, who revolution and lakes that we see everywhere in
ized the magazine world, was a Maine. I grew homesick for our
lovely waterways.
Maine man.
A year ago a lecturer over the ra
Cyrus H. K. Curtis, editor and phil
anthropist, is beloved of his native dio mentioned the Los Angeles River
state. The humorists. Bill Nye and and said there were frogs in it that
Artemus Ward, were Maine men. The had never learned to swim. I found
Youth’s Companion has been edited out what he meant when I saw that
river with a most beautiful bridge
chiefly by men from Maine.
across it but hardly any water to be
Of all these we are proud.
We are proud that Harriett Beech seen. There were other so called
er Stowe wrote “Uncle Tom’s Cabin” rivers in the west, spanned by love
while living in Brunswick, and that ly bridges, but with very little wa
the great Daniel Wabster taught for ter, though in the springtime they
a while in Fryeburg Academy and may earn their name. I have seen

SUPER,
Wall Board
25% THICXER-STIFFER-STlIONGa
a

'The perfect form of lumber for
101 nandtf economical uses.
JUMBO

BEAVER
BOARD
TRY TO BREAK IT
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W. H. GLOVER & CO.
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The

"THE ENEMY" COMING
Unique Entertainment At the
Methodist Church Monday
Night

A carillon of 61 bells. Edward W.
Boks memorial to his grandparents
and gift to the people of Florida, was
played Sunday for the first time be
fore an audience of approximately
20.000 at the mountain lake sanctuary,
two miles from Lake Wales. Anton
Brees, world famed Belgian oarilloneur was at the keyboard.

day

IS NEAR!
A new car is coming. The finest

values in fours and light sixes
Greater Beauty
Larger Bodies
and

“FINGER TIP CONTROL”

WAIT!
For Announcement

DECEMBER 9th
Product of

W1LLYS-0VERLAND, Inc.
TOLEDO, OHIO

E. O. PHILBROOK 6 SON
Local Dealers

ROCKLAND, MAINE

SAVE

“The Enemy,” Channing Pollock's
new. great play on peace, will be pre
sented at Pratt Memorial M. E.
church Monday evening at 8 o’clock
by Miss I’Auline Mayo of New York,
a dramatic reader of i)ation-wide
reputation and popularity. Miss
Mayo impersonates the entire cast of
characters in a most remarkable
fashion.
‘‘The Enemy” is another drama of
brotherly love which is proving more
popular than the author’s other play.
"The Fool ” It has the endorsement
of some of the most prominent
preachers, editors, and bishops of
very denomination. It is both mag
nificent
preaching and
effective
drama and a great asset to the moral
and spiritual forces of the country
who are working for peace, showing
no battlefield*. Not a gun is fin'd
from beginning io end. It is n t
propaganda for any specific scheme
of international organization. Hate is
"The Enemy.” Mr. Pollock has a ran
genius for taking ideas which have
been commonplace of Christian
sermons for years and throwing them
out into the minds of hearers in a way
that evokes tremendous response
from the mind and heart.
In speaking of Miss Mayo’s ability.
Rev. B. Brummitt, editor of the
Northwestern Christian Advocate
says. "I know of few speakers who
can so make their hearers feel the in
sistence and power of their message."
The Rutland Daily Herald said of
her appearance there: “The reader
kept up excellently the atmosphere
jf suspense during the telephone con
versation in which they learn that the
archduke has been killed, and. in the
second act, the feeling of impending
destruction of the friendship between
the two families in the play, and be
tween Karl and the young English
man, on account of the war.”

HEARD BOK CARILLON

f

453 Man Street

people in the West come long dis
tances to spend the day beside a lake
not half as large as the smallest
one that feeds our Georges River.
The pepper trees of the southwest
are lovely, the palm trees interesting,
the sequoia and redwoods are inspir
ing, but for exquisite charm and
beauty give me the lovely birches
and the stately elms of Maine.
• We should be proud of our virgin
forests in Northern Maine. A gov
ernment forester to whom I was talk
ing this summer—one who has
worked in the forests of the West
and Northwest, said: ‘‘Tell Maine to
save her virgin forests as they are
almost the only ones in the United
States that haven’t been fully opened
up by highways. Forests of the west
and northwest that seemed utterly
inaccessible because of their situa
tion on high mountain ranges have
more and more been opened by paved
rdbds. Northern Maine is still a wil
derness and in the future may become
the mecca of thousands of nature
lovers.
We. of Maine, are indeed proud of
our notable men and women, our
schools, our National Park, our in
numerable lakes and streams, our
virgin forests, our industries, textile,
paper manufacturing and lumbering
being a few of the most important,
our investment of over $50,000,000 in
summer cottages, hotels, clubs and
camps and of our road construction
program at present, more ambitious
than that of any other “State. But we
neglect to advertise these riches to
the world. We so often, like all of
New England, fail to capitalize our
assets and are prone to magnify a
few possible disadvantages.
How
little do we advertise the fact that
Maine has the only National Park
bordering on the sea. Every person
in America would know of it if Cali
fornia owned it.
We always herald abroad in big
headlines every severe storm we
have and its handicapping conse
quences and all of our extreme cold
days.
This advertising is spread
upon the front pages of the western
dailies and an eastern tourist finds it
hard to convince the average west
coast man that we do not walk over
three feet of snow all over Maine for
six months of the year, while suffer
ing from a temperature far below
zero.
The people on the West Coast ad
vertise far differently. In August
1927 Seattle was entertaining for a
week the National Realtors Associa
tion and a part of the U.S. fleet and
holding a State Agricultural and
Manufacturing Exhibit.
Then , if
ever. Seattle wanted perfect days.
But it rained and rained and what
did Seattle say? I quote from a
prominent daily:
“Heavy showers reported generally
over Western Washington have tend
ed to eliminate the forest menace,
proved a blessing to the truck gar
deners. and berry growers and have
cleared up the atmosphere so that
with the promise of warm clear
weather over the weekend the tens
of thousands of visitors are going to
enjoy one of the things which has
been a tremendous factor in making
Western Washington ‘The Charmed
Land,’—‘Washed Air.’”
Can you beat it? Isn't that spirit
admirable and worthy of emulation?
When Maine learns to advertise as
those on the west coast advertise she
will then be known from shore to
shore for the grand old State she is.
wealthy, rich in resources and ca
pable of amazing growth.

SAVE

Buy Gifts at “His” Store
This Great Sale of Men’s Wearing Apparel, coming as it does just
before the Christmas season, offers the Greatest Opportunity Ever to
shoppers !

High Quality Goods at Rock Bottom Prices
Mike Armata has sold his fine store and sto-k in Park Theatre Building to ANTHONY
REDONE, who stages this Great Introductory Bargain Offer.

The Greatest Values in Men’s Clo thing Ever Seen in Rockland ! ! ! !
Working Socks, pr.

5c

Warm and Sturdy

boys’ Jackets,

This Store Answers, “What to Give Him”

Built for Warmth

$2.00

Work Pants,

Al, Wool Product

95c

SUITS,

For Men and Boys

$2.00 up

All Wool. Well Made

$3.95

OVERCOATS, $10.00 up

A handsome dress glove

For Men and Boys

k

$ L50SILKTIES,85c

PACKED WITH THRILLS

Leather Jackets,

Beautiful Silk Numbers

Wonderful Social Scene In “Annapo
lis,” Baseball Benefit Picture.

$10.50

Warmest Thing Made

SWEATERS,

$2.00 up

Ideal for Winter

What is considered to be one of the
largest social gatherings ever record
ed by a motion picture camera is to
be seen in the Pathe picture “Annapo
lis.” which will l»e on view at Strand
Theatre Dee. 17 and 18. as a baseball
benefit. It is the annual June Ball
held at Dahlgren Hall with an at
tendance of 6.000—not one of them
being a Hollywood extra but real
midshipmen,
naval
officers
and
prominent personalities who went to
the U. S. Naval Academy at Annapo
lis for the occasion.
In order to obtain the correct light
ing for phtographing the scene It was
necessary to make extensive prepara
tions before director Christy Cabanne
and cinematographer Arthur Miller
started "shooting.”
Jeanette Loff, John Mack Brown
and Hugh Allan who play the featured
roles in the picture were present at
the dance as were also many notable
persons including Aklmfcfil Nulton,
Superintendent of the U. S. Naval
Academy. Major General Lejeune,
Commander of the Marine Corps. Sec
retary of the Navy Wilbur and others.
’Annapolis” is a picture that deals
with the daily lives of the Midshipmen at the Academy. It is said to be
packed with thrills.

89c

Will Stand the Wear

CAPS,

Fur Lined Gloves,

89c

Flannel Shirts,

TIES

Lad es’ Silk Hose, pr. 19c

We are offering
smashing reduc
tions in
Neck
wear—
Quality Ties

A Silk Stocking at an Unheard of
Price

29c

Special Value in Hats
An Extraord nary Buying Oppor
tunity in Mens Hats

Men’s Specialties

SHIRTS
89c

Garters,

Bow Ties,

Scarf Pins

Mufflers For Men

Men’s Dress
Shirts
High Quality
Well Tailored

In the New and Wanted Patterns
and Colors

Ladies’ Silk Hose,

See them and buy

$1.10

Full Fashioned, Semi-Chiffon

Others upward

Th'S Stupendous Sale

SatUF day MoriUllg, DeC. 8

The Great Selling Out New Management Sale of the

MIKE ARMATA STORE
$10X0 GOLD PRIZE

ANTHONY PEDONE, Proprietor

“-“W

Park Theatre Building

A»k at the store

N. B.—Make a Free Guess on the Jar of Beang in the Window for a $10.00 Prize

I

WALDOBORO
Rev. H. O. Megert and Rev. L. D.
Graves attended the meeting of the
Lincoln County Ministerial Associa
tion Monday in Jefferson.
Roger Miller of South Berwick has
been spending several days with his
mother Mrs. Ida Miller.
Miss Gladys Flint was at home from
Portland for the holiday and week
end.
Miss Alice Waltz has gone to
Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Loubier of
Fairfield have been guests of Mr. and
Mrs. William Maxwell.
Mrs. L. D. Graves and daughter
Nancy have returned from a two
weeks’ visit in Ipswich. Mass.
Mrs. Harold R. Smtth was hostess
at the meeting of the Auction Club.
Mrs. Ella L. White held the highest
score.
Miss Audrey Wyman, who is teach
ing in Everett, Mass, was the guest
ast week of her parents Mr. and Mrs.
W. P. W*ymanThe Star Club held an all-day meet
ing in Masonic hall. Wednesday, pre
paring for their annual fair. Dinnev
was served at noon.
Miss Marion Welt has returned
from a short visit in- Boston.
Rev. Guy C. McQuaidee of Portland
was in town last week.
Mrs. Henry Crowell has returned
from Revere. Mass., where she was
called by the illness of her mother.
William G. Reed of Brandon. Vt.,
was at his home here for Thanksgiv
ing.
Mr. and Mrs- Anson P. Jackson an
nounce the engagement of their
daughter Katherine to Roy A. Lud
wig.
Loring Crowell has completed his
three years’ service in the U. S. Army
and is at his home here.
Amos Acorn is in Knox Hospital for
treatment. He was accidentally shot
while gunning.
Stacy L. Keizer. 53 died Tuesday
morning following a short illness. He
was born in Waldoboro, the son of
Harlan and Emma Keizer. He bad
lived here all his life having been
employed at different times in the
local stores and in the postoffice.
His nearest relatives are his uncle.
Lyndon W. Keizer and aunt Miss
Winfred Keizer. Services were held
at his la-te home this afternoon and
interment was made in the German
cemetery.
The names of those in town who
have joined the Red Cross Associa
tion are as follows: Edna M Young
Elizabeth Stahl. Ella White, Pauline
Mountain. A. L. Shorey. Mrs. .Limes
A. Dunane, Earle M. Spear. Mrs. S.
H. Weston. Mrs. L. T. Weston, F. S
Simmons. Mrs. J. W. Duffy. Mrs. F.
A. Hovey, Maude Clark Gay. Helen
Perry. W. W. Creamer. H. H. Kuhn,
Bessie Kuhn. Eudora Miller. Mrs. M.
L. Reed. John Dvorak. Mabel C. Mayo,
.1 T. Gay. Mary G. Elkins. Carrie
Miller, Celia Oldis, Carrie E. Perry, I

A. Moody, Xclia B. Maxey. Mary F.
Matthews. F. K. Trowbridge. Mrs. F.
K. Trowbridge. Elizabeth Genthner.
G. A. Levensaler, Mrs. G. .1. Kuhn. C.
R. Jessanian, Mrs. C. It. Jessaman
Lizzie F. Smith. Arthur Chute. Ina A.
Smith. Marion Storer. .Josephine
Storer. Madeline Harkins, Lucy Xishit, William C. Flint. Baptist church
junior department. Sunday school.
Any pne wishing to become a member
during the Roll Call may do so by
leaving his or her name and $1.00 at
the Library. Additional names will
be reported next w- ek.

SWAN’S ISLAND
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Butman de
lightfully
entertained at dinner
Thanksgiving Day Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis Stanley. Mr. and Mrs. Forrest
Stanley, Mr. and Mrs. Ferd Morse.
Mrs. Susan Sprague, Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Sprague, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Sprague. Mr. and Mrs. Everett Gross.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Morse and
daughters Irma and Velma.
Mrs.
Orin
Milan
entertained
Thanksgiving Day at dinner and sup
per. Rev. Mr. Lewis and family. Mrs
Etta Stanley and Mrs. Mary Trask.
Mrs. Addle Staples of Atlantic is
in Massachusetts to spend the win
ter with her daughter Goldie.
Mr. arul Mrs. Seth Stockbridge
have moved into the Lee cottage for
the winter.
• • * •

Xmas Radio Club !
i

$69
The Little Giant of the air

Calvin Stinson

The community was saddened by
the death of Calvin Stinson at his
home Saturday afternoon. Mr. Stin
son had been a semi-invalid for sev
eral years, and for some months was
confined to the house and a great
sufferer. lie was faithfully cared for
by his wife and daughter, also his
father, mother and sister. “Cal,” as
he was called was in active service
overseas during the World IWar and
It is generally thought that much of
his pain and suffering was caused
by the hardships he experienced
through' those months of service. He
was born March 18. 1890. and is sur
vived by his wife, Laura, an adopted
daughter Theo, one sister, Mrs.
Goldie Bickmore and his father and
mother. Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Stin
son. an aged grandmother Mrs. Ellen
Bridges: also several aunts, uncles
and cousins. Funeral services were
held at his late home Tuesday. The
hearers were Alfred Sprague, Harry
Stockbridge. Harold Thompson and
George Moulton, all ex-service men.
The floral offerings were beautiful
and many. Those from out of town
to attend the funeral were Basil Stin
son of Rockland and Mrs. Merton
Staples of Damariscotta.
,

Freshman
Model Q15

A Year to Pay the
Balance

Less Tubes

1 he biggest improvement in simplified radio of the year.
ALL ELECTRIC, THREE CONDENSERS, new 222
shielded grid tube. In a beautiful case of dull burnished
brown and gold.

FRESHMAN MODEL Q16
A cabinet model in walnut finish of excellent
lustre and depth of color. The new S weld
ed UX222 shieldedgrid tube develops
from 5 -7 times greater radio fre
quency amplification than any
tube hitherto used for such
work. Tone! Precision !
X
Eastern
Beauty !
S
Furniture Co.
S

$129
zi
T k \
\ CSS
UDCS)

X

/

x

Rockland, Me.
Radio Department

1 enc,ose
deposit. Please
ship nle Freshman Radio Model

........... as pictured. You pay the

freight.
Name .................................................................................... .

Address ....................................................................
WERE DENIED PARDONS

Benjamin Turner, serving a life
sentence in State Prison for the mur
der two years ago of James E. Ha lien
at Falmouth Foreside, near Portland,
was denied a pardon by the Governor
and Council Tuesday. The petition
for the pardon of Albert L- Barker of
Portland, another life convict, was
dismissed.
Barker killed
Helen
Brow n in Portland a few years ago.
Nation is evidently for G. O. Pros

perity.—Wall Street Journal.

FURNITURE CO.

283 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
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home, and Jim fell. He got $5,000
cash out of it and the notes seemed
good at the time. He sold the shop
also and opened a real estate office.
It seemed an easy and sure way to
quick wealth. He bought and sold
and bought and sold—on paper, as
they all did, until he thought he was
worth $200,000. And the boom bust
ed. And Jim is busted, and he has no
home, and no business, and he shaved
me yesterday in what was once his
own shop, but now he Just works
there, and he is very grateful for a
small tip.
....
I could cite dozens of such cases,
as I am hearing of them every hour
as I visit around town, looking up
the old haunts that I left four years
ago, when the other tourists left be
cause of boom prices. Highway rob
bery, that's all it was.
And how Miami has suffered for
the past three years. But now things
are back to normal again. Prices are
reasonable. Sanity has returned. All

AN ALERT SLEEPER

Former Rockland Coast Pa
trol Chief Wakes ’Em Up
Out In Detroit.

That Sumner C. Sleeper, former
commander of the Coast Patrol force
in this Base, would make good after
J
being promoted to the Detroit terri
tory, none of his frlenils doubted for
a moment.
Associated press de
spatches from the Michigan metropo
lis confirm that belief. The follow
Miami, Florida. . Reason and sanity departed. Everying story aippeared in a Portland
Mlami, the Magic City. Tlie WOB- »“• was trying to buy something tonewspaper Saturday:
der city of Florida. Miami has been da>’ a’1*1 unload it tomorrow at a
• • • •
profit.
And
it
was
mostly
on
paper.
damned by more tourists than any
A drive to weed out dishonest
The
fever
spread
from
the
newly
other city in the world. Tills city
agents In the Customs Border Patrol
was only about 26 years old when the arrived speculators to the natives,
In the Detroit district was launched
boom hit it and nearly wrecked it; pulia, the hotel waitress had saved
Friday by Sumner C. Sleeper, chief
and the hurricane of 1926. at the end |^00. She bought four lots for $1600
of the patrol.
of the boom, about finished the Job. | and paid the $400 cash to hold them.
Simultaneously
with
Sleeper’s
The town had grown from nothing]
a few- weeks every lot within the i the paper millionnalres have moved
in 11898 to a beautiful, thriving, city | city limits had a minimum price of. away. Tourists are coming back. cleanup drive in his force of inspect
of 60,000 permanent residents and $4,000 and she sold for $16,000 (most- ' Hundred* of them are already here ors and border patrolmen, the United
States and Canadian governments
100,000 winter tourists in 1923—25 ly all notes), and reinvested In other and thousands are on the way. The
years of steady, normal growth. Then property. This continued until she city ja more beautiful than ever, moved to crush the rum running and
came the 'boom. The tourists who owned a $50,000 hotel down on one i There are more parks with more bootlegging rackets along the De
had patronized the resort for years of the islands below here. The boom ' beautiful flowers than ever before, troit Kiver boundary, estimated by
had to pick up and get out. Prices crashed, as it had to, and Julia is Wider streets. Newer and better ho the Federal agents to represent a
soared. A room in a hotel cost $20 broke and back here at the hotel tels and apartments. More new pave $50,000,000 a year industry.
Chief Sleeper in disclosing evidence
ment. Miles and miles of more beau
a night and everything else was in waiting on table.
tiful drives.
More amusements. of dishonesty in his force asserted
proportion. A hundred thousand tour
ists who had enjoyed the beautiful
Jim the barber Is back at the hotel, Many new theatres. iPeople are smil that one under-cover agent in six
city and its wonderful sunshine and barbering for another proprietor. Jim ing. Rents are reasonable. Ten big weeks accepted bribes along with
amusements and who had been leav owned the shop before the boom. He fine red apples for 25 cents. And °‘her P"™! inspectors totaling $1,600,
ing an average of $500 each or $50,- and his wife had saved and they were they do not grow in this state. One all of which was marked and turned
000,000 (fifty million) dollars a year paying for a pretty little home that dozen fine oranges for 25 cents. Food over to the collector of customs as
here with the hotels and the mer- cost them $7,800. It was mostly all is cheap. Cheaper than In New Eng- evidence.
Sleeper estimated that he had re
chants, had to leave to make room ’ paid for. They had a family of kid- i land. Not only fruit, but everything,
for the real estate agents and specu- I dies. The boom came. Jim held on , We have the A.&P. stores, the Lig- leased 175 inspectors since he began
lators who swarmed into the city to to his home and his barber shop until getts, the Woolworths and the (Pig- reorganizing the service at Detroit a
gamble in real estate and promote one day a chap came In and offered I gily-Wiggily. Clothes are very rea- year ago. The last shakeup came
$17,000 (mostly notes) for the sonable; groceries are very reason- Oct. 15 when 16 Inspectors were dis
sub-divisions. The boom was on. •
able, and few people eat meat here. I missed. None of them were arrested
Nuts are the substitute. They give | While United States customs offithe body the same nourishment that cials were arresting 11 border patrol
meat does—and nuts are cheap here. inspectors on charges of accepting
bribes and conspiracy to aid In the
• • • •
And so, with living cheap, a sum smuggling of liquor Into the United
mer climate, bathing every day, al States from Canada, Provincial au
most perpetual sunshine, thousands thorities on the opposite side of the
of visitors are coming here this river were issuing orders for closing
winter to play and rest, and seek of thirty liquor export docks in
,
health. There need be no dull mo border cities.
Arrest of the United States In
ments here. No city in America of
fers a greater variety of entertain spectors came as a result of a Bweepment. Open air theatres, country j ing investigation into rumblings of
clubs, hotels, golf courses, fishing graft and corruption among the
boats, polo fields, night clubs, racing forces that guard the American
on a wonderful race track, tennis, border against liquor smuggling and
fine beaches for swimming in the signaled the start of what John R.
warm water, band concert daily in Watkins, United States District At
the park—and you can motor on fine torney, described as "a general bouse
pavement to any part of the state— cleaning in the service.’ He estimat
ed that 50 inspectors would be dis
and the state Is 400 miles long.
And so, while I have damned Miami missed before the investigation ends.
The closing of export docks on the
for years, I am back again and after
a good look around I am convinced Canadian side of the border was in
that the swelled heads and swell ! line with orders issued recently by
prices have all disappeared and Sir Henry Drayton, chairman of the
have
left
for
the
returning ] Ontario Liquor Control Board and
prodigals a more beautiful city than i w. D. Euley, Minister of National
Revenue, to centralize the liquor ex
ever before.
port.
This action, it was explained, was
AS TO ECLIPSES
to prevent the “short circuiting,’ or
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
I also saw the eclipse. It was due smuggling of liquor back into Canada
to start at 2.24 o'clock Tuesday morn- ' through the bootleg channels,
ing and it commenced exactly on1 The investigation that led to the
time. The moon was half covered at arrest of the United States customs
3. The sky was overcast and spoiled inspectors was conducted by under the view of It. After that it cleared cover agents sent out from Washingoff again when the moon began to ton.
come out of the shadow.
For sore throat, there’s a swift and sure
I would like to explain to Mr. PhilFEEL1NG THE EFFECT
For
way to soothe away the inflammation. Every
brick that the shadow does not come
singer knows the secret! Dissolve Bayer
off the moon. The moon moves
Cement Plant Will Furnish
through it traveling in Its orbit or
Aspirin tablets in pure water, and gargle.
path. In the 1869 total eclipse of |
150,000 Barrels For the
Nothing in the whole realm of medicine is
and
the sun he observed out In Nebraska
more helpful in cases of sore throat. And
Bingham Job
it was the moon moving across the j
you probably know how Aspirin dispels a
sun’s face traveling in its orbit just1*
the same as it did the other night. I Some of the factories and mills in
headache; breaks up colds, relieves rheu
The shadow is four times as wide as Maine are already feeling the effects
matic pain, neuralgia, neuritis, lumbago!
the moon out where the moon is and of construction work on the BingJust make certain to get genuine Bayer
thl9 time the moon passed through ham hydroelectric development on
Aspirin; it has Bayer on the box, and on each tablet. All druggists,
the upper side of it. The shadow j tlie upper Kennebec which is now
with proven directions.
moves of course as the earth moves getting underway in earnest,
at the rate of 18 miles to the second, | Officials of the purchasing departbut the moon being nearer moves ment of the Central Maine Power
faster, about the same speed as a Company, which is building the construction, have given some figures
high powered rifle bullet travels.
William H. Hosmer.
of a few of the supplies and materials
that will be used on the job.
Camden, Dec. 1.
Afplrln to the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoacetlcacidester of Sallcyllcaclt
One of the big Items will be the Im
mense amount of reinforced steel
used throughout the construction
period, something like 2000 toni. Al
though not actually made In Maine
It will probably be rolled In Maine
mills, a big item, and hauled to the
dam over the Maine Central railroad.
A thousand axes, cantdogs and
shovels will be needed this winter.
Over a million feet of Maine lumber,'
sawed in Maine mills will be used
within the next few months. Each
week something like 150 tons of eoal,
brought to Maine by water to Port
land thence hauled by railroad to
Bingham will be consumed. All this
will be purchased from Maine con
cerns.
Maine's new cement plant at
Thomaston will furnish around 150.000 barrels of cement. Tarpaulins to
cover the poured concrete to keep it
from freezing until It sets will be
purchased in Maine.
As soon as the commissary depart
ment gets underway a large amount
of meats, groceries, vegetables and
potatoes will be consumed, probably
caring for 1000 mouths a week when
the job is fully underway next year.
Also the housing of the workers
will mean many hundreds of woolen
blankets and other materials which
will be made in Maine mills.
'it is estimated that between $3,000.000 and $4,000,000 will be paid In
wages during the construction peri
od. practically all of it being circu
lated right here In Maine.
Iff. all. labor, material and supplies
to the amount of 75 per cent of the
For most folks the days of waiting for telephones are
entire cost will be purchased In
over. Heavy construction, past and present, enables
Maine. The balance. 25 per cent, rep
resents electric, hydraulic and other
us now to establish new service and higher classes of
plant equipment which is not obtain
,'A
service in almost all localities.
able in Maine.
Local storei at Bingham and sur
rounding towns, hardware and ma
chine shops have already felt the
added demands while the local hotel
and rooming houses are buzzing with
engineers, drafting tables becoming
n standard piece of furniture in prac
tically every room.

TONSILITIS
SORE
THROAT

Physicians prescribe Bayer Aspirin;
it does NOT affect the heart

Christmas Shopping
is a real pleasure in this

wonderful Holiday store
All through our new store, from basement to roof, the Christmas Spirit is the dom
inant note. Every way you turn, on every floor, in every department of this big and
wonderful Holiday store, the brilliantly lighted display cases suggest hundreds of
happy solutions to every gift problem, for each charming thing you look at whispers
enchantingly “I remind you of someone you know;” “I uphold your reputation for
good taste;?’ “I reflect your personality alone.” Choosing so many hundreds of dis
tinctive gifts has taken much time, special forethought ami care. But it has been
our aim to make this Christmas season—the first one in our new store—an event
that will live in the memory of all who view this beautifully decorated store, who
take advantage of its size and almost limitless varieties to shop in comfort and to best
advantage for Christmas Day. Nor have we lost sight of that most vital factor, which
at this season, concerns almost everyone—economy. In our quest the world over for
the charming, distinctive and romantic, we have been mindful of those whose list is
always lengthy by providing large assortments of quality gifts at very moderate prices.
On the other hand, we have just as many gifts to interest those to whom price is no
object. Visit this friendly Holiday store where cordiality and hospitality reign su
preme—make the rounds of all the floors and you will find your gift list completing
itself without effort and to your entire satisfaction.

P. M. & B. gifts are !
doubly welcome

the

new

telephone directory

On the floint of Closing
There to still time to order that new Telephone
and have your name listed in the new hook.

Tonr Telephone Manager to ready to servo yon. la
person or by telephone, lot him know how and

«‘| MS)
New England Telephone
and Telegraph Company

A BUSY CANAL

Statistics indicate that October es
tablished a new high record for cargo
handled through the Panama Canal
from the Atlantic to the Pacific. Dur
ing the month 875,641 long tons Were
handled, the second time that the ton
nage for a single month has exceeded
the 800,000 mark. The previous high
record was set In March 1926 with
838,806 tons.

___ _

Santa Claus arrives
next Saturday with
his real live reindeer

i

For many years, old SL Nick hat
made this store his headquarters.
And on Saturday, December 8th,
he will drive right up to our doors
In his sleigh drawn by the faithful
live reindeer that bring him to
Portland so swiftly each year from
his far away North Pole home. If
you can possibly arrange It, bring
the children to see his arrival for
It Isn’t often they have the oppor
tunity of seeing Santa’s real live
reindeers In action.
Santa Claus will also broadcast
from station WCSH, starting De
cember 10th. He hopes all his lit
tle friends will listen in and write
to him again.
.

Because we have always specialized on gifts
of the better kind, gifts that satisfy the in
herent longing for quality and beauty which
exists in every one of us. For 22 years we
have followed one rule in all of our gift se
lections—always rejecting the cheap, the
tawdry, the commonplace, seconds or imper
fects—always retaining none but gifts love
ly in appearance, of fine workmanship and
materials. Yet our gift merchandise can
often be bought for less than seconds and
imperfects are sold for elsewhere, and quali
ty for quality, we are never knowingly un
dersold.

the children to our
wonderful new Toy land

L Bring
X

—-

It is located in the Basement and contains every
thing to make a boy or girl happy.

It would take

a page to tell all about its wonders.

The children

will just have to come and see it for themselves.

AL

These services lighten
the task of Christmas
shopping
Merchandise bonds:—If you arc In
doubt about what to give, give one
of our merchandise bonds, which
will be honored at any time.

MeiThandise to be held:—You can
make selections now and have the
merchandise held for delivery at
the time you desire it. Gold, sil
ver, new bills:—These may be ob
tained at our offices.
Parcels, wraps and hand luggage
cheeked at our information booth.

Wrapping of gifts:—Much of our
gift merchandise is put up in at
tractive boxes and folders prettily
wrapped and tied, adding to the
appearance of your gift.

Porteous Mitchell & Braun Co
%
Christmas shopping headquarters for Portland and Maine

THE JAPANESE CRAB

Boy Scouts

y

Jali
Father a college professor; mother cultured and
refined; heredity guaranteed. Price—$30,000.
devoted her heart? Can she sell her
to her husband, Marjorie unborn child? Even while
often said she would sacrificeshe pravs for courage to
make this terrible sacrifice,
anything for his success and
happiness. And now, as he she is thinking that perhaps
faces failure, disillusionment,
the rich woman who comes
despair—all for a lack of money
to her aid could take her
—she sees only one way out.
abroad, “for a few months’
travel.”
There her baby
She has heard of women, could be born. And to the
rich and childless, who would world it would be the other
give thousands of dollars if woman's baby.
they could adopt a baby, and
It all seems so easy—so
be sure of its heredity. But
as the golden dreams of ap tragically easy. Still, as she
visions the helpless little mite
proaching motherhood fill
her soul—as she visions her of humanity that lives close
to her heart, she wonders if
coming baby, with its bright,
laughing eyes and curly hair she can do it. Can anything
—she wonders if she could go ever take the place of the
little life that for her, will
through with it.
die the moment it is born?
True, the secret of her com
This is the amazing trueing baby is still her own.
Even her husband, who would life problem that a gentle, re
be wild with joy at the news, fined American woman has
does not know—need never, had to solve. She tells her
story, “Nature’sVengeance,”
know. But can she steel herself
in January True
to barter God’s
Story Magazine.
greatest gift
' CONTENTS V
for the sake of
Jor January
her husband’s
What
Only Love Can See
future? Can she
Tunc in on the True
I Wanted a Husband
resist the loving
Story Hour broadcast
My Price of Redemption
touch of tiny,
Sacred and Profane Love
every Friday night
helpless baby
The Woman Who
over WOR and the
Conquered Shame
hands that are
Columbia Chain.
After the Elopement
already closing
Consult Your Paper
First in a Woman’s Life
tightly around
Love Makes the Woman
for Exact Time.
ASSIONATELY

P

—and five other
stories

f

Out Now!

True Story
At All Newsstands—only 2 DC

Cascara is Your

Doctor’s Choice
When physicians pronounce cascara
the PERFECT laxative—why ex
periment with things that,lash the
system into action? (aseara, you
know, is the bark of a tree. A
natural and normal stimulus to the
bowels.

V fe

1.

The Indians, who used to chew
this b?.rk, hail no word in their lan
guage that meant “constipation”!
Perfect regularity is possible to
day, and to all of us. We have easeara in ideal form; the very delight
ful-tasting candy Casearet gives us
pure cascara. It has helped at least
a million people to habitual regu
larity. Millions of others, unfor
tunately, have stuck to stronger

They Work While You Sleep'

things and acquired only the laxa
tive habit.
Your first Casearet will demon
strate how THOROUGH this gentle
laxative is. after all. Your next
surprise will be the length of time
before you need another. Eventu
ally, you’ll see that eascarizing
tends to make the bowels move
thereafter of their own accord!
A modern drugstdre must stock
many laxatives, but for your own
good the druggist would rather have
you ask for the inexpensive little
box of Cascaret3 than anything else.

Columbus

"Miami's Finest Bad Front Hotel"
Fnropean
Plan. Onerlaokina Citu
Park and Beautiful
Biscat/nc Bau. In the,
center of all aciiuilies.
WM. M. (.Alt

Manager
Acccnmodatcs)00 Quests

bock 111

-v\r> 1X11 1S1M llY,.lTi:NI5tlYH-5-^

Spend theWinterin

MIAMI, FLORIDA
fhe ffme gw^ij from the chilling ool4
give
ucyr QmilL) a comfortable winter where even) out
door recreation mag be hqel including ocean bathing
lion cqn liveJor less here fhqn of home-stop of *"
HOTEL
Wn/r far no
Illustrated booklet
and rates

Regular Sailings from

Commissioner Crie Sees In It
Dangerous Competitor To
Lobster

Editor of The Courier-Gazette; —
There seems to have been created
a great demand for the crab meat
canned in Japan and shipped to the
L nited States for consumption. It
Ins grown in favor so rapidly that
in some instances it lias taken the
place of mr»t*-r meat. As lobsters
are fn the luxury class it seems to
me that there should be a protective
tariff on einned crab meat, also 4
duty on lobsters that are shipped
from Canada into the United States
markets, because they are on sale in
our markets nearly all the year now.
Only a comparatively few years
have passed since they were able to
ship lobsters from Point Du Chien,
N. B., in refrigerator cars. This
method of transportation gives Can
ada nearly the whole control of our
markets, which is not right. There
is a duty on halibut, salmon and
many other varieties of fish which
are readily classed under the daily
food supply. This being true, why
should lobsters be on the free list?
We cannot produce them -as cheaply
as they can he produced in Canada
and In order for the Maine fishermen
to prosper in their business, they
must have protection. It is not a
square deal to continue this unfair
competition any longer.
The fishermen of Maine are prac
tically all native born Americans.
They are law abiding, upright and
The treasure hunt and outdoor day honest, big hearted and generour.
staged at Oakland last Saturday was Their homes are open to anyone in
quite successful in that the hunters trouble orA distress, they are always
took little time to run down the trail, ready and willing to give their all
being led by Wilbur Cortnon of Troop for the comfort and happiness of
6 who found the final clue to the others. When you are among the
whereabouts of the treasure which fishermen you are among real friends.
proved to be an official Scout first This class of men helps to furnish
aid kit. Many of the trailers couhl the food on which we live. Their
not follow for inability to read code mission in life is a most useful one.
signs and tell accurate directions and there should he no class greater
without a compass, which proves that in the minds of the American people
there are some who do not fully cover than the ones that furnUFi food. The
their Scout requirements or forget farmers and the fishermen should be .
them too easily. Scouts Roy Burton the honored class, they should be
and Paul Morgan of Troop 10 passed complimented for the vocation they
the markmanship merit badge test have chosen, and they sftould be
all reasonable
protection
under supervision of Mr. Thompson given
gainst foreign competition . and
who is the appointed examiner in
this subject. Deputy Commissioner granted every encouragement posible to assist them in their good
Whitmore handled the Scouts who
required examination in grade re work.
These men should work together
quirements. After dinner, cooked on
because they are brothers in the pro
the rocks, the Scouts were divided
into two teams for the popular Scout duction of food. They are an army
of great importance if they would
ing games of capture the flag, which
combine their efforts, their future
was very strenuous in the wooded
ould be prosperous and bright, behills north of the park. Each side
ause they would then be in a posi
made scores in spite of the number of
tion to acquire what rightfully be
new scouts who have never taken
longs to them, which is value received
part in this game before. Troop 9
for their labors.
Scouts took along extra rations and
People in America cannot work
spdnt the night in the cabin for an
as cheaply, therefore they cannot
opportunity to do some night scout produce as cheaply as they can in
ing.
foreign countries. Living conditions
• • • •
are different. We Americans are not
Troop 2 has completed the soap contented to live like the foreign
sculpture contest which was started laborer, we believe !n educating our
two weeks agQ. the prize being an children, we also want them to have
official scout knife. Senior Patrol the comforts of life, so that their
Leader Ay 1 ward won with a carving childhood days, may be happy onesWe believe in good homes, good
of a model ship, although Brainerd
Thurston had an excellent exhibit. churches and good sohools. If we die
The troop spent an evening on First to maintain the present standard of
Aid work tincler the guidance of Dr living we must look to protection
through a duty sufficiently large to
James Kent.
take care of the extra expense daily
incurred. Everyone engaged in the
Troop 6 had a lively meeting in the production of food should pull to
Congregational church Monday eve
gether.
and it is lioped that the search will
The people on the coast catch the
Baker, formerly a Scout In Troop fish, the inhabitants of inland towns
35 of Springfield. Mass, is to assist grow the potatoes. Fish and pota
Mr. Thayer this year with the troop toes make a wonderful diet—that
work. Edward Barnard was elected promotes health. The fishermen and
senior patrol leader of the tfooi
farmers working together should
• • * ♦
make one of the most prosperous and
Troop 3 of the Vniversalist church- healthy organizations in the world—a
i-s still looking for a Scoutmaster wonderful opportunity, to combine
an dit is lioped that the search will forces so that their strength will be
end soon to enable the boys to cat eft recognized in Congress. If this can
up with the standing of the other be accomplished no doubt a duty will
be imposed and protection given
church troops.
them against foreign competition.
The Grange is already a working
THE SUNSHINE CITY
organization of national importance,
and the way is all paved in Maine
Maine Residents Begin the for the fishermen to become mem
bers. Why not avail yourselves of
Season’s Festivities Down this most valuable opportunity .*
II. D. Crie

At the rlffent meeting of Troop 2
committeemen it was voted to ac
cept the standard church troop pro
gram. The Scouts also voted to ac
cept it. so it will be in effect Jan.
It was voted to have at least one
outside speaker for the Troop each
month. The on#1 for November was
Dr. James Kent of this City, who last
Thursday night gave a very interest
ing talk and demonstrations of the
most common and necessary first aid
bandages and methods. Dr. Kent
left a good supply of bandage ma
terial with the trorip. for which 'they
are very grateful. He- Ivas given
three rousirtg cluers by the boys be
fore leaving.
The Troop is also on the hike-amonth plan, meaning it must take at
least one hike every month.
There are at present in the Troop
25 registered Scouts. Of these three
are from Union, one from Rockville,
and the rest of this city. The ap
plications of other Union boys are in
to join the Troop and it is planned
to have a “Union" patrol of the As
sociate Scouts connected with the
Troop.
At the request of the Troop Com
mittee the regular Scout meet ing for
Thursday evening this week has been
cancelled.
• • • •

ROCKLAND

GRALYNN

Summer lesort M

A beaufiLiJ hotel conducted upon
European Plan Onlg.

ErawmOabHcM ,

:>WMora. m
Open Moy Co

In Everybody’s Column
Advertisements In this colum| not to •!ceed three lines inserted once Jhr .25 cants.
;; times for 50 cents. Additional!N fines 5 cents;
each for one time. 10 cents for
I
»r |hree
times.
Six. words make a line.

Steamer CORNISH, freight only leaves
Wanted
Rockland for Boston Wednesdays an?
Saturdays, at about 5.45 P. M.; leaves
WANTED—To do nurslpg or *nke care of
Rockland for Bangor and intermedi stn|U children. Inquire of MHB LENA M.
145* 147
ate landings, Tuesdays and Fridays MOOERS, (m Rear Park St.
at about 5.30 A. M.
WANTED -Men to sell high grade garden

Lost and Found
LOST- Female blue tiA for hound on Frlday In Warren Highland. Collar hears name
H williams. Finder notify HERBERT wq.Thomaston, St. George road. 145-117
fR
’ST- Sundav,
LbST
Sunday, Nov.
Nov. 23,
23, one
oqe disk
disk wheel
wheel for
for
two ton Reo truck, size 32xG tire. Finder
please notify JOHN St’LLlYAN. Berry Taxi
Service, Rockland, Me. Reward.
145-147
toST—Silver bracelet set with blue stones
on Main St. or postoffice Saturday night. Re
ward. TEL. 100-3 Camden.
145-147

tor Sale

am) field seed direct to planters. A good po
sition witli big income. Experience unnec
FDR SALE—Cord wood, soft wqod slabs
essary. COBB CO., Franklin, Mass. 145*150
fitted, also stave slabs and junks delivered. E.
WANTED—Eaton’s History of Thomaston In A. OXTON. Tel, 263-1.____________ 146*151-tf
2 volumes ill good condition.
HUSTONFOR SALE Five room, house, newly paint
TI TTLE CO.
14G-148
ed aud repaired Inside and out, electric lights
WANTED Pigs to dress.
PETER
and runniug spring water; garage building,
WARDS. 271 Llmerock St. Tel.JSO45-.I.
holds two curs besides chance for work shop
144-146 and few hens. Also blacksmith shop 18x40,
WANTED -At once experienced sales lady all on State road, three miles to station, |»ostuntil Christmas. Address BOX 466, Rockland. office, store and school. Tory centrally lo
Me.
144-146 cated drawing trade from farming section of
six-mUc radius. Fine chance for year round
WANTED Situation as cook or housekeep blacksmith or roadside tourist trade in sppier. capable, neat, do any kind housework. mer. Price $1500. write for photo and terms.
STEAMSHIP LINES
..................
.
..
114-146 A. R. COVEI.L, Hinckley. Me.
Write
E. L., Courier-Gazette.
140-118
WANTED To buy a few tons of cabbage In
FOR SALE--Llmerock street Restaurant,
small or large lots. EDWIN A. DEAN, Rock fuliv equipped and doing a good business
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
land. Tel. 11S1-M.
144*119 Sold reasonable if taken at once. Apply at
Eastern Standard Time
143*147
WANTED -Boys to sell flardrtng extracts RKSTAVRANT.
Trains Leave Rockland for
after school: send for free samples. WAKE
FOR SALE->Largc house on ('rescent
Augusta,♦S.OOa.ra.,t3.2Op in ,§2.10p.ni ,t5.50p.m. FIELD EXTRACT CO., SanbornvUb, N. ft.
street opposite schoolhouse, to be sold cheap
Bangor, tvOOa. in . 13.50 p. in.
139-147 if sold at once.
ERNEST C. DAVIS, at
Boston, t"LOO a. in., t‘2.20 p. m., §2.10 p. m.,
Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
145-147
to.50
p.
in.
“I’ve so little time to mv-elf,” says
£K.v
Bruniwick,
fS.OO
a.
in.,
|2.20
p.
in.,
§2.40
p.
m.
kitteiiK.
Write
age,
color
and
sex.
JOHN
S.
FOR
SALE
One
male
Boston terrier, 1 year
Mildred Warshaw, lovely New York 15.50 p. ni.
RAN LETT, Rockville, Me. Tel. 352-14.
ol<l, thoroughbred, can lie registered, screw
City girl who lives at 1353 42nd Lewiston, *S 00 a. m . t2.'2O p. m , §2.40 p. m.
______________________________ 138*152
tail: brindle and white. Child's pel If taken
Street Brooklyn. •'That’s why it’s New York, t2.20 p. ni., §2.40 p. in.
D
’
ANTED
—
*In
Rockland
and.
olher
Staine
before Friday will sell for $10.00 111 PLEAS
ts.00 a. m., f2.2O p. ni., §2.40 p. m.,
been such a help to me to learn the Portland,
145-147
cl ties 300 more pood men to help introduce and ANT ST.. City. Tel. 293-W.
to.50 p. m.
.
new way so many of mv giri-friends Waterville, tS.OO a. m., |2.20 p. in., §2.40 p. in., retail Rawlelgh's Good Health Products. You'
FOR SALE—Stoves of all Kinds. Come
will be supplied from our new branch house down and look my stock over before buying. I
are doing their hair. Now I just put to 50 p. in.
just o(>ened at Albany. Nothing new—no can save you money. H. WALL, 8 Hall Jane,
§ Sunday only.
a few dashes of Danderine on my t Daily, except Sunday.
experimenting. On the market since 1889; City.
115*147
brush every time I use it. It makes
l"i» ne^es^llies used dally in every home.
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
FOR SALE New brass fireplace set. In
my liair easy to dress and holds it
Over 3* million packages sold annually.
STEAMBOAT CO.
Largest Company—over 15 million dollars quire at Brooklyn Heights, Thomaston. Tel.
in place. All I need is one shampoo
__________ 145-147
apltal—10 MV.
great faitorlea and ua.uv..^.
branches. No L50 11. C. A. VOSfc.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
a month, now. It stopped my dan
experience and little capital required to get j FOR SALE Nice large potatoes raised on
druff. and ray hair is always gleam
Steamer leaves Swap's Island at 5.30 A. M
started. Quick ea%y —
sales,
repeat* every 30-60
i
n. £<i h|g|, groum| at my residence on Knox Rhine,
ing and silky, instead of looking dull Stonington ♦5 30. North Haven 7.30. Vina, days. Big pay right from start. Profits In in^r Freedom. 45c per bu. 11. L. HVRD.
We supply everything— Thorndike. Me.
ami stringy like it did before 1 started haven 8.15 due to arrive at Rockland about crease monthly.
145*148
9-JDproducts, outfit, sales aud service methods
using Danderine.”
FOR SALE—Immediately to settle estate,
which
secure
the
most
business everywhere.
Return Leaves Rockland at 1.30 I’. M.,
upright
Steinway
piano.
May
be
seen
at 14
Danderine does more to bring out Vinalhaven 2 45. North Haven at 3.45, Ston Write today. W T RAW LEIGH CO.. INC.,
l|6*lt Washington St. Phone 468. write or call at
the natural color, the gleim and lustre ington at I 15; <hie to arrive at Swan's Island Dept ME.-39B, Albany. N. Y.
431 Main St.. FRANK H INGRAHAM, Public
of your hair, than any shampoo or about 6 15 p. M.
Admr.
145 117
treatment. It removes all the dust, 137-tf
FOR SALE—Myron Wentworth "place on
To Let
grime and oily tilm from your hair—
WHEN IN BOSTON Remember that you
Lake Ave., 8-room house with bath, electric
TO LET—Private one car garage for small lights, large stable and
tones and refreshes your scalp—keeps can buy copies of The ( ourler-Gaz.ette with
acre or more land.
MRS. W K. CLINTON. Tel. 992-W. R. F. I).
dandruff away. All drug stores have the home news, at the Old South News car. Tel. 526-W 19 FRANKLIN ST., City.
120-tr Rockland or W. B. WENTWORTH. Union.
the 35e bottles. Lovely’ hair arid a Acencv, Washington St., next Old South
Church.
145*136
TO LET .Modern 8-room bouse, hot water
healthy scalp for a few cents!
beat, garage, good location, reasonable rent.
FOR SALE—34x9 ft. power boat, cabin for
TEL. 77.____________________________ 145-150 two. 16 h. p. four cycle engine reverse; make
miles. Ideal scallop boat or handliner,
TO LRT—At Vllencove, tenement ^of 5 rooms,
lights, toilet, cement cellar and garden spot. newly retlmberwl. First reasonable offer takes
Rent $16. water paid. TEL, 337-X.
143*147 her. AL. ORCUTT. Vinalhaven, Me. 115*147
When You Think of
FOR SALE—Best quality fitted wood. Why
TO LET -Modern homes, furnished and
Manufacturer of
unfurnished; rents of all descriptions; offices, buy wood out of a snowdrift, when our shedChristmas Giving
factory gpaecs. storage, work shops, stores, etc. seasoned wood costs no njore. Order now
EASTERN REAL ESTATE CO.. Cor Broad while conditions permit sure delivery. Call
CEMETERY WORK
way and Hohnes Kt. Tai. &DL
145-150 Rockland 67-M. RALPH P. CONANT & SON.
Think of Giving
South Hope.
145-tf
Apd Dealer In
TO LET—-three furnished rorims with use
FOR SALK—Man’s coon coat. A bargain at
of hath. MRS. W. S. KENNLSTON. 176 Main
$40.
H
CLAREMONT
ST.
or
Tel.
662.
144-146
St. Tel. 74-W.
143-tf
NATIVE AND SCOTCH
•
FOR SALE - House, 50 Oliver St., six rooms
TO LET Tenement. Inquire .at 13 HALL
GRANITE. MARBLE SHELVES,
The Most Appreciated Gift
145*147 and bath: modern Improvements: about one
acre of land with fruit trees. It. H. BAR
ETC.
TO LET-Four room Mouse, with large cel HAM. West Meadows. Tel. 23 X.
144*117
lar at 29 l.’lmer St. Inquire on PREMISES.
FOR SALE—Seventeen Oxforddown sheep.
Cor. Brick and Pleasant Streets
145*147
15 White Chester pigs and shoals. Bargain
TO LET New apartment of 4 tooms with
320 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 911-M
ROCKLANO l toilet: with or without garage. V. F. if sold at once; A. F. GROSS, Lincolnville.
Tel.
4-4.
144*146
Evenings By Appointment
95Th-t£
STUDLEY. 69 Park St.
144-tf
FOR SALE—The Charles A. Miller farm at
139-tf
TO LET- Apartment of 4 furbished rooms East Union. Inquire «»f WILL ('. MILLER.
and bath, furnace heat ; with, or without Augusta, or LEVI C. MERRIFIELD of Union.
garage. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St. 144-tf
143-tf
Ttl LET--FnrnUhed room with all modern
FOR SALE—We have a quantity of fine
improvements by day or week. inquire 5 hand picked Johnson beans for immediate sale,
141-146 $3.00
GRANITE ST. Tel. 152-M.
bu.; $5.50 1 bu. Get your winter’s
TO
LET- -Two furnished rooms. 18 MA- supply of beans at these low prices. Free de
livery
in
town. Freight paid to your marcst
SONIC ST.
114*146
depot. Write or phone V. T. PAYSON & SON,
TO LET—Nine room tenement at 22 Cres Warren. Me. Tel. 1-11.
143-149
cent St. Flush closet, rent $14 month. TEL.
(111 Jahn Street Corporation)
384-W.
144*146
delivery truck, cheap. FRED I. I*ATRID(«E,
PA'
TO LET—Eight room house with bath, all Beech Hill. Rockport, mail address R. F. D.
New York City
modern. ROBERT U. COLLINS. Real Estate. Rockland, Box 113A.
143*148
375 Main St.
f
143-tf
FOR SALE—Large cabinet "Symphonolo”
TO LFT Furnished apartment, five rooms, phonograph with albums and records, price
First (Closed) Mortgage 6s
all modcrjL ROBERT U. COLLINS, Real Es very low. Tel. 525-R or MRS. RAWLEY, 12
tate
375 Main St.
143-tf High St., Rockland.
142*tf
Due August 1, 1948
TO LFT—Furnished apartment of 3 rooms:
FOR SALE—Fitted liard wood. $14 cord de
adults only. Inquire of LILLIAN BICKNELL. livered. Leave your order at 275 Main St.,
47 Pleasant St.
141*146 Rockland. K. SALMINEN, West Rockport.
An unusually strong and desirable Real Estate
111*146
ru let Furnished bungalo#. In nice real
Loan secured by a closed first mortgage on land
dentUil section, 3 rooms and bath, suitable for
FOR SALE—Pedigreed Scotch Collie pup
man
aud
wife;
$25
month
in
advance.
TEL
owned in fee and on a 26-story building now
pies. GRAND VIEW FARM KENNELS. War1158-W between 5 and 7 -p. m.
139-tf rep, Me., Atlantic Highway. Tel. Warren
being erected in New York’s insurance center.
111*146
TO LET—Three or five furnished rooms for 5-6.
light housekeeping, all modern conveniences.
FOR SALE- Parlor heater, good as now,
Call
nt
THE
ELMS,
Elm
St.
139-tf
Price 99 to yield over 6%
used one season. PHONE 224-W after 5
138-tf
TO LET Tenement. Inquire nf MRS. W. S. o’clock.
KENNISTON,
176
Main
St.
Tel.
874
-W.
Details on request
FOR SALE Soft wood slabs 4 ft. long. $6
138-tf per cord; stove length. $8: hard wood, 4 ft.,
TO LET Furnished house, eigth rooms at $11: sawed. $12.51) per cord . laths. $6 and
123 Rankin St. Apply MRS .1. A. JAMESON. $6.50 per M. L. C. PACKARD, Warren, Me.
134-tf
4» North Main St. Tel. 456-R.
134-tf
TO LET Nice dry storage ?or furniture,
FOR SALE Virgin wool yarn by manufac
automobiles and boats. Call at C. M. BLAKE turer at bargain. Samples free. H. A. BART*
123-150
WALL PAPER STORE.
132-tf LETT. Harmony, Maine._________
546 Masonic Temple, Portland
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards. >11 ttilrkTO LET Furnished rooms with bath by day
‘•i wertL MRS. A. LARKIN, 2 Summer St. nesses. Small lots flve.ceqts foot planed two
Telephone Forest 9230
Tel. »i6-M.
130-tf sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps,
buoys, oak laths Also other boat lumber.
NEW YORK
BOSTON
PHILADELPHIA
TO LET Three tenements from
to 10 JOEL P. WOOD. Belfast. Tel. 177-11. 131-tf
rooms. Inquire at 201 MAIN ST.
129-tf
FOR SALE—Cord and fitted wood ; fitted soft
TO LET—Five room house. Grove St. and 7 wood -slabs |8;
«: also lumber. T J. CARROLL.
room house with garage, HUI and Rankin Sts. P. O. Thomaston. Tel. 263-21 Rockland.
ERNEST C. DAVIS.
127-tf
131-tf
TO LET—Two garages, $5.00 month. Rents
SPECIAL FOR SAufc
of all kinds promptly available. V. F. STUD
New 5 room bungalow, bath, furnace, large
.
n?-tf lot, double garage, South Main St. Must be
sold at once. Very low price.
House—Five rqpms, all latest Improvements
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember that you with fine cellar and garage. To be sold at
can buy copies of The ('ourler-Gazette. with once.
the home news, at Hotaling’s News Agency,
House and barn, housing for 500 hens,
308 West 40th street.
late Improvements; 1 mile from Rockland
In St. Pete
Pont office: 9 acres best field, cut 8 tons hay
this year. Very low price.
A SLIGHT INCREASE
House and barn, several acres land latest
(By John Lodwlck)
Improvements, Warren. I2.(»^6.
Two
cottages Meguntlcook Lake.
St Petersburg. Fla.. Nov. 24 (spe In Wooden Vessel Construction Noted
Cash or easy terms on any property I sell.
In American Shipyards.
cial)—Residents of Maine who have
House, 7 rooms, hard wood floors, large
porch, fine cement cellar, good location ; easy
joined the rapidly growing winter
American shipyards were building
terms. Must be sold at once, $25.00.
colony in this resort city, ripened thei or under contract tot>uild for private
More than value In a farm, 140 acres. fine
social season during the past week shipowners 423 steel vessel.; of 23 I
buildings, 8-room house, 25 acres, blueberries,
cuts
22 tons hay, has lumber lot, 500 cords
when they gathered for the first tim
655 gross tons on Nov. 1, as cmnpai. 1
hard wood: all farming tools. 2 horses. 4
this year for a baked bean picnic sup
with 433 steel vessels of 205.820 gro;
cows, hens, turkeys, house all furnished.
Everything to work with. Must be sold at
per in the casino of the million dollar tons,on Oct. 1.
onge. Party going out of State.
recreation pier.
A slight increase was noted in tile
Land on Park St., side roy office. I will sell
President Victor B. Jordon of Port
number of wooden vessels under
by front foot any size nr lease for any length
term. 1 lot 85x89 ; 1 lot 35x50 ft.
land presided at the brief business! Construction or contract on Nov.
TO LET Four room furnished apartment
meeting which preceded the social as compared with the previous
with bath and furnace, with or without garage
event and outlined a program of en
month, there licing S3 vessels total
at 67 Park St.

Steamer WESTPORT, freight and
passengers, leaves Rockland for Bar
Harbor and intermediate landings,
Tuesdays and Fridays at 7.30 A. M.,
for BrookUn and intermediate land
ings. on Mondays and Thursdays at
7.30 A. M.

1.

FOR/1 J
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tertalnmrint dhd outings during the
warm winter months which will mak
it one of the most active State Tour
ifit Societies in (lie Sunshine City
Their plans include dances, boat rides
fisldrtg parties, beach (Denies and
night programs with profession;
talent.
• Other Maine residents present in
eluded Mrs. Victor B. Jordan. Mr. and1
Mrs. Charles Chettra, Miss II.
Allen, Miss Ida M. Lifford. Mr. and;
Mrs. F. M. Strout. Mrs. Jennie B. Mer
rill. Miss Mollie'Bichardson and Leo
ard Blondel. Portland, Charles H
Derhp'stfy, Leklhgtrin; Mrs. Evely
Ward, Windliam; Mrs. .Iva Robinso
'Bath; Mrs. E. I). Hodedon, Moi
mouth; Miss E. M. Clark. Paris; M
and Mrs. H. F. Tracey. Mr. and Mr
F. W. Albee, Miss Dorothy Law, Mi
Alirie P. ‘Birib'drdsoh. Mr. and Mrs. C
W. Prescott and Mrs. W. A. Bumijoi
Lewiston; Dr. and Mrs. E. H. Kidde
Mrs. Elizabeth Pettgrin and Mr. and
Mrs. Dan S. Berry. Waterville; Miss
Helen F. Bdrtlett, Norway; Miss
Catherine D. Carsley dnd Homer F
Carsley. Dexter; Ray V. Jordan; Old
Orchard; Mr. and Mi’s. H. P. Orinda!o
and Mrs. Nettie Shannon. Bango
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Winchester and
Mrs. S. Comchester. Coflnna; Mr. and
Mrs. O. E. Hunter. Orrs Island; I. W.
Greene and Miss I^illian G. Lambert,
Rumford: Mr. and Mrs. E. E. McPheters and Mrs. C. G. McPheters,
Oldtown; A. H. Coombs. Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Durand and Miss Celia E.
Dunn. Yarmouth; Mr. .and Mrs. A. R.
Clark. Hanson, and Misses Beulah
and Lena Chase. Augusta.
Other members of the Rockland
colony here include Mrs. A. E. Linekin and Mrs. Charlotte Whittier.

EASTERN

A/eu; Hair Style

ling 36,554 tons building or under
contract on the first of this month as
against 81 vessels of,36.183 gross tons
fin Oct. 1. according to the Bureau
of Navigation Department of Com
merce. ,
No Maine firms were among tho
reporting construction of ships of 100
gross tons and over on Nov 1. but
the Bath Iron Works (’orporatio
was amohg 11 flt*ms reporting the
completion of new vessels in October.
The Boston College, a 241-ton steel
fishing vessel, and tlie Vanda.
1.279-tcn steel yacht built for Erne
B. Dhrte of Boston. Mass., were the
ships completed by (lie Bath Iron
Works in October.

ftVffil) flIZZYSPELLS
Never well. Always tired and fagged
out. Beauty tossed away by neglect.
To be beautiful and to keep youth the
system must be free fgpm poisonous
backwash of constipation which often
causes dizzy spells. For 20 years. Dr.
F. M. Edwards gave bis patients, in
place of calomel, a compound of vege
table ingredients mixed with olive oil.
naming them Dr."Edwards’ Olive Tab
lets. Known by their olive color. They
free the system of poisons that ravage
health, energy, beauty.
You need never have sallow com
plexion, dull eyes, coated tongue, throb
bing headaches — all signs that your
bowels are clogged, liver is torpid. Take
Dr. Edwards^ Olive Tablets nightly.
They act smoothly and without grip
ing. .. How much better you’ll feel and
look! Everywhere wise men and women
who know the value of good health take
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets. AU drug
gists, 15c, 30c and 60c.

from New York

SIMON K. HART

PHOTOGRAPHS

Pillsbury Studio

111 John Street Building

ARTHUR PERRY & CO.

SAVE

V. F. 8TUDLEY
69 Park Street

Miscellaneous

and

When your specifications say “clear lum
ber” make sure that you get what’s called
for—stock free from sap and knots, straight
grained and clean. If that’s what’s ordered,
and it comes from this yard, it IS clear
lumber.

Be Comfortable

by using our

STORM WINDOWS
and

Same with our whole line — no matter
what it is. Wallboard, for instance. We
sell and recommend—

STORM DOORS

REFINISHING CARS by spray system, any
color; storage. J. A. 8TEVKN8
SON. Mc-

A

SHEETROCK
—the fireproof wallboard, simply because
it’s the best there is. Made of pure gypsum
rock, by the pioneers in the business.
Perfect for decorations (concealed joints).
Never cracks, warps or buckles. Insulates.
Vermin-free. Permanent- Ask to see sample.

W. H. GLOVER & CO.
CONTRACTORS
453 Main St.
Rockland

Tel. 14

'

ANYBODY IXTERKfTKD IN A C&’.ilUB
in Navigation tills winter, please write W
Ph e CAPT. L. A. CROCKETT. 155 Main St.
Tel. 7Di-W.
145*147
NOTICE—My boat Is ashore. She’s nt
'Snow’s for the winter. So will now devote
my time to dentistry. New office directly
across the street, over Lamb's ('leaning and
Dyeing Establishment. Extracting and mak
ing plates my specialty. Phone 69-R. DR
4. H. DAMON, Dentist.
145-147
LADIES -Reliable stock of hair goods at the
Rockland Hair Store. 236 Main St. Mall orders
solicited. HELEN C. RHODES.
131 tf
CHIROPODY—All kinds of foot troubles
treated. Arch supports. R. E. COLTART, Reg.
Nurse Chiropodist, Main St., over Moor’s drug
store. Tel. 693-W.
127-tf

W. H. GLOVER €0.
I

ROCKLAND, MAINE
137-150

UB

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Sine* 1840 this firm ha*
faithfully aarvad th* fami
lies of Knox County.

leouq St. Tel 241-M or 13-M.
131-tf
.FAJIIIS, C0UN1 RY HOMES. COTTAGES

and estates-: up-to-date property, In the gar
den spot of Maine—Fenobscot Bay. Write
us what you want ORRIN J. DICKEY, RelUst. Me.
131-tf

H. M. de ROCHEMONT
PLUMBING, HEATING
Telephone 244-W
106 Pleasant Street
Rockland

, Lady Attendant
Tel. Cay 480; Nfsht 781-1

LOANS

AMBULANCE 8ERVICE

FIRSTOR SECOND MORTGAGES
ON REAL pSTATfe

BURPEE'S

HARRY BERMAN

ROCKLAND, ME.

423 MAIN ST. ROOM 3
TEL. 426-M
ROCKLAND
---------------------------------- ,

TH P DPAIM ftP MI KIP
in C KEAL1H vi nilJJlV
Gladys St.

Clair Morgan

Fifty years ago, on Nov. 25, the
first performance of “H.M.S. Pina
fore” was given in this country. It
Was played at the Boston Museum,
and of the cast only one man re
mains alive today—George fW. Wil
son, who was the Sir Joseph Porter
of the opera.
F. I’. Sibley in last Sunday's Bos
ton Globe says: “Like a good many
historical events which are marks
of pride now, the performance was
at the time not exactly a fine thing,
for it was a piece of piracy. In those
days theatre managers, if they could
steal a piece running in (England,
did so and paid no royalties.
"And at one time, within a year
after the Boston premiere, a number
of New York theatres were all play
ing ‘Pinafore’ simultaneously. W. J.
Henderson says there were five
'‘Pinafores’ on Broadway. Sir Arthur
Sullivan’s nephew, who was his
biographer, says there were eight.
‘ Anyway, the ‘Pinafore’ craze was
on. Everybody played it. the jokes
were the street talk of the day, the
‘barrel organs,’ as the English called
hand organs, tootled out Buttercup’s
song on every street. Companies of
children were organized to give the
opera, and this led to an amusing
protest from Rev. Charles Dodgson,
better known as Lewis Carroll,
author of ‘Alice in Wonderland.’
"It may be remembered that when
Ralph Rackstraw, the sailor, tries to
run off with the captain’s daughter
and is discovered, the captain ex
claims: To seek your captain’s child
in marriage—why, damme, that’s too
bad!’ He repeats it; the thing be
comes a refrain; the chorus sings it.
And the Rev. Mr. Dodgson protested
that it was no phrase for irtnocent
little children to be singing.
"The fact that the chorus instant
ly sings ‘Did you hear him. Hear the
monster overbearing? Don’t go near
him, don't go near him. he is swear
ing, he is swearing'.'—the fact that
the profane captain is forthwith
ordered to his cabin by the Admiral,
and the fact that even children can
see the*joke in the swearing, never
'hit the English sentimentalise.”
‘

L
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* * * *

In England
"Pinafore* nearly
failed at the outset, and even Sir
Arthur Sullivan's biographer seems
not to have understood why. How
ever, it seems obvious that the Eng
lish thought they were being spoofed
and though they loved the tuneful
show—who could help it?—they were
not quite ready to swallow the sneer
at Britain’s most cherished posses
sion, her navy.
TJie character of Sir Joseph Porter
was taken as a caricature of H. W.
K Smith, the actual head of the British
Admiralty, who rose from being a
newsboy—Sir Joseph Porter having
risen from being an office boy for an
attorney’s firm. But Gilbert always
denied that any reference was in
tended. It was first given in London
in May 25, 1878, and almost went
ashore before the voyage was well
begun. The directors scanned the
box office sheets. One week they
would order the piece closed, the next
they would withdraw the notice. Not
until Sullivan, who was conducting at
Convent Garden, began to play se
lections from the opera did it really
get its start on a voyage that is still
going.

* * * *

The Oliver Ditson Co. is publish
ing an Analytic Symphony Series,
edited by Percy Goetschius, Mus.
Doc.,1 which should make an especial
appeal to piano students. I have seen
Schubert’s Symphony Number 5 in
B-flat major, and Mendelssohn’s
Symphony Number 4 in A-major.
Each volume in addition to the com
plete symphony contains a brief biog
raphy of the composer together with
a very fine picture, also critical notes
and explanatory preface. By writing
the publishers one could obtain a
complete list of this series.
♦ * * ♦

In the November list of new Vic
tor records it is noted that now it
is posAble to procure the opera "La
Boheme” (Puccini) complete, at a list
price of $19.50. The recordings were
made in Europe, by famous artists
and imembers of La Scala Orchestra,
and chorus, Milan, conducted by
Carlo Sabajno. There arc 13 doublefaced records in album with explan
atory folder. “La Boheme” is con
sidered by many critics as the gem
of all Italian operas. It is a favorite
of audiences and actors alike. It
abounds in beautiful melodies rjch
with dramatic pathos, including
"They Call Me Mimi,’’ "Rudolph’s
Narrative,” "Ah! Mimi, False One’’
[•and the Musetta Waltz. The posses
sion of this album enables one to
have a perpetual best seat to one of
the best of operas.

reference information it contains.
And perusal eloquently speaks of the
endless labor op Mr. Edwards’ part.
It took Mr. Edwards 12 years of con
stant endeavor to produce this his
tory of Music and Musicians of
Maine. In addition to the effort ex
pended in consulting hundreds of
books and volumes of reference, more
than a million, columns of Maine
newspapers covering a period of 125
years were carefully scanned, and up
wards of 10,000 notations were made
therefrom, that, no item of musical
importance should escape.
Mr. Edwards states that "music
was apparently not held in such high
regard by editors in the early days
a-s now, especially in those before
Maine became- a State, and such
notices of musical events as occa
sionally appeared, were notably con
spicuous for their brevity. Import
ant musical references were con
tained in a feft lines without cap
tions, and difficult to discover, hidden
away, as they ^oftentimes were, be
tween advertisements which sound
strange to the wars of those living in
the 20th centur^, among which were

announcements, of arrivals, of ship
ments of rum and molasses, sales ot
lottery tickets, aromatic snuff, spermieettl, breweries, church pews and
gunpowder, testaments at auction,
and one cent rewards for runaway
apprentices.”
And then of course it meant almost
endless correspondence with musical
organizations and musicians. The
author in the preface expresses his
appreciation of every bit of help
given him in assembling the material
for his book. Among the names
mentioned, is noted that of the late
Miss Nancy T. Sleeper, whose manu
script history of music in Rockland
is one of the most complete local his
tories of music in the State of
Maine. Also the name of Dora Jame
son Bird appears, as past president
of the Rubinstein Club and author of
a sketch of the history of that mu
sical society.
• • • •
In the biographical section there
appear upwards of 1800 brief biogra
phical sketches and references of
native and resident Maine musicians,
nearly all of whom were living at the
beginning of the year 1928. This
section should be of particular value
to students of Ijaine musical history.
None should expect to find references
to every living musician In the State
in one volume, even though it were
exclusively devoted to that subject,,
but much less so within the limits
of one chapter.
While there riiay be quite complete
sketches of certain musicians whom
some may think as of not very great
importance, and no mention made of
others who may be held in high re
gard musically; no intentional dis
crimination has been made b>- the
author. To compile these brief biog
raphies. thousands of questionnaires
were mailed to all parts of the coun
try. Those who did not respond to
requests for Information regarding
themselves wilh of course, have no
reason to comfijain if the references
to them in this section are found to
be brief, or it their names do not
appear therein.!Mr. Edwards' hope is that the true
worth of the i^ork will be found, in
its preservation of the history of
music in Maine since its beginning,
that it may thus become a standard
work of reference and a recognized
source book for libraries, women’s
clubs, musical, literary, and histo
rlcal societies, schools and colleges.
And also by being placed in the pub
lic and school libraries of the State,
talented young s'tngers and musicians
may receive inspiration from the life
stories of .Annie Louise Carey. Lil
lian Nordica. John Knowles Paine,
Luther Whiting Mason and other
Maine artists and educators, who by
their unremitting labor and constant
self-denial, won success and renown
And that through it others may be
informed to what extent Maine lkis
contributed to the world, trulj’ great
singers, composers and educators in
music.

ALWAYS KEEPS
IT ON HAND
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound Help* Her So Much
Pittsburgh, Pa.—“I was just com
pletely run-down. I had tired, heavy,
sluggish feelings
and I could not
cat. I was losing
in weight. 1 read
so much nhout
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound
and
wliat a good med
icine it is, that I
started taking it.
I
have
taken
eight bottles of
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and about
the same in tablet form. This is one
medicine a woman should have in
the house all the time. I am improv
ing every day and I sure am able to
eat. 1 am willing to answer any let
ters asking about the Vegetable Com
pound.”—Mbs. F.ij.a Richards, 21
Chautauqua St., N. S. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Barney, Faith Greenhalgh Berry,
Miriam Best, Dora Jameson Bird,
Marla Tibbetts Bird, Anna Carey
Bok, Alfred Brinkler, William Rogers
Chapman, Caroline Fenno Chase,
Phoebe Crosby, Charles Raymond
Cronham, Cyrus H. K. Curtis, Ar
thur Hackett, Alcada Hall, Ethel Etc
Hayden, Ernest J. Hill, Mabel Fran
ces Lamb, Charles Marshall, Roger
A. Nye, Adelbert Wells Sprague,
Howard Reed Stevens, Prof. Edward
Hames Wass, Mrs. James Wight, etc.
• • • •
This book should be in the posses
sion not only of music lovers, stu
dents and musicians, but of all those
who cherish a love for the State of
Maine and her accomplishments.
"Music and Musicians of Maine” is a
distinct contribution, and Mr. Ed
wards deserves the heartiest con
gratulations.
* * « •

Grand opera in modern dress is to
be offered in the smaller cities dur
ing the present season through the
enterprise of the National Broadcast
ing Company, which will send its
Grand Opera Company on the road
to present certain operas, withdut
scenery or costumes, so that the peo
pie may hear the production at the
least possible charge.
* • • *
The Curtis Institute of Music in
Philadelphia offers to its more gift
ed pupils not only instruction but a
start upon the road of a professional
career through the arrangement of
debut-recitals in principal cities.
One of these beneficiaries is Henri
Temianki, violinist, who will be heard
in Boston. Chicago, New York and
Philadelphia.
• • • *
Walter Damroach's "Musical Uni
versity of the Air" for school child
ren of the country, which began over
WJZ’s network on Oct. 26, has called
forth an avalanche of enthusiastic
approval from mature as well as
from’younger listeners for whom the
broadcasts are intended. Letters of
appreciation and favorable comment
have literally swamped the offices
of the National Broadcasting Com
pany and the Radio Corporation of
America, sponsors of the program.
• • • •
—
There arc to be new phonograph
records of the Boston Symphony Or
chestra, the first since the days of
Dr. Muck. The present orchestral
records, made by the new’ electric
process, are certain to be an aston
ishing improvement over the former
ones. The titles cannot yet he re
leased for publication.
However
there will he in the next few years
a number of Boston Symphony rec
olds, as the trustees of the orchestra
have made a long term contract with
the Victor Company.

said that intemperance and corsets
were the two great evils of modern
life, and that she had never Indulged
in either.
Henry Johnson bought the Dr.
Dodge place at The Creek in Thom
aston.
A review from the columns
of this paper of some of the
Capt. Thomas Maddocks of Owl's
happenings which interested
Head skipper of the schooner Dia
Rockland
and
vicinity in
dem, was robbed of his gold watch in
1903.
Boston.
Josiah Maxey of Thomaston fell
from the rigging of a new schooner
Charles 11. Walker was promoted, at Atlantic Wharf, cutting his head
to the regular letter carriers' force. • and spraining one of his hands.
Capt. John M. Cookson was
Frank Curtis was installed chief
templar of Nelson Dingley Lodged drowned from the barge Oracle off
Hog Island. Funeral services were
l.O.G.T.
A memorial service was held at held in Thomaston.
The Chestnut Street Baptist church
e First Baptist church for the late
Hiram H. Crie. Rev. W. J. Day de in Camden was being remodelled by
H. C. Small]
livered the address.
Miss Emma Knowlton resigned her
Cyrus C. Chandler, city liquor
agent, who had been connected with position as bookkeeper and toll op
local banks and business firms, died erator in the telephone office at
Camden and was succeeded by Miss
at the age of 82 years.
Capt. Thomas Dermot, -father of Arlie Stanley.
David S. Bray, a well known stone
Maxine and Gertrude Elliot was in
cutter died in Vinalhaven.
the city from Oakland, Calif .
Ralph Harrington of Thomaston
The Rockland Military Band re
organized with these officers: Har became assistant lamplighter of the
old A. Mills, president; I. M. Conant, Street Railway.
The Congregational Parish was in
secretary and treasurer, Robert W.
Milburn; business manager, Herbert corporated in Camden with Joshua
D. Farnham, leader. The band was Adams, C. M. Barstow, D. S. Mar
holding its rehearsals in Glover Hall. tin. W. F. Hart, J. Hale Hodgman.
Burglars visited the residences of Y. E. Brastow and Reuel Robinson as1
Mrs. Luella Snow. George D. Hayden trustees.
The new schooner E. Marie Brown
nd Mrs. E. H. Davis at the Southwas launched by Dunn & Elliot Co?
end.
The Pleasant Valley Grange Fair at Thomaston, christened by the 16year-old daughter of Capt. John
netted $250.
J. G. Piper was cutting Christmas Brown, who was to command her.
Frederick S. Gore, nominated for
trees for the Philadelphia market.
Frank F. Harding sold his grocery mayor by the Democrats of Boston,
business at the Northend to his for was a former Cushing boy, 'being a
son of the late Dr. Thomas Gore.
mer clerk, Fred T. Studley.
The dwelling houses and stables of
William S. Burn’s paint shop near
Crockett Block was practically de Mrs. Susan H. McDonald and Paschal
stroyed by fire and Mrs. Burns was- Bray In Stonington were burned.'
The death of Mrs. Clarence Bray was
badly .burned.
•
C. H. Preston of Farmington was hastened by the fright she received.
elected submaster of the High School
Miss Ada Bird Young was elected
CLARK ISLAND
president of the Ladies Auxiliary of
Mrs. Elizabeth Hocking is spend
the Y.M.C.A.
ing the winter with her daughter,
A scalp wound necessitating 20 Mrs. Allan Gastner of Rockville.
stitches was sustained by J. Edwin
Mrs. Mary Baum and Mrs. Eliza
Frohoe when he was thrown from his
beth Gross and son spent Thanksgiv
wagon during a runaway.
ing with Mr. and Mrs. James Baum
Caleb G. Moffit. who was mayor of
and family of Rockland.
Rockland in 1876 and 1877 died at
Miss Margaret Bartlett spent
his home on Masonic street, aged 79
years. He was in the insurance busi Thanksgiving with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Bartlett of Vinalhaven.
ness.
John T. Williams fell recently, and
William Reed, who was nearly
hurt his hip.
killed in an accident on the Lime
Rock Railroad the previous winter/ Mr. and Mrs. Jarlma Carleson apd
youhg son Carle and Mr. and Mrs.
resumed his duties.
The new schooner Robert H. Me-; Gust Melligust spent Thanksgiving

25 YEARS AGO

Second Floor Department

Fuller -Cobb-Davis
Fancy China, Glassware, Lamps

Rugs and Lace Curtains
Among our many things you’ll find Cigarette Boxes, Brass Candle
Sticks, Door Knockers, Chamber Door Knockers, Italian Glassware,
Green and Pink Glass in Sherbets, Water Glasses, Goblets, Ash Trays,
Plates, Tea Cups and a variety of shapes for household use.

Have you visited
the Second Floor ?
It is well worth your time. A most interesting part of the whole store.
A delightful place to rest in these three busy weeks before Christmas.

You 11 find most comfortable chairs and a cordial welcome.

Fu lle r

- Cob b-Davi s
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with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Vic
tor Blomberg and family.
Barge ltockland has loaded paving
from John Meehan & Sons for New
York.
Buster, pet eollie of Mr. and Mrs
Leroy Jackson, fell and broke his leg
and had to be put out of suffering
last Friday.
The "loafer hen,” who eats much
and lays little, is tlie greatest drag
on farm poultry flock profits. Re
place non-layers with good reliable
stock, says the U. S. Department of
Agriculture, and watch the profits
grow.

A NEW SPECIAL
Harrison L. Richardson, the Wash
ington county extension agent, has
been appointed poultry, extension
specialist for the University of Maine,
succeeding O. M. Wilbur who recent
ly resigned, it was announced by Dr.
Merrill. It is expected that Richard
son will take up his new duties prob
ably Dec. 15 or shortly thereafter.
Mr. Richardson commenced his
duties in Washington county May 10,
1924. Records show, that at that

time, there were only two flocks of
more than 200 birds and none with
500. Today 15 flocks have over 500
birds and 23 with 200 or more.
O. M. Wilbur is taking up com
mercial work and his new headquar
ters will be in Portland. During his
nine years service as poultry exten
sion specialist in Maine, Wilbur has
helped in the development of tho
poultry industry. Poultry culling is
• practiced generally bV the larger
flock owners of the state. Over
100,000 chickens are now free of bacj illary white diarrhea and Wilbur is
credited with material aid in tWs accomplishment.

Curdy was launched by Cobb, Butler
& Co. In the afternoon Cobh, Butler,
& Co. and Capt. Fred C. Hall gave
a banquet for the guests at Crescent
Beach.
••••
These births were recorded.
Rockland, Oct. 30, to Mr. and Mrs.
Timothy McInnis, a daughter.
Camden, Oct. 21, to Mr. and Mrs
John F. Heal, a son—Kenneth Bern
ard.
Camden, Oct. 19, to Mr. and Mrs.
Archie Herrick, a daughter.
Rockport, Oct. 11, to Mr. and Mrs.
Edgar W. Moody, a son.
Rockport. Nov. 5, to Mr. and Mrs.
Adelbert Andrews, a daughter.
Rockland, Nov. 7, to Mr. and Mrs.
George T. Stewart, a son.
Appleton, Nov. 3, to Mr. and Mrs.
L. E. Sprowl, a daughter.
Rockland, Nov. 5, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Coughlin, a son.
Rockland, Nov. 11, to Mr. and Mrs.
George W. Brown, a daughter.
Rockland, Nov. 11. to Mr. and. Mrs.
A. P. Biaisdell, a daughter.
Rockland. Nov. 6 to Mr. and Mrs.
C. R. Davis,, a son.
Rockland, Oct. 29. to Mr. and Mrs.
John E. Brown, a daughter.,
Rockland, Oct. 26, to Mr. and Mrs.
Franz J. Gehrmann. a daughter.
Stonington, Nov. 2, to Mr. and Mrs.
John Henry Gross, a daughter.
Stonington. Oct. 31. to Mr. and Mrs
Charles T. Bray, a daughter.
Stonington. Oct. 21, to Mr. and Mrs.
Jordan J. Gross, twin daughters.
W’arren. Nov. 17. to Mr. and Mrs
A complete photographic lahora
Irvin E. Spear, a son.
tory as part of the physical equipment
in the science department is provided
Bennett High School. Buffalo, N, Y
In addition to use in the study of
physics and chemistry, the laboratory
lias proved of value in supplying
photographs for school and eduea
tional publications and lantern slides
for lectures and other school pur
poses.—School Life.

Space does not permit the detailed
review the vo(l»me deserves. How
ever, briefly, the book'opens will) a
Prologue, covealhg the music of the
A neglected cough can lead to a lot
Indians in Maifie, 1497-1639; here ap of trouble. But if you use Adamson's
pear the Penobscot barter song, the Balsam the first thing—there’s no
I’assamaquoddy song of greeting, and danger.
the early Catholic missionaries who
The first dose relaxes strained
were the first music teachers in throat muscles, breaks up, and expels
Maine. Cliapt® 1 is devoted to Mu phlegm and heals Irritated membrane
sic of the I’nwince of Maine, 1640- That stops the coughing. With that
1775, descrihltM the development of o v e r—o t h e r ingredients, acting
music from the "twisted and tor through blood attack the germs at
tured’’ tunes ofrthe days of 1640 up to seat of trouble and in a day or two
the new era fcf psalmody in New all danger is gone. Adamson's Bal
England. Chapter 2, "Music of the sam contains no dope or anything
District of Maine." 1776-1819, begins harmful. 35c and 75c. At all drug
♦ ♦ » ♦
with the appearance of native music stores. A safe, pleasant cough and
Two numbers from Deems Taylor’s and the gradual development of mu sore throat medicine for children
"The King’s Henchman’’ which holds sical art in the State, this chapter Get a bottle today.
particular interest for.us due to the being of parelcular interest, as it
libretto by Edna St, Vincent Millay, tells of musical culture in Hallowell
arc also shown in this November list; the first musical instrument to I)®
It is record No. 8103. made by Law manufactured in Bangor, bass viol
rence Tibbett, baritone, who sings introduced inta, church choir in Au
"Oh. Caesar. Great Wert Thou" and gusta. singing i'chools organized, first
"Nay. Marcus, Lay Him Down.” Mr. church organist in Portland, etc,
Chapter 3, "Music of the State of
Tibbett was a member of the original
ast at tho Metropolitan two years I Maine' 1820-1835, tells of the gradual
formation of musical societies, ma
ngo.
• • • •
sic in the churixi^s. and one of partic
And for lovers of the music of Ste ular interest to us, description of old
phen Foster, there Is the “Stephen Rockland choir.
AUTHORIZED DEALER
Chapter 4. "Music in the State of
Foster Album." containing on four
Victor records the/inc old tunes that Maine" 18S6-1^»6. goes into detail re
live today as fresli as they were 50 garding musl/sil performances, lec
tures on muj^ic. publications, and
years ago.
• ♦ • •
prominent musicians of that period
Chapter 5 covers the years 7857"Music and Musicians of Maine"
iix TUBE8
from the pen of George Thornton Ed 1896, and heregftpehrs John Knowles
wards of Portland has become a real Paine, great American composer, de
ity. and those who have had the op velopment of the Rossini Club of
portunity and privilege of examining Portland, notable musical clilbs
this volume find it difficult to ex quartets and Church chhlrs of ihat,
• r• •
press with sufficient eloquence the ap- period, Hermann Kotzsehtuar, Annie'
preclatlon and tribute due Mr. Ed Louise Carey,.:
SEVEN TUBES
Chapter 6. 1897-1928, tells of tho
wards for his noteworthy work. At
first glance one is impressed by the Maine Festive, chorus. Lillian Nor
beauty of the book itself. Bound in dica's life. Engjpa Eamis. Geraldine
gjiliic with gold lettering, the paper is Farrar, Maine Federation ot Music
of the finest quality. Tlie print is Clubs, music of the schools nnd col
clear and just right in size, and the leges. and so on.
And Chapter 7 is devoted to bio
illustrations, of which there are
graphical sketches. Here we find
\many. are splendidly brought out.
Close scrutiny reveals the inter- such names as Grace Armstrong.
118-152
esting reading, the valuable data, and Mrs. Albert E. Averill, Lou Duncan

Stops Hang-On Coughs

D

AU Electric Sets

$77.00 less tubes

$106.00 less tubes

JOHN A. KARL & CO

The marriages for this period
were:
Warren. Oct. 24, Charles F. Brimigion, and Hazel E. Light.
South Thomaston, Oct. 28, Oscar B
Hudson of Lawrence, Mass., and
Margaret J. Everett of South Thom
aston.
Deer Isle, Oct. 15, Austin Smith
and Mrs. Hattie Hendrick.
Camden, Oct. 26, Elton R. Brand
and Flora E. Bryant.
Warren, Oct. 31, Carlos A. Walcott
of Glover. Vt., and Mrs. Mary A
Gould of Warren.
Rockland, Oct. 27, Charles S. Alien
and Beula F. Winchester.
Rockland. Nov. 4, John Moulaison
and Margaret Thebide»u.
Rockland. George W. Phillips ot
Chelsea. Mass., and Mae A. D. Sulli
van of Rockland.
Rockland, Nov. 4. Maynard S. Ox
ton and Flora M. Smith.
Rockland, Nov. 2, Otto N. Larsen
of Portland and Helen M. Burpee of
Rockland.
Walpole, Mass., Oct. 14. George E
Harkness, formerly ot Rockport and
Lucia* V. Jewett of Walpole.
Harrington. Oct. 13. Allston M
Hatch and Gertrude L. Gross.
Union, Oct. 31. Fred H. Calderwood
and Margaret J. Desmond, both of
Warren.
Rockland Nov. 7. Fred R. Wilson
and Mary A. Cousihs.
Deer Isle. Oct. 24. Isaac Sellers and
Mrs. Emma Nevels.
Rockland, Nov. 14. Fred 1. Lurvey
and Mary Helen Hart.
Cushing, Nov. 11, Wilbur J. Morse
and Miss Sarah L. Garthust.
Rockport, Nov. 9, Rodney T. Me
Intyre anil Violet A. Merry, both of
Warren.
Camden. Nov. 18, Frederick Jagels
of Hoboken. N. J., and Emily W.’Burd
of Camden.
Camden, Nov. 17., James F. Car
ver of Rockland aftd.. Emma Chase
Knowlton of Camden.
Reston. Nov.'10, Frederick Black
lngton of Rockland and Mae Guiney
of Boston.
Camden, Oct. 21, Jesse F. Went
worth and Lorana E. Nhtt, both of
Belmont.
Lincolnville, Nov. 11. Parker Youn
and Almira R. Curling, lxitii of Cam
den.

Also—exquisite furniture models
designed by expert craftsmen.
Come in and see them.

Call and See!

Philco engineers have used Ncutfodyfie,
famous for purity of tone, and have com
bined with it super-power, which gives
marvelous distance range, selectivity and
volume — a combination new to radio.
“Neutrodyne-Plus.”

OW, for the first time, radio in color!
Vivid colors to
harmonize with your home! Your choice of five exquisite,
hand-decorated table models. Come in and lee the beautiful
Philco Electric Radio in cabinets of color I

N

AlPElectric
Philco is an all-electric A C. set. No
batteries, liquids or acids of any sort.
Merely attach it to your light socket. Evin
an aerial is not essential. This means that
the Philco is portable, and can be moved
from oue room to another with ease.

Free Home Trial

At a Price

Yes. we’ll deliver the new Philco for you to try in your own home free!
We’ll just plug it into your light socket and leave it. Then operate it
youi^elf—see how “Neutrodyne-Plus” gives you better performance and
greater pleasure than you’ve ever had from radio before. If you’re not
delighted, we’ll take the Philco back and that ends the matter. No obliga
tion—no charge for the trial._ It’s freel

Easy Payments
If you decide to keep the Philco, wc make

it easy

for you to own. Only a small down
payment—the balance in easy monthly pay
ments you’ll never even miss! Come in—let
jus tell you how you cap,buy the Philco and
enjoy tt while you are paying for it this easy

way.

Exquisite furniture models at surpris
ingly moderate prices. And-the same
Philco instrument in table cabinets of popu
lar prices. Maximum Philco performance^^
<ai

«

no matter what price you pay.

J

Trade In
We will make you a liberal trade-in allow
ance for your old. out-of-date radio. Now
you can have what you've wished for—the
latest and best in radio—without taking a
dead loss on your old set. Come in and see

how much your old set is worth in
obligation.

“neutrodynepl;;’’

titutoic RADIO

trade. No
t

Come In, Phone -or
Send
sm M am ■■ m nm
Xome in—see and hear the Philco,
or send this coupon. Get the full details
of our liberal offer. No obligation.

F. W. FARREL CO.
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTOR

643 MAIN ST.
Aunt Salome Sellers of Deer Isle
observed her 104th birthday.
She

M Neutrodyne - Plus|M

ROCKLAND. ME.

TEL. 661
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Please send me descriptive literature on th: Philco
Radio, without obligation. Also the complete details of
your (pedal Free
Easy Payment, Trade-In offer. ,

Trial,
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FRIENDSHIP,

★

ROCKLAND
Dyer’s Garage

R. L. Thompson
W. 0. Pottle
F. D. Winchenbaugh
Simmons Garage

★

Gray’s Filling Station
Knox County Motor Sales Co.

H.W. Look
Munsey Motor Co.

A. W. Nye

Oak Grove Cabins
R. & R. Lime Corporation
LINCOLNVILLE BEACH

C. E. Dearborn
CAMDEN
C. L. Bailey

★
★
★
★
★
★

SPRUCE HEAD

Frank Wall
H. F. York
ROCKPORT

F. C. Wallace

WEST ROCKPORT

H. H. Hanscom

J. S. Felton
Sea View Filling Station

THOMASTON
J. C. Bourne
B. A. Lermond
E. P. Starrett

r

H. B. Gardner

Elmer Starr

TENANT’S HARBOR
John Morris, Jr.
Herbert Elwell

John Morris

Everything high

•A
★
*

Why pay extra for special gasolines when

F. R. Whitmore

you can buy a true high test gasoline which

★

f ♦♦

PORT CLYDE *

B. D. Simmons

UNION

Messer’s Garage

0. B. Libby

I

j

The NEW and BETTER

A. E. Spear

1

G. C. Young

j

H. L. Russell Co.

Vi

OWL’S HEAD

which responds instantly to the spark. This

and long mileage regardless of weather.
J

\

LvT. Marshall
H. H. Billings Sons
W.G. Douglass
D. E. Conary

means lightning starts, remarkable pick-up

S. J. Burrows

F

J. A. Ewell

your engine—a perfect, full-powered vapor

A. W. Winchenbaugh

Charles Starrett

s

DEER ISLE

a dry gas in the combustion chamber of

★

W.E.Mank

Warren Garage

<

Granite Garage
Granville Robbins "

The new and better Texaco is a high test

*

Medomak Garage

’

ST. GEORGE

costs no more?

Ellis Sprague

WARREN

A

\

LONG COVE \

J. E. Robinson

W. A. Bessey

k

STONINGTON

VINALHAVEN

E. C. Jones

•Ue

ROCKVILLE

★
★
★
★

Brown & Hobbs

WALDOBORO

f flTTm tHH 111JHHt H IW H 1HI1 1

■

'

For Sale By

For Sale By

gasoline in every sense of the word. It forms

111

1

TEXACO GASOLINE

Roy Nickerson

W f T T f I ffT T T T T T lf t f M

Every-Other-Day
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*

★
★
★
★

TEXA

SWAN’S ISLAND

\

H. A. Johnson
F. E. Bridges
ISLE AU HAUT

CASOLI

F. A. Partridge

\

MATINICUS

Thanks to our special refining processes,

*

,

L.W. Sinnnons

we are able to offeryou the new and better

NORTH HAVEN \ '

Texaco at the price of ordinary gasoline.

THE

TEXAS

TEXACO

COMPANY

PETROLEUM

PRODUCTS

NO EXTRA
PRICE

I. E. Beverage
W. Sampson

C. McLOON COMPANY
ROCKLAND

DISTRIBUTORS

MAINE

'» V\

